
trisha_29 
 
trisha_29: pushes up on my tip toes and grabs down the top hat hanging....flips it onto 

my head...snapping my hips left and right 

Kelleen: smiles watching trisha 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

D r a z: grins watching    those hips  

trisha_29: shimmies the boa...up and down my back....reaching up and tipping the hat 

down to just above my eye brows 

touchdown366: smiles at the sexy creature  

dirtyrpgirl: plays the air saxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

trisha_29: turns my back to the room....leans forward...pressing my ass back...slowly 

rocking it back and forth...slipping the boa down to just below my ass cheeks 

dirtyrpgirl: fuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuck 

babyyyyyyyyyyyyyy!!!...wooooooooohoooooooooooooo 

trisha_29: laughs and tosses the hat to the crowd 

FoolishHeart26: bites my thumb watching Trisha...  

touchdown366: catches it 

dirtyrpgirl: stand up on slingers chair, my hiney in his face as i stretch, to catch that hat 

dirtyrpgirl: shucks...................missed it 

dirtyrpgirl: good catch td!!!! 

trisha_29: drops the boa.....struts my ass down the bar...kicking glasses left and right 

with each step...making my way to the pole.....walks around it...running a single finger up 

and down the shiney steel 

touchdown366: thanks 

dirtyrpgirl: omg.....................the pole!!! 

FoolishHeart26: wohooooooo Td..!!  

D r a z: grins watching  trisha as she heads to the pole      .woo hoo  

shannyn a1: clean up, aisle two ! 

touchdown366: moves down to watch 

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles... watches the hat fall but the butt raise...  

Kelleen: clapping giving a whisle 

dirtyrpgirl: sits back in slingers lap, my back pressing to his chest, feet on his knee's as i 

watch my baby 

trisha_29: grins.....wraps each finger slowly around the pole....stroking it up and down a 

few times slowly...shifting to straddle against it...giving my hips a slow swirl to the 

left...and a slow swirl to the right........ 

FoolishHeart26: catches the glasses and follows Trisha's every single move... ohh myyy..  

dirtyrpgirl: squirmming in slingers lap as i watch my baby seduce that pole 

touchdown366: eyes move with her as she swirl left the right 

trisha_29: shifts my feet again...leaning in...the pole pressed perfectly between my 

breasts...holding tight with one hand...kicking one leg up playfully behind me and kicking 

it forward to wrap the long leg around the pole and lean back slowly............ 



dirtyrpgirl: tapping my feet to your knee's to the beat as i rock my head softly to your 

chest 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

touchdown366: studying her everymove 

D r a z:  smile watching  trisha as she takes her time  and   sexes  it up    

dirtyrpgirl: as she does so very well draz!!!! 

touchdown366: she is hot so hot 

trisha_29: shimmies my shoulders as i lean way back...one long leg wrapped tight around 

the pole....moving my hips up and down slowly as the thin crotch of my boy shorts rub 

agains the pole with the beat of the music 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah she is td 

FoolishHeart26: whewwwww.... fanning myself with my blazer.... gezzz Trish......  

GuitarslingerMike: grins watching her slowly work the pole...  

dirtyrpgirl: lifting up some, in slingers lap, getting a good look at them boy 

shorts,bonding to the pole 

FoolishHeart26: omg... tuneeeeee.....  

touchdown366: listens to the beat of my heart as she moves so erotic 

trisha_29: pulling myself back up...grasping tight to the pole...unwrapping my leg and 

spinning to lean back against the pole....stretching my arms way up and grasping the 

pole with both hands....the white mans shirt pulling tight across my bare 

breasts...buttons threatening to bust open......head tossed back...moving up and down 

slowly 

dirtyrpgirl: omg baby..................whew......so damn sexyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

D r a z: woo hoo  trisha 

touchdown366: watches her head tossed back as she moves slowly and seductively 

FoolishHeart26: oohhhhh myyyy....... gulps........... whistlesss having a good look of her 

breastfriends...  

GuitarslingerMike: nods to dirty as she wiggles on my lap... she is.  

trisha_29: drawing one hand down from the pole..fingers spread and dragging down over 

the front of my throat...shoulders pulled back as the pole rubs between my shoulder 

blades....hips rocking left and right with the beat....curling my fingers and dragging the 

edges of my nails down my skin....grasping a bit of the mans dress shirt at the top 

button......... 

dirtyrpgirl: isnt she slinger......she always makes me so wet when she dances 

touchdown366: is it hot in here no its Trisha making me feel that way 

touchdown366: watches the nails against her skin 

trisha_29: giggles....drops my hands....twirls on my tip toes and grabs the pole with one 

hand....bending and arching my back as i push my boy short covered ass out...reaching 

back and giving it a hard slap with my hand....making the ass cheeks jiggle.... 

dirtyrpgirl: licking my lips as i watch my baby 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps at the slap...............mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

touchdown366: sees her sexy ass as she slaps it 

D r a z:  watches  thse  cheeks jiggle  as  the hands slap  

GuitarslingerMike: grins at the sharp smack sound...  



GuitarslingerMike: love that.  

Kelleen: fanning myself watching  

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwww.....heart................tc n hb 

sweetie!!!!!!...hugssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss n kissesssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: so do i slingers....giggles 

trisha_29: grins as the beat changes....turns and leans back against the pole 

again....moving my back up and down it slightly...hands slowly slithering over the front of 

the shirt...tugging at it slightly...hands squeezing as they pass over my breasts....gripping 

the shirt and almost pulling it open...grins and stops...pushing off the pole and struts to 

my seat...stopping along the way to kiss my babygirl....winks and walks to my spot on the 

bar 

D r a z:  wow ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,stands an appluads trisha  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,BRAVO BRAVO ,,,,,,so hot  

touchdown366: watches as she polishishes the pole with her shirt 

trisha_29: lol ty draz 

dirtyrpgirl: applauds loudly as you walks over to me, giddy like a school girl at the kiss, 

and just watches your booty shake in the long man's shirt as you walk 

away.................feeling my heart beat in my chest 

dirtyrpgirl: that was so hot and sexy babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy...wowzers!!!!!! 

trisha_29: lol ty babygirl 

GuitarslingerMike: cheers trisha as she steps down... well done trisha.  

trisha_29: ty mike 

FoolishHeart26: wooooooohooooooooooooo Trishaa!!! gezzzzz.. that was soooo sm,okin 

hotttt..!! applaudssss!! 

trisha_29: lol ty heart 

dirtyrpgirl: squirms in slingers lap some more 

Kelleen: standing clapping  

Kelleen: woo wooo woooo 

 

 

 

Dirtyrpgirl and GuitarslingerMike 
 
dirtyrpgirl: grabs them hem of my little black dress and kicks my pumps off 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney as i lift my right leg, swinging my foot 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs and dances some more as the tune starts to fade.................. 

GuitarslingerMike: winks...  

GuitarslingerMike: waits to see what the next song is...  

dirtyrpgirl: love this song!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: not a jig tune, slinger....lol 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and struts close...  

GuitarslingerMike: shaking my head....  

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.....smiles 

scarlett2angel: oohhhhhhh i do ...i do ...i do... 

dirtyrpgirl: and grabs you 



GuitarslingerMike: no more like a hand-to-hand one...  

GuitarslingerMike: takes dirtys hands in mine and sways back and forth... hips rocking...  

dirtyrpgirl: taking your hands in mine as i sway my hips, letting the back of the lil black 

dress flip up as i shake my hiney,dancing with ya 

scarlett2angel: smiles at the two dancers ,sits at the end of the bar smh  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hair fly as my head bops and twists to the beat 

GuitarslingerMike: sways hips in time with dirtys... hands sliding side to side.. fingers 

locked together...  

GuitarslingerMike: grinning as I watch her let loose..  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles..not bad there.............. 

GuitarslingerMike: holds her hand above her head and delicately spins her as the song 

ends...  

GuitarslingerMike: nods and bows...  

GuitarslingerMike: the slinger is full of hidden talents.  

dirtyrpgirl: seeing that....smiling 

GuitarslingerMike: smiles and looks in her eyes...  

GuitarslingerMike: holds her hand..  

GuitarslingerMike: a slow one?  

GuitarslingerMike: slides my hand to the small of her back...  

dirtyrpgirl: sure...this one?..or another one? 

GuitarslingerMike: this one works. dark and sultry.  

dirtyrpgirl: falls into you as your hand rubs  my lower back 

dirtyrpgirl: it is.....smiles and puts my left hand on your shoulder 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and steadies her as I pull you close...  

GuitarslingerMike: hip to hip.. the fingers of our other hands tangled...  

GuitarslingerMike: rocking slowly.. turning gently as the lights play in time to the tune....  

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my hips,left to right as my inner hips slap to your thighs 

GuitarslingerMike: leans closer... hums softly to the tune in her ear...  

GuitarslingerMike: fingers on the small of her back stroking softly...  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm snuggles tighter to ya as we dance 

GuitarslingerMike: smiles and kisses your forehead softly...  

GuitarslingerMike: rocking slowly to the tune...  

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i look up after the soft kiss 

GuitarslingerMike: looing down into your eyes...  

GuitarslingerMike: smiling...  

dirtyrpgirl: putting both my hands to your back, just above your belt, with my fingers in 

the belt loops 

GuitarslingerMike: pullse you closer between my shoulders...  

GuitarslingerMike: mmm. damn. I was liking the slow ones.  

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my upper body to the new tune, but stays close to you 

dirtyrpgirl: it is on shuffle,slinger...kinda outa my control....smiles 

GuitarslingerMike: one hand sliding up between your shoulders... keeping you close...  

GuitarslingerMike: smiles and nods...  

GuitarslingerMike: I figured. we'll make it work.  



GuitarslingerMike: hips swaying close to yours...  

dirtyrpgirl: yeah we can...winks.......and lets you go....spining around a few steps 

away......sliding my hands down to my knee's as i wiggle my hiney in the short lil black 

dress....then trowing my arms above my head 

dirtyrpgirl: bopping my butt left to right to the bet 

GuitarslingerMike: rocking back and forth.. hips and shoulders swaying to the beat...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins as I watch your cute butt...  

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous.  

dirtyrpgirl: dancing around you,barefoot............slapping your butt as i get behind ya 

dirtyrpgirl: then slide back in front of you....ohhh a slow one!! 

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

GuitarslingerMike: opening my arms wide...  

GuitarslingerMike: stepping close...  

dirtyrpgirl: seductively slides back close to you 

GuitarslingerMike: hips rolling slowly as you slip back against me...  

GuitarslingerMike: one hand on the small of your back...  

GuitarslingerMike: the other sliding to your hip...  

dirtyrpgirl: resting the left side of my face to your chest as we just barely move, feet 

shuffling slowly 

dirtyrpgirl: my left hand to your back , rubbing up and down softly 

GuitarslingerMike: smiling.. eyes closed.... enjoying your heat as I kiss your head softly...  

GuitarslingerMike: fingers on your back spread wide... stroking up and down as I pull you 

against me...  

GuitarslingerMike: right there. so nice.  

dirtyrpgirl: slowy sways left, in your arms, my face moving gently to your shirt 

GuitarslingerMike: left.. then right...  

GuitarslingerMike: enjoying how you fit between my shoulders... how your back feels 

under my hand...  

dirtyrpgirl: taking in your manly aroma as we dance so close 

GuitarslingerMike: shuffling slowly as I kiss your head again... humming along with the 

tune to your ear..  

GuitarslingerMike: hums.... alll of me all of you..  

GuitarslingerMike: grins... kisses your head again... 

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles...  

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my arms back above my head...my hips snap exaggeratedly as i dance 

back to slinger 

GuitarslingerMike: grinning... watching you wiggle as you come back to the dance floor...  

dirtyrpgirl: my breasts jigglin in the lil black dress 

GuitarslingerMike: stepping close and taking your hands again..  

GuitarslingerMike: hips left and right to the beat...  

GuitarslingerMike: fingers tangled together with yours...  

dirtyrpgirl: spins aroujnd just before i get to you....and falls back, letting you catch 

me........as i kick my right leg up in the air, exposing my black lace panties 



GuitarslingerMike: grins as I catch a glimpse of black lace...  

GuitarslingerMike: hands catching you... stroking your back as I pull your back to my 

chest...  

GuitarslingerMike: it's been that way out here too. the heat makes my allergies go crazy.  

dirtyrpgirl: stands and turn to face slinger...one more? 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and nods...  

GuitarslingerMike: as many as you like dirty.  

GuitarslingerMike: sliding my hands to your hips and pulling you close...  

dirtyrpgirl: holds my hands out, locking my fingers to your......our arms out between 

us.......as i sway my hips to the tune....arching my head back, letting my hair fall over my 

shoulders 

GuitarslingerMike: stepping back... fingers tangled with yours... grinning as I watch the 

long locks fall and sway as we dance...  

GuitarslingerMike: swaying in time with you...  

dirtyrpgirl: steps closer to slinger, my body tight to his kissing him as the song starts to 

fade..............whispering,,,,,,thank you for the dance 

GuitarslingerMike: kissing you back...  

GuitarslingerMike: thank you dirty. that was fun.  

GuitarslingerMike: anytime you want a partner just let me know.  

dirtyrpgirl: yes it was slinger...and your welcum!!! 

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles...  

GuitarslingerMike: you too!  

dirtyrpgirl: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

GuitarslingerMike: wanders back to the couch and settles in...  

dirtyrpgirl: waves to slinger as i dance to the bar....letting my hiney shake in the lil black 

dress...strpping back into my pumps 

GuitarslingerMike: waves back to dirty...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins as I watch the hiney wiggle...  

dirtyrpgirl: that was nice..and fun...smiles 

GuitarslingerMike: smiles back to dirty... nodding...  

GuitarslingerMike: mmmhmm.  

 

 

 

caramel cupcake 
 
caramel cupkake: checks out the tunes, steps onto the dance stage and moves a little 

rocketpilot750: watches 

caramel cupkake: sways the hips, spins around 

caramel cupkake: snaps the fingers a few times and continues the sway and roll of the 

hips 

RocketManFL: moves to seat near stage  



caramel cupkake: smiles as the new tune starts, sways the hips a little more and snaps 

them off 

rocketpilot750: watches those hips 

RocketManFL: to watch caramel up close  

caramel cupkake: backs to the pole and presses to it, sways against it, lowers slowly and 

widens the legs 

caramel cupkake: slowly rises, moving the hips a little more the higher I get onto the 

pole 

RocketManFL: oh my, good view of inner thighs  

D r a z:  grins watching thehips  move  and the little skirt flip up and down     

caramel cupkake: steps away and sways left, snaps the head left and rocks the hips right 

and then the head 

caramel cupkake: leans back, runs the hands up the body, pauses on my breasts and 

gives them a squeeze 

caramel cupkake: stands and spins and rocks the hips, drops the foot and spins again, 

then snaps off the hips 

RocketManFL: mmmm  loves the sawyoing  

caramel cupkake: nods the head, snaps the fingers off again, then drops to the floor, 

extends a stockinged leg and scissor kicks it 

D r a z: watches  tha hands  and the writhing body  to the beat  

caramel cupkake: runs the hand up the leg 

caramel cupkake: looks out, gives the sultry look 

RocketManFL: mm so sensuous  

caramel cupkake: spins the leg around and gets to the knees 

caramel cupkake: runs the hands up the body, through the hair 

RocketManFL: (imaginges it smy hnads gliding up her legs)  

rocketpilot750: incredible 

caramel cupkake: sways on the knees and shrugs the shoulders, feels the top slip down 

caramel cupkake: looks to see a bit of breast on display 

D r a z: smiles to see the tops of breasts  

caramel cupkake: stands and backs to the pole, spins and grabs it, rocks the hips right 

and left and dips 

caramel cupkake: pauses, grinds to the pole and smiles 

rocketpilot750: damn 

caramel cupkake: steps away, doesnt even try to put the top back in place, steps from 

the stage 

RocketManFL: woo hoo caramel  

caramel cupkake: takes the ballet bow, giving an ample view of the breasts 

rocketpilot750: claps wildly 

RocketManFL: claps wildly  

RocketManFL: holds up a 100 for caramel  

caramel cupkake: smiles, stands, bows again, steps from the stage 

D r a z: woo hoo caramel   ..........     

rocketpilot750: holds her tip high in the air 



caramel cupkake: that should work for my exercise regimen tonight 

rocketpilot750: sees her skin glisten 

caramel cupkake: picks up the tips, offers a kiss to those 

GuitarslingerMike: smiles and watches caramel step down...  

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous caramel. well done.  

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds caramel ....WOOOOOOHOOOOO 

rocketpilot750: so good 

D r a z: smiles and watches  caramel collect her tips    .........Bravo  caramel 

 

sara a9 
 
sara a9: slides off the barstool, walks to one of the dance stages, steps from the shoes 

and steps onto the stage, moves a little to some imaginary beat 

Poppy England: *spots sara and hushes to watch*  

D r a z:  watches sara and tries to guess what beat she is dancing to  

GuitarslingerMike: turns on the barstool.. leans back against the bar to watch...  

sara a9: spins on the stockinged feet, moves again, backs to the pole 

sara a9: rests to the pole, continues to sway one hand slowly moving up the left side 

sara a9: spins on the balls of the feet, reaches for the pole and sways left, then right in a 

near slow motion action 

GuitarslingerMike: smiles and watches her hands and hips sway...  

sara a9: dips a little, sways and rolls the hips in the continued slow motion 

Poppy England: *watches the beautiful pole dancer*  

sara a9: rises slowly, a hand runs up the right side, then the left hand works down the 

left side 

sara a9: eyes closed, hands run up the body and pause on my breasts, swaying again as I 

give the breasts a gentle squeeze 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Sara  

GuitarslingerMike: raises an eyebrow and grins at the tease and squeeze...  

sara a9: the hands work down the body, grab the skirt and slowly bring it up, showing off 

the lace of the stocking tops 

D r a z: eyes wander over  sara   

Poppy England: *applauds*  

sara a9: spins again, sways on the stage, slides and shuffles, then spins back to the 

center and continues the slow motion rock, tugging the skirt a bit higher 

Poppy England: *wanders over with a 50 dollar note and holds it up....  

sara a9: keeps one hand on the skirt, approaches the edge and extends the leg with the 

straps of the garter belt well exposed 

GuitarslingerMike: watches the tops of her stockings come into view and the smooth skin 

just above... smiles...  

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous sara.  

sara a9: smiles to Mike, sways in place, keeps the leg extended with the foot pointed 

away from the leg 



Poppy England: *picks out the garter belt and pops the 50 into it*  

Poppy England: *backs away...  

sara a9: smiles, spins and gives Poppy a very sweet roll of the hips and a look over the 

shoulder 

sara a9: spins again, the hands slowly bring up the pull over top, pausing at the breasts 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as she pauses... right there.. teasing...  

sara a9: with a quick pull of both hands, the top comes off and is dropped to the stage as 

the hair gets tossed 

D r a z: smiles watching the hair shine in the lights  

sara a9: backs to the pole, the hands on the waistband of the skirt and it is slowly tugged 

over the hips 

GuitarslingerMike: stands and walks to the edge of the stage... looking up at sara the 

whole time...  

sara a9: pauses mid way showing off the garter belt and a bit of the g string under the 

skirt 

sara a9: stands and tugs the skirt slowly, rolling the hips until the skirt is ready to fall on 

its own to the floor 

GuitarslingerMike: folds a 50 lengthwise... grins and nods to sara...  

D r a z: smiles watching and waiting  

sara a9: turns, leans over....with a sway of the hips, picks up the skirt and tosses it aside 

sara a9: approaches Mike, pause in front of him, then does a very slow roll of the hips and 

a slight thrust 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and looks up at sara... eyes following every roll and curve of her 

hips and thighs....  

sara a9: closes the eyes and continues to sway to the tune in her head 

sara a9: looks down at Mike, gives a slow lick of the cherry glossed lips 

FoolishHeart26: sips my drink.. enjoying the sexy dancing of Sara 

GuitarslingerMike: looks up to her gorgeous breasts and lips as she licks them.. shaking 

my head and grinning...  

GuitarslingerMike: mmhmm.  

GuitarslingerMike: holds the 50 up for her...  

sara a9: spins and looks over the shoulder, continues the sway 

sara a9: spins around, leans over to takes the bill between the teeth 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as she slips the bill from my fingers...  

GuitarslingerMike: looking in her eyes...  

sara a9: raises, and slowly lets the bill settle between the breasts 

sara a9: looks at Mike, winks, and spins again to move back to the pole 

GuitarslingerMike: grins... winks back...  

sara a9: grabs with both hands, sways and lowers, gives the hips a little more off an 

exagerated roll 

GuitarslingerMike: slowly walks back to the barstool.. watching sara move back to the 

pole...  

sara a9: tosses the hair and leans back, then spins again, rests to the pole and reaches 

for a bra strap 



sara a9: slides it down 

sara a9: then the other, teasingly slow, showing off the top of the breasts 

sara a9: moves up and down against the pole, moving to the tune 

sara a9: tosses the hair and grinds to the pole 

sara a9: leans back, gives the breasts a jiggle 

D r a z: grins as  we watch the lithe body ripple against  the  pole  

GuitarslingerMike: watches her hips.. legs as she tosses her hair...  

sara a9: stands and struts to the center of the stage, snaps the hips left, then right 

sara a9: tosses the head, spins and drops to the knees, continues the snake charmer 

sway 

sara a9: hands run up the body, cup the breasts 

FoolishHeart26: rocking my head softly .. admiring Sara's struts..  

sara a9: spins a leg around and lies back, brings the legs up 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as she charms with her mesmerizing hips and legs...  

sara a9: arches and grinds onto the stage 

Poppy England: *sits, watching, impressed*  

sara a9: spins around and gets to the knees, hands again up and down the body 

sara a9: rises, spins again, leans over, rolls the hips to the new tune 

sara a9: runs a hand up the butt, gives a loud smack to it, then spins and struts back to 

the pole 

Poppy England: *grins* now that was naughty!  

GuitarslingerMike: grins and nods at the sharp smack! sound of her hand...  

D r a z: smiles at the sound of the smack  

GuitarslingerMike: nice!  

sara a9: moves behind the pole, one leg loops around, both hands hold as I grind up and 

down the pole and sway the hips 

GuitarslingerMike: nodding my head to the beat as she grinds the pole..  

sara a9: rocks the head to the sway of the hips, and releases the leg, then lgides up and 

down the pole 

D r a z: sings along ,,,,,,shes a party girl ........parties all night along  

sara a9: steps back and around the pole, then slowly moves to the center, sways and 

spins, leans over and gives the hips an exaggerated roll again 

sara a9: tosses the head, blonde hair flying around 

GuitarslingerMike: nods to draz... the perfect song.  

sara a9: rises, spins and continues the sway, hooks the g string and lowers a couple 

inches, knowing just where to stop 

Poppy England: *claps in time to the music*  

GuitarslingerMike: holds his breath as she teases...  

sara a9: leaves the g string alone, leans over and gives the breasts a sway, showing a 

little more as the straps of the bra remain loose 

GuitarslingerMike: mmmm. gorgeous.  

sara a9: spins and looks back, lowers the g string to give a full view of the butt, rolls it 

and pauses 

sara a9: brings the g string back up in place, smiles and continues to sway to move 



GuitarslingerMike: looks in her eyes... then down to her butt... grinning...  

D r a z: ohh la la la lala 

sara a9: backs to the pole and rests against it, grinds and sways, hands moving again 

over the body, one hand slowly moving to between my legs 

sara a9: rests the hand and rocks upon it 

sara a9: the other hand circles over a breast 

sara a9: the index finger teases at the nipple while I continue the slow rock on my hand 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and chuckles... mmhmm.  

GuitarslingerMike: so nice sara.  

sara a9: eyes close, head slowly moves, hips continue the rocking 

sara a9: steps away from the pole, hooks the leg around and sways and moves 

Poppy England: *eyes wide, grinning*  

sara a9: lowers the leg, backs to the pole and slowly lowers while pressing the spine to 

the pole 

sara a9: leaves the legs spread, fingers run along the insides 

sara a9: pauses....and holds.... 

GuitarslingerMike: grins wide as she slips down the pole and teases with her fingers so 

close..  

D r a z: watching    as the fingers tease the flesh  

sara a9: starts a more deliberate rocking of the hips, raises up and lowers again on the 

pole 

Poppy England: *glances over at the two men, grinning*  

sara a9: draws an index finger over the g string 

sara a9: gets the aroused look on the face and lightly runs the finger tip again over the g 

string 

sara a9: rises on the pole, pauses, sways and lets the hands come up the body 

GuitarslingerMike: shifts on the barstool... grins and watches her hands slide up...  

sara a9: steps away from the pole and continues the very exaggerated roll of the hips 

D r a z:  the hands drifting over the delightful curves  

sara a9: runs a hand up the other cheek and gives the butt a smack 

sara a9: spins and continues the sway, slowly dips and drops to the knees  

GuitarslingerMike: grins again at the sharp smack! sound...  

sara a9: sways again with the snake charmer sway 

sara a9: runs the hands up and down, one again teasingly slow between the legs, then 

quickly pulls it away 

D r a z: that body so flexible and  so     sexy 

GuitarslingerMike: nods to draz... grins... you can say that again.  

sara a9: rises, spins and leans over, continues the roll and sway, once more smacking the 

butt and circling the hand upon it 

sara a9: spins again, backs to the pole, sways and moves, knowing the tune is about to 

end 

GuitarslingerMike: shaking my head... grinning... love that sound.  

sara a9: spins, grabs the poleand leans back....holds as the tune ends 

sara a9: rises, steps to the center of the stage, takes a bow 



Poppy England: bravo sara! that was fantastic  

GuitarslingerMike: stands and claps....  

sara a9: smiles to the group, gives the hair a toss 

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous sara. really well done.  

sara a9: one last teasing tug of the g string 

D r a z: woo hoo ........stands and applauds ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Bravo Bravo   sara ......superb!! 

sara a9: gathers up the clothes 

sara a9: steps from the stage... 

sara a9: thank you very much 

GuitarslingerMike: thank you sara. that was great.  

D r a z: grin at sara as she steps away ............ perfect   

sara a9: heads for the change room, is going to need a quick shower after that 

sara a9: stops to take a graceful bow 

D r a z: winks enjoy the shower  

GuitarslingerMike: grins and waves to sara as she heads to the changing room... 

 

 

 

FoolishHeart26, garrett523, Poppy England and ukjake39 
 
FoolishHeart26: snaps a finger and swaysssss softly to this....   

garrett523: * smiles to heart good tunes* 

D r a z: watches heart swaying to her tunes # 

Poppy England: *smiles watching heart*  

FoolishHeart26: sings along holding my hair brush... and continues to sway . heeeeeeeee 

lovesss to make me cry...... 

FoolishHeart26: winks to Poppy.. and smiles......  

Poppy England: *runs her hand over her left thigh to check on her dancing garter....  

ukjake39: follows poppy's hand with his eyes 

garrett523: *smiles over to poppy* 

FoolishHeart26: struts around.. clapping and snapping.. does a side to side swaying... 

bumping Poppy's shoulder and beckons her to dance...  

Poppy England: *slips off her seat and strolls across the dance floor towards heart.....  

D r a z:  looks from heart  to poppy  

Poppy England: *swinging her hips and tossing back her tawny hair moving towards her 

friend  

FoolishHeart26: smiles to Poppy and spins her .. and leds her around the dance floor... 

claps.. and spins with her as well..  

Poppy England: *slips an arm around heart's waist and spins her gently....  

FoolishHeart26: tangles my right arm to her left.. and sways with her.. giggling...   

Poppy England: *grins and dips her, watching her lustrous hair swing....  

FoolishHeart26: shoulder to shoulder we sway in synchronize.. enjoying the tune..  

garrett523: *whistles and claps for the ladies* 



Poppy England: *nods to heart and turns to look at the men.....  

Poppy England: *walks across the room, holding out her hand to Time Traveller.....  

FoolishHeart26: glides a step to the side.. and winks to Poppy... spins around and takes 

Jake's hand... care for a cheek to cheek dance, handsome? smiles 

ukjake39: doesnt need to be asked twice...jumps up and follows Heart 

garrett523: *smiles to sweet* 

FoolishHeart26: smiles... and twirls myself around to Jake..  

Poppy England: *smiles to garrett  

garrett523: *returns poppy's smile* 

ukjake39: holds Hearts hand firmly and pulls her close 

D r a z:   smiles and wipes  the bar  

FoolishHeart26: lol Garrett.. forget that one.. have fun!! smiles 

Poppy England: *holds out her hand  

garrett523: *takes her hand* it would be an honor 

Poppy England: *follows garrett out onto the dance floor  

ukjake39: moves with the beat and slides my hand round hearts back 

garrett523: *turns to face poppy and takes her one hand in his and places the other on 

the small of her back* 

Poppy England: *lightly rests her hand on his shoulder, takes his other hand.....  

garrett523: *smiles to her as they start swaying to the beat* 

Poppy England: *smiles stepping neatly...swinging her hips gently....  

D r a z: watches as  poppy ad garrett  danceto  the tune garrett523: being at LAB is a nice 

way of forgetting my ex... *smirks* 

ukjake39: smells hearts perfume and starts to dance close and slow 

garrett523: *matches poppy's steps with a smile* you are quite graceful 

Poppy England: all a part of the service Garrett 

Poppy England: why thank you garrett, I rather like dancing  

Poppy England: *smiles up to garrett, hair tumbling over her shoulders.....  

garrett523: *steps in tume with poppy trying to keep up with her expert skills* 

garrett523: *returns her smile* 

Poppy England: *spins slowly under garretts arm and then moves gracefully back into his 

arms.....  

garrett523: *pulls her a bit closer as she steps closer to him* 

Poppy England: *sings along with one of her favourite songs into garretts ear....  

ukjake39: slips over and takes Hearts hand again...pulling her close 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and sways with Jake once more..  

garrett523: *smiles to poppy* very nice my dear 

ukjake39: holds heart firmly with her head on my shoulder  

garrett523: *dips her back in his arms and pulls her back up into him... their bodies 

touching now as they sway* 

Poppy England: *giggles....flicking her hair out of her eyes....  

garrett523: *his hand on her back slowly caressing over the arch of the small of her 

back* 

Poppy England: that was some dip garrett!  



FoolishHeart26: sighs contently as my head lays on his shoulder... comfortably dancing with him 

garrett523: *smiles to her* 

ukjake39: whispers in Hearts ear making her giggle  

ukjake39: and feeling very close 

Poppy England: *smiles curling her arm around garrett's shoulder....  

FoolishHeart26: chuckles and steps on Jakes foot as he whispers...  

garrett523: *leans down and gives her cheek a kiss as they sway... breathing in her 

scent* 

ukjake39: ignores the pain ..smiles and carries on feeling more pleasure  

Poppy England: *smiles, hoping he enjoys the scent  

FoolishHeart26: waves hello to grey.. smiles and continues to dance sweetly with Jake..  

garrett523: *smiles and kisses her cheek again* it is lovely 

garrett523: as are you 

greygriffin20: *waves back* 

Poppy England: I am glad you like it  

Poppy England: *sways slowly in time with the music  

ukjake39: slides my hand down heart's back feeling her edge closer 

garrett523: *presses his cheek against hers as he enjoys the feeling of such a lovely 

woman so close to him* 

Poppy England: *lowers her eyes as her cat-like smile plays across her lips....  

ukjake39: lost in the music feeling heart wrapped round me 

garrett523: *breathes out heavily as she smiles... entranced by every aspect of her... her 

touch, her scent, her loveliness... the sound of her breath coming in and out* 

FoolishHeart26: steps back and raised Jake's hand with mine.. spinning myself... trying to suppress 

a giggle 

ukjake39: taken a little by surprise ..hangs on to heart so she doesnt slip away 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh Drazz tuneeeeee...  

Poppy England: *dances happily, pleased to have found such a lovely mover as a partner  

FoolishHeart26: smiles to Jake and sways languidly back into his arms 

garrett523: *sways both side to side and slowly spins on the floor... enjoying ever minute 

of his time with the lovely poppy* 

ukjake39: hand slips to heart's lower back and moves her close as we move slowly 

together 

Poppy England: *smiles and starts to tango step to the music....  

garrett523: *pulls her closer... not only are their bodies touching... but they are pressed 

into one another* 

ukjake39: wonders if the foot heart steps on is up to a tango but gives it a go  

FoolishHeart26: running my fingertips along Jake's biceps as our bodies move in time with the 

rhyme 

D r a z: puts  a thornless rose in each  girls mouth 

Poppy England: *leans back against his hand in the middle of her back......swinging 

round....  

ukjake39: my finger tips stroking hearts lower back lost in the music 

Poppy England: *holds the rose between her teeth  



garrett523: *lets her swing, but upon her coming back up... he looks her in the eyes... 

noses nearly touching... he gives a slight smile... trying to remain serious* 

FoolishHeart26: winks to Jake... and then to Draz.. as my teeth holds the rose's stem.. sensually 

swaying 

Poppy England: *raises her left leg...pressing the bent leg against garretts 

hip.....*whispers* you walk backwards now...  

ukjake39: strides out purposefully...smiling at heart as we try to stay with the beat 

garrett523: *his hand slips down to her leg as he walks backwards... draging her along 

with him* 

ukjake39: tries to be graceful as i lead heart round 

Poppy England: *grins up to him as he drags her across the floor....  

FoolishHeart26: smiles and waves hello to Scarlett and dances with Jake ..  

garrett523: *his eyes remain on poppy as they dance... smiling* 

Poppy England: *takes the rose from between her teeth* hello trish, hello scarlett  

scarlett2angel: smiles at the two dancers  

Poppy England: *puts rose back to looks up at garrett.....  

scarlett2angel: smiles at the lovely Trish as she sits across the room from me  

FoolishHeart26: giggles and drops the flower from my mouth as Jake and Trish hugss.... waiting 

for my turn... and hugssssssssss... gm Trisha.. smiles 

greygriffin20: *stretches* hey trisha and scarlett 

ukjake39: spins heart round holding her firmly 

garrett523: *pulls poppy up so she can stand on her own feet... rubs his cheek against 

hers* 

ukjake39: pulls heart back in close keeping time with the music 

Poppy England: *giggles*  

Poppy England: oh goodness, I need to sit down for a while!  

D r a z: whistlles and wipes the bar ...looking at poppy   

FoolishHeart26: hugs Jake and kisses his cheeks.. thank you for that wondeful dance, handsome... 

now let me buy you a drink! okay..? smiless 

garrett523: *smiles to poppy and offers her his arm to escort her back to her seat* 

Poppy England: did you see the Seth McFarlane Sinatra concert garrett?  

garrett523: I did not 

Poppy England: was really brilliant, he was great  

ukjake39: thanks heart and kisses her hand ...thinks i need a beer after the exercise ty  

D r a z:  poppy  you have gone feint are  you ok ? 

garrett523: I imagine he did... the man actually has a great voice 

D r a z: pours a tall beer and slides it over to jake  

Poppy England: well scarlett is bold, so I took the bold off Draz  

Poppy England: we were mistaken for each other yesterday  

ukjake39: thanks Draz and kisses heart's cheek as a thank you 

scarlett2angel: there popy take your color back 

ukjake39: thinks i am glad i got that line the right way round 

Poppy England: ooh thanks scarlett  

garrett523: haha... that must have been an experience... is it online? 



FoolishHeart26: you are both beautiful whatever color you wear girl friends.... smiles 

FoolishHeart26: smiles...... awwww Draz..... hugsssss... thank you.. ! kissesss your handsome face 

too!! 

ukjake39: well dancing with heart...saturdays dont get much better 

garrett523: I am alright scarlett... lovely start to the day so far 

scarlett2angel: Heart is a lovely dancer jake 

ukjake39: isnt she just scarlett 

Poppy England: *nods nods* yes she is 

 

 

FoolishHeart26 
 
FoolishHeart26: giggles.... and fingers strumming like with some air guitar to this 

bluessss..... shoulders softly shimmies.... head bobbing a lil some....  

D r a z: smiels watching as heart is taken by the music  to her own sensual self 

FoolishHeart26: sips some more to my drink and jumps back down....thigh high boots 

covered feet lands on the floor smoothly....  soothing my  black and red mini dress...  

FoolishHeart26: making sure it conceals my private parts..  

FoolishHeart26: take care duckie... hugsss 

D r a z: smiles watching heart as she lands on the floor 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Only just, Heart.  The slightest draft could change that. 

FoolishHeart26: spins around... wiggling a lil some... showing my friends what I can only 

offer .. giggles 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Fantastic sight, Heart. 

FoolishHeart26: opsss.. I forgot I wasn't wearin some hat... whispers to Draz....  

D r a z:  http://www.amazon.com/LOCOMO-Shoulder-Chemise-Leopard-

FFL002/dp/B0097AWXXG 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Very exotic, Heart, it shows off your beautiful figure to great advantage. 

D r a z: smiles at the super sexy  outfit  

FoolishHeart26: smiles sweetly to Ivan and Draz..... resting my right elbow over the bar 

as I stand and sways my hips to the slow beat and sips my drink once more....  

D r a z: winks at heart as she sways  to  the beat     

Ivan_Skavinsky: Absolutely captivated by Heart's dance. 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhhhh myyyy DRaz...! closess my eyes and lets the rhythm captivate 

my senses....  there's nobody here....... it's just you and me..................... 

D r a z: never forget the way  you look tonight 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's your lucky day, Draz. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I don't think Heart realises how sexy she looks. 

D r a z: oh I think she knows 

kennyw_3: damn Heart very very sexy  

FoolishHeart26: rocks  my body in a slow waving motion... smiling to Ivan and winks 

Draz....  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back at Heart. 



FoolishHeart26: i hope you find somebody to love....................humming and shaking my 

bum in a suggestive manner 

Ivan_Skavinsky: And very suggestive it is too, Heart. 

kennyw_3: thanks Pal must have sensed my erotic intentions of seeing Heart's outfit lol  

D r a z: those hips gyrate  to the beat  

  

FoolishHeart26: snaps my hips as I strut around the room... booty shaking seductively....  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Oh don't stop, Heart. 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and continues to gyrate my body slowly in rhyme with the melody.... 

ascending to the stage as I my hips sways some 

lilguy_206: watches heart with eyes wide open 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Appreciating the performance. 

kennyw_3: well done Heart  

)  

D r a z: looks  up to the stage  as she  sways to the stage 

FoolishHeart26: reaches out for the pole and holds unto it as I lean to the side... my feet on its 

base as I start to spin around it.... my wavy hair flowing smoothly in the air....  

FoolishHeart26: smiles and waves hello to Dancing.... leaning my back against the pole... hands 

above my head... gripping on the pole... my hips swaying...  

kennyw_3: puts down phone and watches Heart  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Wonders where Heart learnt to dance like that. 

.FoolishHeart26: winks to Kenny as I turn to face the pole... dramatically bending some as I reach 

down for my thigh high boots' zipper..... unzipping the the right boot down.... my left hand holding 

on yhe pole 

FoolishHeart26: feels the hem of my dress lifts up as I continue to unzip... rises back up and slides 

my right foot free..... bending again to unzip the left boots.... in slow motion... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Can't turn my eyes away from Heart. 

D r a z: winks at heart as  the boots unzip 

FoolishHeart26: wiggles my bum some as I rise back up... freeing my left foot.... gently kicking the 

boots away.... and gyrates my body ... tilting my head back some... and shimmies more.....  

FoolishHeart26: strust back to the stage on my bare foot ... hips swwying as I grasp the 

pole... and snake smy body up and down on it...  

FoolishHeart26: winks and blows a hello kiss to Kellen...  

hotcajunmale: can i get a jack and coke please draz 

Kelleen: smiles watching heart blowing a kiss back 

hotcajunmale: walk and sit front stage and watch Heart 

D r a z: looks to heart  at the pole on the stage  

Kelleen: hello kenny 

FoolishHeart26: wrapping my right leg around the pole... left hand holding tight on it as I 

slide my body .... leaning my back wayyy down low ..... my right hand running along my 

tummy... up to my breast... cupping one....  

red-leprachaun: follows draz view  

red-leprachaun: watches heart smiling  

hotcajunmale: watching heart center stage smiling and giving her a wink 



Kelleen: licking my lips watching heart moving a little closer to the stage 

red-leprachaun: sits down and watches Heart dancing  

hotcajunmale: look at kelleen and  pat seat by me,, its empty 

red-leprachaun: smiles noticing the excitement in the room  

FoolishHeart26: my black and red dress barely concealing my intimate parts of the body... 

long wavy black hair brushing the floor... eyes dreamily smiling to the crowd around the 

room...  

bluebear_1: Slide a 20 to Heart....wow...didnt know she had that many MOVES 

Kelleen: seeing the dress clinging to and watching her curves 

red-leprachaun: watches Heart closely  

D r a z:  smiles as  we look to heart as she leand back the outfit cling to her 

D r a z: hearts  outfit >>>  http://www.amazon.com/LOCOMO-Shoulder-Chemise-

Leopard-FFL002/dp/B0097AWXXG 

FoolishHeart26: pulls my body back up.. erotically hugging the pole and writhes  my body 

to the beat....  

bluebear_1: the black on the top and bottom of your dress Heart.....so sexy 

Kelleen: seeing how short the hem on the bottom is  

red-leprachaun: sighs watching Heart move sensually on the pole  

hotcajunmale: lean over to kelleen,,,,, damn heart look hot today 

red-leprachaun: admiring her long hair and long legs  

bluebear_1: Kelleen......Heart is very hot today 

Kelleen: no she is lovley and hot everyday 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Well spoken, Kelleen. 

red-leprachaun: nods hearing kelleen  

Kelleen: my eyes watching her body her legs her moves 

FoolishHeart26: snaps my fingers and wriggle my hips around...facing the crowd.... my 

back snakes on the pole sliding up and down on it... struts away from it and slides my 

body down.... on all fours crawling slowly like a predator towards the edge of the stage... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles impishly to the crowd....  and continues to move like a serpent 

towards Kellen.... biting my lip as I do so.... a portion of my breasts peeking as the dress 

tighten up in my every move...  

Kelleen: moves forward to lean agaisnt the stage smiling watching heart 

D r a z: sees the swell of breasts billowing to escape   

hotcajunmale: looking down heart top as  she get closer to kelleen 

FoolishHeart26: rolls my back on the floor... laying my body across... my net-stocking 

covered legs moving up and down in front of the men... as I writhe my body  in an erotic 

way.. smiling to Kellen as my hands runs along my hair...  

Kelleen: smiles leaning over letting my hair dance alning her body and legs 

Ivan_Skavinsky: WOW, Heart. 

D r a z: looks all along those legs   

Kelleen: my hair and face moving along her body taking in her warm sent 

FoolishHeart26: swirls and twists my body slowly some... the tip of my toes carefully 

touching the chests of Ivan.. Kenny and Red... and settles it in front of Kellen... resting 

my elbows on the stage and urges Kellen to pull the stocking off my legs... winks 



Kelleen: smiles leaning forward breathing up her right leg then tugging the lace top with 

my teeth using them and my figners to lower the stocking on her left leg 

bigdaddy_7: I think I'm going to watch on this one 

Kelleen: pulling it off laying it on the stage then moving my face close to her skin up the 

right leg tugging the lae top with my teeth and lowering it down her leg 

bluebear_1: mmmmm 

red-leprachaun: leans back watching kelleen and heart  

Kelleen: laying that stocking with the first smiles at heart  

D r a z: you can see shes done that before .......... winks at heart 

kelli-: sits by Draz watching the show 

FoolishHeart26: tosses my head back and lets out a soft moan as Kellen's warm breath 

touch the sensitiveness of my skin... smiles to her and rolls to my tummy... wriggles my 

bum some... and rises up in a kneeling position... 

Kelleen: hmmmm breathing down her back purring  

kelli-: no touching the dancers, big 

red-leprachaun: breathes in the music and the show  

FoolishHeart26: smiles and waves hello to Kelli... shimmies my shoulder in synchronize to 

the bluesss.. leaning my back to Kellen... turns my head and winks at her...  

Kelleen: smiles winks at heart giving her a soft kiss 

TimeTraveller_1: hi kelli..............hugs  

kelli-: smiles and waves .. watching the girls 

Kelleen: smiles from were i am waving to kelli 

kelli-: giggles... waves back  

FoolishHeart26: kissess her sweetly back.. and snakes my body down .. crawling unto 

men's direction.. and settles infront of Ivan.... says take care and turns to Red... asking 

him   if he can please pull my dress's zipper down for me... smiles 

Kelleen: seting back watching holding the stockings 

red-leprachaun: smiling i take the zipper and pull it slowly down, almost touching her warm skin  

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Red... holding my breath as I suggestively writhes my body out 

and free from my body hugging red and black dress...  

D r a z:  smilles watching as heart is revealed  from the dress 

red-leprachaun: smiles very aware of her gorgeous sexy body  

kelli-: smiles .. good boy red.. you were careful .. giggles 

D r a z:   hearts  outfit >>>  http://www.amazon.com/LOCOMO-Shoulder-Chemise-

Leopard-FFL002/dp/B0097AWXXG 

kelli-: that's really nice 

dancing_n: very nice!  

FoolishHeart26: kisses Red's handsome face as I whisper to him that he can have my 

dress as a reward for helping me taking it off..... exposing my black laced strapless bra 

and panties set....... (just don't wear it though...! lol..)   

kelli-: it would be a snug fit .. especially right now .. giggles 

red-leprachaun: smiles widely at Heart, keeping the dress hoping my jaw will not drop too much 

admiring her beauty in lace so close  

red-leprachaun: smiles at kelli, very snug fit ;-)  



bluebear_1: Sitting in the dark corner table....Taking it all in....nice to relax 

FoolishHeart26: rolls over and twists my body into a sitting position... the soles of my 

feet on Kenny... winks at him.. and pushes myself .. sliding back against the pole.... 

kelli-: winks at the girls and licks my lips 

FoolishHeart26: waves goodbye for Kelli... take care and be safe...! 

red-leprachaun: watches Heart move acroos the stage  

Kelleen: sitting back down watching 

FoolishHeart26: glides back up and holds unto the pole... spins around it.... taking my 

time... and finds  the perfect timing to lift my body up .... my legs clutching the pole... and 

with my feminine strengh... holding myself as I slide my body down... head first..... and 

down my hands supports my body down the floor... 

red-leprachaun: watches Heart  

D r a z: looking over at  the pole ...... as heart    slides down and off  the pole  

FoolishHeart26: crawls back up ... my body rocking softly unto the sensual beat of the 

song.... struts my way to Dancing... looking down at her... smiling... assessing her 

reaction.. if she can help me some....  

Kelleen: smiles watching heart you need help with the dress giggles 

FoolishHeart26: realizing that she have drifted to dreamland.... I turn to Kellen and winks 

at her...sashays to her direction and hops unto her lap.. straddling her...   

Kelleen: hmmm  running my hands up her back 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and shimmies unto her.. my ample brasserie covered breasts 

brushing unto her perky ones.... wriggles my bum to the beat of the song.. 

Kelleen: running my hands up and down feeling her bum and back smiles 

red-leprachaun: watches Heart and Kelleen tapping the beat on my leg  

GuitarslingerMike: sits quietly to watch...  

FoolishHeart26: eyes deliriously and involuntarily closes as I my body shivers from her 

electrifying touch...  whispers to her.... can you please snatch my dress from Red... 

giggles 

red-leprachaun: stands up smiling and walks to Heart handing her the dress  

Kelleen: leaning over asking if i could please have the dress smiels at red 

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. thanking Red for handing back my dress... reises up my hands so 

Kellen can slide it back down and cover my body again... please..? 

heather_n: Oh my ! 

Kelleen: taking it smiles watching her body streach as i sldie it over her skin taking in  

her sent  

D r a z: stands and applauds  heart m,m,m,m,m,m,m,m,m,m, super  dance heart  

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. kissing Kellen's cheeks... thank you for the help.... turns towards 

the door and runssss to give Heather some hugsssssssss.... hellooo!! smiless 

D r a z: smiles and applauds heart again ,,,,,,,,,Bravo 

FoolishHeart26: waves with gratitude to everyone... thank you.... smiless 

red-leprachaun: well done Heart, that was a beautiful pole dance  

red-leprachaun: it was hot and spicy definitely  

FoolishHeart26: hugssssssssss DRaz.. thank you! I don't know how I did that...  lol 

paveduck: heart is something!  



heather_n: Heart is a bundle of dancing hormones 

GuitarslingerMike: claps for heart...  

Kelleen: yes she is 

GuitarslingerMike: sorry I missed it, really.  

red-leprachaun: she is a natural dancer, I really enjoyed that show Heart  

heather_n: she dances to "Natures Oldest Rhythm " 
FoolishHeart26: awwww... gives everyone some free hugssss... thank you all... tugging 

the hem of my dress some... making sure my intimate parts are well concealed now... 

giggles 

 

 

 

FoolishHeart26: claps my hands in rhyme to the beat... steps from left to right and sways 

some..  

ukjake39: i would get up on the bar and dance but there are few enough people in here 

as it is 

D r a z: smiles watching heart   

FoolishHeart26: rocks my head softly ..... hands up high............. this is our house... this is 

our rules........... and we can't stop........... and we won't stopp............ 

FoolishHeart26: moves my body in a serpent like wave.. flexes my tummy and  snap my 

hips up and down................ when you're ready come and get it...............!! 

FoolishHeart26: climbs up the bar..... and glides from corner to corner.... my breastfriends 

feeling proud under my see through white tee... thighs exposed... bums wiggles some 

with my short jeasns shorts..  

FoolishHeart26: snaps my shoulders with swag from left to right.... rolling my hips in 

circle and turns around.. and wrigggles my butt even more...  

D r a z: grins watching the wriggling butt  

ukjake39: sits transfixed at Hearts sexy moves 

FoolishHeart26: mocha choca latta......................... moves my upper body down.. legs 

spreads in and out and grinds my buns...  

ukjake39: shuffles my seat for a better view of the bun grinding 

FoolishHeart26: sticks my bum up prouder.. sways ssssand 

FoolishHeart26: hip drops........ and wiggles once more... shoulder shimmies 

ukjake39: sits on my hands as the temptation grows 

D r a z: enjoys the jiggle caused by the shimmie 

FoolishHeart26: turns... hands waving on the air... body gyrates to the groove..... and 

swayssss sensually slower to the indian beat.. 

ukjake39: studies heart's gyrating body trying not to lick my lips 

FoolishHeart26: bobs my head to the faster beat... body shakes wilder... spins and spins.. 

kicks some leg some and drops it low...  

FoolishHeart26: halts a bit .. drops my hands on my thighs and bends some... shakes my 

booty as I rock my head and tosses my pony tailed hair round and round 

ukjake39:  claps along with the music as i enjoy Hearts moves 

D r a z: taps my had to the bear on the bar top  watching the pony tail swish  



FoolishHeart26: rises my body up... and shimmies more... pulls the knot from my hair and 

lets my long wavy black locks fly in the air as I jump a lil to the grrovy beat... wooooo .. 

whine up......... whine up.........!!! 

hotcajunmale: sit and watch heart..... smiling 

FoolishHeart26: waves hello to Cajun... as I snap my fingers and hips to the new song.... 

turns my back to the crowd... bum's twerking some.......  

hotcajunmale: mmm what a nice bum..... winking 

FoolishHeart26: waves my body left to right... running my hands through my hair... 

swaysssss and grinds provocatively slow..  

hotcajunmale: clp my hand,,,,,, awesome 

D r a z: winking at heart as she moves her body to the beat 

FoolishHeart26: jumps over the bar ... heels clicking ... body moves in a wilder shakes... 

hands cups my girls as I gyrate even harder.... bums wriggles in frantic motion...   

hotcajunmale: watching heart as she jump 

FoolishHeart26: winks back to DRaz.. bends and shimmies some more for him.. giggles 

hotcajunmale: wow soo lovely heart 

FoolishHeart26: winks to Cajun and continues to move my body to the beat... drops and 

squats ... spreads my legs some and grinds back up..  

 

 

 

 

scarlett2angel and FoolishHeart26 
 
scarlett2angel: takes heart up in my arms sings and dances slow with her 

scarlett2angel: smiles as our bodies touch as the music makes us sway in slow circles  

FoolishHeart26: smiles and wraps my arms to Scarlett as well... loves the warmth from 

her embrace as we dance..  

scarlett2angel: hello ivan im dancing with heart  

Ivan_Skavinsky: You make a lovely couple. 

lilguy_206: but so good to watch 

FoolishHeart26: waves hello to Ivan.. smiless 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello Lia, hugssss. 

scarlett2angel: smiles at her ..mmm im amazed by you 

Ivan_Skavinsky: She's a lovely mover, Scarlett. 

D r a z: they both are  

scarlett2angel: kisses her cheek smiles and keeps her close as the beat changes  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips winks and opps i did it again.......... 

FoolishHeart26: blushes.. as I am with you Scarlett.. smiles 

FoolishHeart26: giggles.... I'm not that innocent...?!!! 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips between your hands as mine cups the small of your back 

smiles and moves around the dance floor 

scarlett2angel: giggles spins around us in circles 



FoolishHeart26: holdiong your hands with mine as we move to the groove..... singing 

along some....  

scarlett2angel: tugs your hips ...kisses your bottom lip ..oppps i did it again.... 

FoolishHeart26: spinning and giggling.. and mmmmmmmmm... gasps as you envelope 

your lips to mine..  

scarlett2angel: tilts my head smiles....slips my right knee between your legs tugs you to 

me and moves in and out of the dark shadows on the dance floor  

D r a z: winks at  the girls  

scarlett2angel: using the whole floor ..smiles ppurrrrsss in your ear as we move around 

the empty floor 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's good to see them having such a great time. 

lilguy_206: i think the temperature is rising in the room 

FoolishHeart26: caresses your pretty face as our body pressed sweetly together... holding 

you closer to me as we dance .. intoxicated by your scent... smiless 

scarlett2angel: shakes myh hair loose ..rolls my hips so my hair fans out winks as my 

fingertips grip the curve in your back and softly kisses your neck and ear 

scarlett2angel: uses the new beat to rock us both side to side ..grips your back tighter..an 

grinds against you keeping close while we spin around and look into eachothers eyes 

D r a z: grins watching  the dancers 

FoolishHeart26: sweet gezusss.. whimpers and archs my back... knees trembling... 

dancing erotically slower now...   

Master_joe: hott hott hott 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head looks around then purssssss in your ear as my body slowly 

moves with yours  

scarlett2angel: mmmmm heart..tugs your ear with my teeth  

FoolishHeart26: shiverss at the fel of your breth on my neck..  holding  each other with 

passion... feeling my desire rising higher... humming the song to your ear.. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: LOL. 

scarlett2angel: slips my hands down cups your ass and archs shakes my head smiles and 

lets my lips tickle your neck  

scarlett2angel: puurssssssss dont listen to them baby....squeezes more and spins around 

while i press my soft lips to yours 

FoolishHeart26: moanss softly to Scarlett's ear.. running my hands up and down her 

spine...and plants a gentle kiss to her shoulder... moving sensually sweet together to the 

song..  

scarlett2angel: smiles as we move around the dance floor....slips my hands up your back 

letting my hips move with yours and softly purssssss in your ear as we move  

FoolishHeart26: tilts my head and winks to Scarlett.... pulling her tighter to me... sharing 

the exquisite heat that's radiating from our bodies... swaying to the beat..  

Master_joe: sit watch the bi girl dance 

scarlett2angel: smiles into your eyes tugs your head back by your hair....an flicks the tip 

of my tongue against your throath 

scarlett2angel: winks up at heart grips her back bending her back and makes a wet line 

up and down her throath and between her breasts as i swaing her side to side 



FoolishHeart26: groanss and bites my bottom lip... chest's heaving with pleasure... 

holding unto your arms tighter as to not to fall ..  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmm hang on i purrrrrrrrrrrr 

FoolishHeart26: giggles... i don't have something that hangs.... ohh you meann... ohh 

okay.. giggles 

Master_joe: mmmm 

scarlett2angel: rocks us both with the beat ..nibbles on your sweet skin to tickle you 

more as my tongue makes circles between your breasts ...pulls you back up winks and 

kisses your lips as the song ends 

scarlett2angel: laura can you darken your color its hard to read 

scarlett2angel: looks into hearts eyes smiles and moves to this song  

scarlett2angel: thanks  

FoolishHeart26: let's a moan..... ohhhh Scarlett you're driving me insane, baby.... my 

heart's beating faster as you tease my senses while we dance...  

FoolishHeart26: waves hello to Laura.. smiles  

scarlett2angel: mmmm i can feel it beating...twrills around letting my eyes hold yours as 

we move around  

FoolishHeart26: smiles sweetly as we gaze at each other.. undeniable desire in my eyes.. 

mindlessly running my fingertips unto your collarbone as we keep dancing seductively 

slow... 

scarlett2angel: kisses hearts hand smiles spins her out and back into my arms  

scarlett2angel: winks tugs her closer as my hands slip back down to your soft ass 

squeezes and lets you lead us in and out of the shadows 

FoolishHeart26: smiles as she spin me around... wrapping my arms around her neck as 

she pulls me back to her arms... burying my face to her neck and keeps swaying...  

scarlett2angel: steps back rocks my hips ..taking my hands in yours shall we sit at the bar 

for this one? 

D r a z: winks at scarlett and  heart .............nice dance,,,,,thanks girls  

scarlett2angel: giggles ..tugs heart to the bar i need a drink 

FoolishHeart26: giggles... yess... thank you.. I really can't trust myself now........   

FoolishHeart26: settles to the bar next to Scarlett.. still holdingher hand..  

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. thank you Draz...!! 

scarlett2angel: kisses hearts cheek squeezes her hand and bumps hips 

 

 

 

 

scarlett2angel and FoolishHeart26 and natalie_uk_2 
 
scarlett2angel: skips to the changing room ..wiggles out of my shorts and black tee 

shirt......smiles as i slip on a black pair of super tight shorts with white trim that hug my 

hips like they where made for me..... dances around slips on a light blue bra and a blue 

LAB tank top cut so short it shows off the curve of my boobs with the LAB letters in 



yellow slips on a pair of white socks and my tennis shoes ..winks at the camera turns the 

light off and moves back to  my 

: i sure did DRaz 

D r a z: wow ........such an outfit scarlett  .........  spectacular 

Master_joe: mmm 

scarlett2angel: thank You .....likes the different colors 

scarlett2angel: woooooooo runs over to heart lets go  

scarlett2angel: feels you up ..gives you my tongue and wiggles on your lap  

FoolishHeart26: yayyyyyyy mee..!! catches Scarlett with arms wide open..!! smilesss 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm was the best 11 seconds of my life 

D r a z: laffs   

scarlett2angel: smiles at heart this is a tune you should dance too 

scarlett2angel: lets get naughty naughty dirty dirty  

D r a z: laffs yes  

scarlett2angel: lets get naughty naughty....dirty dirtyyyyyyyy 

FoolishHeart26: feels Scarlett's naughty wiggling buns.... mmmm..  

scarlett2angel: wiggles my buttocks before it gets to red  

natalie_uk_2: watches the wiggling  

scarlett2angel: takes hearts hand and natalie's in mine spins around ..bumps hips with 

them both and winks now we have 6 naughty boxes  

FoolishHeart26: giggles and bump hips with Scarlett and Natalie...mmmmm... 

scarlett2angel: dont tell anyone but my naughty box is bigger than my... dirty one 

natalie_uk_2: lol scarelttt, i can make it bigger  

natalie_uk_2: hips bumps scarlett and heart to an imaginary tune in her head  

scarlett2angel: blushssss  

scarlett2angel: bumps hips between heart and natalie winks and lets my shorts come 

unbottoned  

natalie_uk_2: tries to push down with her hip at the next bump with scarlett  

natalie_uk_2: hoping gravity will work on scarletts shorts  

natalie_uk_2: turns back to back with scarlett and does a butt rub  

natalie_uk_2: holding heart by the waist and air kissing her  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips smiles as they grip my hips ..as i thrust left and right while i 

bump against heart  

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders making my tank top bounce up draz did it again  

natalie_uk_2: looks at scarletts lovely flat tummy and has a hard time keeping her hands to herself  

scarlett2angel: wiggles between my two dance partners ..winks at natalie as she holds 

hearts hips and i whisper naughty things into hearts ear 

D r a z: laffsssss 

natalie_uk_2: shivers with excitement at what she is hearing, rubbing against scarlett and pulling 

hear closer so we are all squished up together  

FoolishHeart26: giggles and holds unto Scarlett's hips..and winks to Natalie... shaking my 

body some as we bump into each others hips.. wooohooo!! 

natalie_uk_2: feeling our breasts brushing against each other , trying to over hear the shispers  



FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy... giggles at the naughty whisper.... biting my lip some as I 

try not to tremble while we all dance ....  

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips an thrusts my ass back ....waving my arms over my head as 

the LAB top slides up and down letting the room see my tight tummy but heart and 

natalie gets the best view of my boobs as they push the top up more 

D r a z: you girls are superb ..... laffs  

natalie_uk_2: feels tingly all over, trying not to be self conscious about the thin t shirt she is 

wearing showing her breasts and nipples  

natalie_uk_2: catches scarletts ass twists her and pushes her into heart  

scarlett2angel: tries not to slap natalie with my hair as i i sway to the slow song.... 

scarlett2angel: stops and smiles as it speeds up 

FoolishHeart26: winks to Nat as we both admire Scarlett's delightful sight ... pressing my 

body closer to them... keeps rocking my body to the beat..! 

scarlett2angel: winks at heart rocks and bumps my tummy to her butt while natalie tries 

to hold my hot lil ass  

scarlett2angel: shimmys the top half of my body winks at draz as my new top shows off 

my hips and curves of my firm breasts  

D r a z:   woo hoo ,,,,,,sure does  

natalie_uk_2: runs my hands up from scarletts butt over the sides of her round breasts to her 

shoulders  

natalie_uk_2: spins her round  

D r a z:   watches the raw enrgy of the girls as they dance together  

scarlett2angel: spins around bumps each one of there hips as i face natalie smiles and 

bumps my butt back at heart 

D r a z:  we say yeah yeah yeah  ,,,,,,, its rock and roll for sure  

FoolishHeart26: shimmies...  my body pressing unto Scarlett and then to Natalie... my 

hands wander all over them ... feeling their gyrating sexiness into my hands...  

scarlett2angel: shakes my hair slaping hearts chest ..smiles and kisses natalie  

bluebear_1: they got it for sure 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm ty both ..jumps up and down bummping ass and tits with you 

both  

natalie_uk_2: kisses scarlett and turns my back, pushing by butt back at her and letting my hair fall 

over my face  

scarlett2angel: as we make a circle giggles and lets the room see our butts move with the 

beat 

natalie_uk_2: mmm hee hee  

natalie_uk_2: knowing my short shorts have ridden up between my butt cheeks but past caring  

D r a z:  watches the switching butts ..... woo  hoo 

FoolishHeart26: running my hands on Scarlett's sides... brushing her long fine blonde hair 

unto her shoulder.. plants some playful kisses unto the nape of her neck as she enjoy a 

torrid one with Natalie......  our bodies mingled together in a sensual dancing 

scarlett2angel: hugs you both winks as we three skip in the center of the dance floor 

giving the men a good look at our naughty boxes 



natalie_uk_2: rubbing my butt against scarlett , looking over my shoulder at heart and winks 

naughtily  

natalie_uk_2: hee hee scarlett  

hotcajunmale: walking in seeing the 3 lovely ladied on the dance floor,,, hi there natalie, 

heart, and the always lovely scarlett 

scarlett2angel: swats each one of of them winks that should keep them going for a few 

minutes lol 

FoolishHeart26: skips and spins around across the room as we girls dance our way to the 

dance floor... can't help but swats their bums as their hips sways so sexy.........  

scarlett2angel: pulls them to the bar lets get a drink 

D r a z: hell raising women  

scarlett2angel: gives you a kiss thank you for the dance 

scarlett2angel: hello hotcajun 

D r a z: winks at scarlett  .........great dance  you 3 .....thanks to  you all 

FoolishHeart26: giggles and dance and spins.. giggling back to the bar... hugssss Scarlett 

and Natalie for that great dance...  

 

 

 

 

 

scarlett2angel and kelli- 
 
scarlett2angel: winks wiggles and kisses Kelli before she has to slip off to work 

kelli-: kisssssssssssss... scarlett.. I have a few minutes 

scarlett2angel: kisses a few spots...looks around as my lips tease Yours 

kelli-: steals a quick kiss 

ukjake39: pats myself on the back for timing coming into the room 

scarlett2angel: looks at the time..smiles slips my top off winks an shows off my purple 

bra as we use what time we have left to enjoy the music 

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders lets my hair down and rocks between Kellis long 

strong legs waves at joe and bumps against the bar  

scarlett2angel: rocks left and right giggles you can't touch this as i jump up and down 

making my tits bounce while winking at Kelli 

kelli-: giggles ..  

scarlett2angel: spins around bumps my ass back against Kelli smirks at joe and jake as 

my skirt bounces up and down my thighs as i wink back at Kelli 

kelli-: rolls over backward on the bar landing on my feet 

scarlett2angel: lol show off 

Master_joe: nice moves 

kelli-: does a wild dance  

kelli-: comes to the edge of the bar and holds out my hands to scarlett  

kelli-: get up here 

kelli-: before the song ends 



scarlett2angel: dances on the floor between her legs shaking my hair down my back as i 

shimmy side to side while snapping my fingers 

ukjake39: woohoo looking forward to this 

scarlett2angel: jumps up smiles and matches her moves  

kelli-: dancing butt to butt.. bump to the beat 

scarlett2angel: winks rocks my hips holding her hands and smiles 

scarlett2angel: bump bump wink wink  

kelli-: takes  your hands  

kelli-: awwww 

scarlett2angel: drops my skirt standing in my purple bra and matching panties now 

scarlett2angel: smiles at the room ..bumps my left hip against Kelli's  

kelli-: picks up the beat .. working my hips .. helping scarlett step out of her shirt 

ukjake39: oh my very hot ladies 

kelli-: bends my legs and works my hips hard forward and back keeping my back straight 

scarlett2angel: slips my arm around her waist as we dance as one ....facing the room  

Master_joe: nice  

kelli-: MJ songs do something to me 

ukjake39: slides my stool closer to watch the hot couple 

scarlett2angel: giggles as we match eachothers moves..using the beat to rock our hips  

kelli-: slowly turns my back and straightens my legs .. leans forward working my ass .. 

watching scarlett match my moves 

Master_joe: rocking our world 

scarlett2angel: winks at Kelli an looks into the mirror....rolling my ass in circles ..smiles 

as the jake moves clsoer  

kelli-: yeeeaaooowww .. workin it with scarlett 

kelli-: standing up and humping my hips to the fast beat 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head kisses Kelli as our lower bodies rock side to side as if 

attached 

kelli-: wow!!! LMAO 

ukjake39: two hot ladies dancing so hot and in the mirror too mmmm 

scarlett2angel: stops still smiles and waits  

Master_joe: uh oh the monsters are cumming 

kelli-: I should wear just undies more often LMAO 

scarlett2angel: bends my knees lifts my arms over my head and starts rocking a bit faster 

Master_joe: no argument here...lol 

kelli-: head and upper body rock to the beat 

kelli-: spins.. turns down the bar and does the moon walk  

ukjake39: readjusts my pants as i watch closely 

kelli-: dances back up to scarlett..  

kelli-: matches her moves 

scarlett2angel: winks at Draz rocks back and forth as i beat m y feet on the bar spins 

around an moon walks the other way as Kelli smiles snapping my fingers and spins 

around shakes my ass and moves back to Kelli 

kelli-: breaks out laffing at the wild dance..  



ukjake39: taps my foot and claps along as the ladies gyrate 

kelli-: leans into scarlett face to face as we shake our asses 

D r a z:  winks at scarlett 

scarlett2angel: winks down at jake....turns to face Kelli letting my bra show off more of 

my tanned tits as i snap my fingers and snap my hips  

scarlett2angel: beat it beat it  

Master_joe: mmm very hot girls  

kelli-: moves behind scarlett.. hands on her hips .. echoing her moves 

scarlett2angel: kisses her  

Master_joe:      

kelli-: smiles .. wow.. this is funnnn 

ukjake39: smiles along with kelli admitting it certainly is 

scarlett2angel: jumps up spins around and moves in her hands as the song makes me 

dance more 

scarlett2angel: this song makes me wanna start something 

kelli-: moves in close.. face to face .. her leg between mine 

kelli-: hips thrusting hard .. dirty dancing 

scarlett2angel: winks at Kelli rocks my lower body left and right snaps my head making 

my hair cover my bra as i thrust my ass up and back 

kelli-: hands move around my head as my body works the beat .. dirty dancing hard 

scarlett2angel: tugs my panties down spins around and rocks my hips smiles at joe and 

jake.... 

Master_joe: smiles back watching every move 

kelli-: spins the other way .. shaking my ass at the boys 

Master_joe: yess 

scarlett2angel: winks as draz turns the lights down as my creamy skin shows under my 

panties spins around winks at Kelli and bumps her left hip  

ukjake39: takes a long lingering look at scarlett and kelli's hot asses 

kelli-: hands high.. hips bumping to the beat 

scarlett2angel: winks at Kelli blows her a kiss as i moon walk back down the bar shakes 

my head and lets the two straps on my bra slide down my arms as my hips rock 

kelli-: turns my back to the boys and makes a thong out of my bikini panties 

Master_joe: oh yes 

kelli-: shakes my ass to the rhythm 

Master_joe: twerk it 

scarlett2angel: spins around shaking my ass cups my breasts with both my hands and 

rocks with the beat making my hips move in a steady rhytum 

ukjake39: takes a mental picture of kelli's hot ass 

kelli-: slowly turns .. holding the panties super tight  

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: holds them just wide enough in the front to cover.. deep camel toe 

Master_joe: 2 red hot dancers 

kelli-: thrust  



kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

scarlett2angel: winks at Kelli slips my hands in under my bra squeezes and lets the two 

straps slide down to my elbows as i dance at the other end of the bar 

ukjake39: wishes i had to sets of eyes to keep an eyeon both ends of the bar 

Master_joe: lol 

kelli-: prancing dance.. upper body bobbing .. head making my hair fly to my fav MJ song 

scarlett2angel: turns my back to her thrusts my hips winks back at Her moon walks back 

to the center of the bar drops to my knees and rocks my upper to this as my hair covers 

my boobs lets my bra fall to my lap winks at Draz and sings the kid is not my sonn 

Master_joe: ohyes 

D r a z: winks back 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar .. leaning forward .. hair flying  

scarlett2angel: rocks left and right archs my back an lays back letting my long hair brush 

against the bar as i rock my lower body with the beat  

kelli-: moon walks down to Draz .. winks 

Master_joe: damn brb 

Kelleen: huggles keli 

scarlett2angel: looks around the room pops up onto my knees again smiles ....tugs my 

bra back up slides onto the floor and skips around 

kelli-: jumps down off the bar 

scarlett2angel: hello kelleen 

kelli-: I need to get dressed for work  

scarlett2angel: winks at Draz thanks for the songs 

kelli-: kissssssssss.. Draz... thank you sooo much for the MJ medley 

D r a z: yw scarlett andkelli  ,,,,,,,,,,,,great dancing you two  

ukjake39: have a great day kel thanks for the dance 

scarlett2angel: an i need to change clothes cant go for my run wearing this  

ukjake39: and thanks to scarlett too m m mmm 

scarlett2angel: yw jake 

 

 

Gabriela92 
 
Gabriela92: slowly starts nodding to the chimes. 

Gabriela92: toe tapping.... 

Gabriela92: arms overhead, slowly clapping... 

Gabriela92: shoulders sway to the beat 

Gabriela92: head snapping at the end of each sway 

D r a z: watching gabri as she sways and  rocks to the beat  

Al_dente_: watches Gabi's body swaying to the beat 

cindynix1: hells bells 

cptfire35: this song is Gabi!! 



cindynix1: hells bells 

kelli-: claps out the beat .. encouraging Gab 

Gabriela92: flaps my elbows forward 

D r a z: slaps  the bar to the beat  

Gabriela92: puckers my lips and rocks my backside left and right on my stool.... 

cindynix1: lets get the party rockin 

kelli-: or rolling .. as the case may be 

Gabriela92: starts headbanging slowly 

Gabriela92: air guitaring.... 

cptfire35: cant take t 

: brbbrb 

D r a z: grins watching  gabri ,,,,,, she knows what will be played next   as she rocks in her 

seat  

Al_dente_: watches the expession as she air guitars 

Gabriela92: woooooooooooooooooooo...... hops down and hits the stage steps... 

kelli-: shakin my head to the beat  

kelli-: swaying.. watching Gab get on stage 

Gabriela92: struts from the back to the end of the stage. 

Al_dente_: eyes following those shapely legs.... 

cptfire35: you go gabri... 

Gabriela92: unwraps the skirt instantly and flings it over to Draz... leaving my bottom 

half clad only in solid black Brazilian panties. 

D r a z:  slaps the  bar  to  the beat watching those strutting hips 

cptfire35: god bless the brazilians 

Al_dente_: heh... gorgeous look Gabi 

kelli-: God bless that ass 

cptfire35: dont get no better 

kelli-: screw the Brazilians 

D r a z: grabs the topout the air and slips it behind the bar 

Gabriela92: lays my arms across the top of my head.... 

D r a z:  grins watching gabri rock it out  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,  

Al_dente_: eyes slowl follow from the feet to the top of Gabi... hmmm 

kelli-: mmmm this is gonna be a good night 

Gabriela92: grinds my hips slowly clockwise two circles, then back the other way twice, 

too. 

D r a z:  grins seeing that  firm  butt      in the panties 

Kelleen: got here just in time to see draz on his pipes 

D r a z: blows my bag pipes as we watch gabri rock it out  

Al_dente_: nicemoves gabi 

Gabriela92: turns my back to the crowd and bends forward, thrusting out my smooth 

buns 

cptfire35: she is on fire kel..and i know fire 

D r a z:  woo hoo  look at those buns  

Gabriela92: shakes the cheeks and gives them a quick slap 



kelli-: snaps my teeth  

kelli-: yummie bunns 

Gabriela92: snap my head down and back, flipping my hair back and struts down the 

length of the stage. 

D r a z: grins watching  the redened   cheeks    ....and the shaking hip 

cptfire35: those cheeks are awesome 

Al_dente_: loves the way she works her body 

Gabriela92: rests one hand on a hip, the other on my opposite shoulder 

cptfire35: must have been a gymnast once 

kelli-: giggles  

Gabriela92: marches in place, shifting my buns left and right 

Al_dente_: she's just a tease....  but a sexy one 

Gabriela92: suddenly drops, nearly into the splits, then bounces back up. 

kelli-: bet me Al  

cptfire35: i give her a TEN 

D r a z: grins as i see  the   splits as  gabri  squats    and such a leap back  

Gabriela92: resumes marching, as I unbutton the blouse from bottom to top. 

Al_dente_: bet you for ummmmmmm ? 

kelli-: just a tease 

cptfire35: hells bells and temptation...wow 

D r a z: here she is ,,,,,,,, sweet candy   

Al_dente_: heh  I would loose   ... I'm sure you know better! 

Gabriela92: leaves the blouse hanging open and tugs the unbuttoned edges up and down 

on alternating sides 

cptfire35: beautiful unbuttoning gabri 

cptfire35: just a hint of cleavage showing 

Gabriela92: a glimpse of the black, sheer-cup bra underneath it. 

Al_dente_: smiles as more of Gabi comes into view! 

cptfire35: sheer is an understatement.. 

cptfire35: not much is hidden 

D r a z: winks at gabri as she reveals the swell of those delightful breasts 

kelli-: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

cptfire35: and the nips seem real sensitive and hard 

Gabriela92: bends my knees and leans backwards, my hair hanging off my back... 

D r a z:  watches the thighs quiver  to  the beat  

Al_dente_: ohhh... nice backward curve!! 

Gabriela92: throws open the blouse and lets my arms fall to my sides, shaking my boobs 

at the ceiling 

Gabriela92: blouse falls down my arms to the stage floor 

Al_dente_: yay!! 

D r a z: those boobs firm and  upturned   ,.,.,.sees the hard nipples  poking  out 

cindynix1: lets rockkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk 

Gabriela92: tosses my head wildly to the beat 

Gabriela92: whipping my hair in a circle 



Master_joe: nice 

Al_dente_: wathes Gab's body as she swings her head 

Gabriela92: runs at the brass pole, grabbing it as I pass, swinging around it 

kelli-: watching Gab.. nice 

Gabriela92: wrapping one leg around it, inching my way up several inches. 

cptfire35: definitely a former gymnast 

Gabriela92: locks my legs and leans back, tightening my tummy 

D r a z: smilesas gabri  handlesthe pole  

cptfire35: i could bounce a coin off of that tummy 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up my bare tummy, slowly over the curves contained in the 

nearly-transparent black bra cups, up to my shoulders... 

Al_dente_: follows the hands... 

cptfire35: lovely fingers gabri 

Al_dente_: the curves the fingers are tracing are even better 

Gabriela92: grabs the pole in my hands and slowly lowers myself to the floor, landing on 

my my knees. 

D r a z: grins as gabri    wraps aaround that pole  .............. wioo hoo 

Gabriela92: scoots forward, straddling the pole and leaning closer until my breasts 

encapsulate the pole, moving my face from one side of the pole to the other to the beat... 

D r a z: grisn watching       .off we go  

Gabriela92: reaches behind my back and unsnaps the bra, letting it snap forward around 

the pole... shimmies it down my arms and lets it fall. 

cptfire35: you shimmy so well 

Al_dente_: hmmmm... nice breasts Gabi!!! 

cptfire35: firm and supple 

Gabriela92: weighs them in each hand 

Gabriela92: then slides the hands up and down over their fullness 

D r a z: growls watching  the breasts  spilling in the hands  

Gabriela92: presses my chest to the pole and pushes my boobs around it 

Al_dente_: imagines how they feel..... 

cptfire35: amazing  how they form around the pole 

Gabriela92: flexes my thighs, sliding my breasts up and down the pole 

Gabriela92: letting my fingertips lightly circle the areolas 

cptfire35: omg 

D r a z: grins watching the fingers and pases cpt a bottle ofwater  

Gabriela92: then rolling the nipple tips between my thumbs and forefingers 

cptfire35: ty draz..needed 

Al_dente_: thinks I might need Draz's stetson soon! 

D r a z: throws the ten gallon hat over to al 

Gabriela92: leans back slightly, and scoots my knees further past the pole.... 

Al_dente_: catches it.. positions it stategically 

Gabriela92: leans back further, until my hanging hair brushes the stage, and the crotch of 

my panties comes in contact with that thick, hard, shiny.... 

Gabriela92: brass pole 



Al_dente_: eyes move quickly back to gabi 

D r a z: grins at  the naughty naughty gabri 

Gabriela92: braces myself with my palms flat on the stage, my arms straight.... 

cptfire35: more water draz please... 

D r a z: passes cpt  more water 

Al_dente_: notices how stretched the fabric is.... 

Master_joe: uh oh 

Gabriela92: slides my panties up and down, tight against the pole.... 

Zoe m9: walks from the back, just in time  to see the fifteen minute pal warning 

Master_joe: dancus interruptus 

Al_dente_: pleasure interuptus..... 

cptfire35: gab..you better hurry...lol 

D r a z:   hugs will try to get it back up 

Gabriela92: humps the hard metal, sliding the silky fabric up and down rapidly 

Al_dente_: I told you she was a tease.. I bet she knew.... 

D r a z:    grins watching gabri   

Gabriela92: holds myself up with one arm and reaches for the front of the panties' 

waistband.... 

Al_dente_: gulps 

Gabriela92: hooks a thumb inside at the front center.... 

cptfire35: she is behind this shutdown? 

D r a z: get  your rocks off 

Al_dente_: she is frying their servers 

D r a z:   shake it now now 

Al_dente_: reaches under the stetson to make an adjustment 

Gabriela92: keeping myself pressed tight to the pole, I push the front of the panties 

down, touching my hidden secrets to the cool, shiny metal.... 

  PAL THEN CLOSED 

 

 

 

Kelleen 
 
Kelleen: slipping back out to the room walking swaying my hips as i move around and 

move toward one of the cages 

D r a z: http://www.fatalwoman.com/metallic-and-sequin-club-wear-dress-clone.html   

<<< kelleens dress tonight as she goes  to the cage  

Kelleen: looking oaver the room, smiles as i walk around the cage 

Master_joe: lov the dress! 

caramel cupkake: watches Kelleen 

Kelleen: opens the door sliding in bending over my ass out "fixing" a heel 

hotcajunmale: smile and wink at kelleen.... nice... 

D r a z: sees the well rounded butt under the dress 



Kelleen: stepping up reaching back shutting the door behind me leaning back arching my 

back into the bars moving my ass side to side 

FoolishHeart26: looking hot as always Kellen..! smiles 

Kelleen: turns fast as my hands hold the bar over my head, eyes looking over the room 

like an animal in heat  

D r a z: smiles feeling the heat from those eyes  

scarlett2angel: winks an lets my hips sway to the beat 

Kelleen: heels stricking the floor loud 

Kelleen: swaying my hips in the space to the tune 

Kelleen: hands going through my hair 

hotcajunmale: whisting at kelleen 

Kelleen: turning pushing my front between two bars turning my head running my lips up 

and down one  

kelli-: I wanna be a cage bar 

Kelleen: turning my head to the other side as my tongue slides up and down it  

FoolishHeart26: woohhoooo Dg..!! giggles 

D r a z: grinswatching kelleen  ......... as she  licksthe bars  

Kelleen: hips swaying side to side  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh the tongue..  

Kelleen: turning walking the other direction in the space hands up and down my sides 

hips swaying  

Kelleen: dropping to my knees placing then agianst the bar leaning back hands slding up 

and down over the dress 

hotcajunmale: walk up closer to the cage and sit and watch kelleen 

D r a z: smiles  at the swinging hips     

Kelleen: finger go to my hair tossing it about making it wild and all over  

Master_joe: tossed ...hair 

kelli-: licks my lips watching Kel 

Kelleen: sliding up to my feet, ass to the back side of the cage leaning over letting my lil 

cleavage show 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmms at the wild one 

Kelleen: hand cupping my breasts shaking them looking at ever set of eyes 

D r a z:  shining eyes watching kelleen   as she dances  to  the beat  

Kelleen: head flying back with my hair struting more  

Master_joe: those eyes are closed! 

Kelleen: finger find the hem of the dress sliding it up and down my thigh 

Master_joe:    

D r a z: smiles watching   the strutting kelleen  ,,,,,,,,, those thighs as revealing   

Kelleen: turning the other hip to the room pulling it up and down 

Kelleen: moving facing the back of the cage pushing my butt out rolling my hips and 

cheeks to the tune 

FoolishHeart26: wb Td... hugs and smiles.... yepp he's all dressed now.. !  



Kelleen: my finger grab the dress my hips shaking fast to the beat as it slides over my ass 

showing my thong 

Daddy_downunder: awww...i like perving on things 

Kelleen: leaving the dress up over my hips turning the black lace of the thing over me 

thrusting my hips and swaying them 

Kelleen: arching back hair falling to the floor  

Kelleen: lifting back up looking over the room 

Kelleen: swaying my hips as my fingers find the edge pulling it up head shaking side to 

side as my tummy is exposed 

Master_joe: mmmm 

Master_joe: tummy 

kelli-: yummie tummie 

D r a z:  smiles as  we see that tummy  ........... such a hot tummy  

Kelleen: my navel peircing shimmers in the light 

D r a z: smiles at kelleen as  the diamond   produces a   rainbow of light 

Kelleen: pulling the dress up more and more hips swaying to the slow sexy beat, eyes 

closing getting lost in the music and  

Kelleen: up and up it goes, but leaving it so just the bottoms of my breasts are exposed, 

turning bending shaking my assests to the room 

Kelleen: as finger tips move up and down my thighs 

kelli-: smiles watching the "assests" 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Kellen's sexy dancing 

Master_joe: assets...oo i get it 

D r a z: grins watching the assetts shaking  

Daddy_downunder: watches the good bits...not wanting to risk another misspelling of 

assets 

Kelleen: standing up, my back to the room pulling the dress off my arm through the bars 

dropping it past ever getting it back turning my hands over my breasts eyes closed my 

hips swaying body doing S moves 

Kelleen: looking over the room breathing in deep arching my chest out as my hands slide 

off my breasts exposing them and they tug at the waist band of the thong  

D r a z: grins watching kelleen   carress herself  

Master_joe: wow 

Kelleen: then they move grasping two bars, my body pushing between them making and 

O face  

Kelleen: turning licking up my arm and down back up flicking my tongue 

kelli-: can't wipe the huge grin off my face 

D r a z:   phew ......... watches  the  heat body steam under the licking 

Kelleen: looks over the room then making the face again with a moan licking up and 

down my other arm 

Kelleen: turning my back to the room, my fingers toy pulling teasing the waist band of 

my thong 

Daddy_downunder: thinks kelli isnt trying too hard 

Kelleen: up and down it so slow and sexy slides on my skin 



Kelleen: hips and ass swaying to the blues tune 

kelli-: Kelli doesn't need to try hard  

Kelleen: standing up dropping the thong stepping out of it as one hand reaching back 

grapsing a bar and i turnpusing my legs on either side of it running it up and down 

between my legs 

D r a z: passes water out to everyone  

Master_joe: more ice please!! 

Kelleen: moving up and down a "building O face" expression 

kelli-: just an open mouth stare!! eyes wide 

Kelleen: licking my lips as i let go and walk around the cage hands on my body in my hair 

like i am recovering  

RocketManFL: mmm watches kelleen' s lick  

D r a z: smiles  watching  kelleen in the cage  

Kelleen: kneeling rolling my body in S moves as rub my mouth with a finger slipping it in 

them arching my head back moving the finger in and out of my lips 

Kelleen: tongue flicking and wrapping around the finger  

D r a z: winks at kelllen as she licks the finger 

Kelleen: standing agian walking around the cage swaying my hips to the beat 

Master_joe: mmmm  

kelli-: rocking in my seat to the hard beat.. eyes fixed on the sexy dancer 

D r a z: grins watching  the hips sway  to the beat     

Kelleen: pulling the finger out of my lips and letting my tongue look like it is almost 

chasing it my naked body swaying  

Master_joe: chase it 

Kelleen: smiles at joe dropping my hand then they both sldie through my hair teasing and 

tossing it around  

Kelleen: dropping to my knees arching my chest up head on the floor arms out wrating 

rolling my body pumping up into the air 

Master_joe: mmmm yess 

D r a z: watching the writhing  kellleen on the cage floor   

Kelleen: moans loud dropping my body to the floor gasping for air, then standing looking 

all spent hands through my hair  

D r a z: grins at  kelleen  and clapps loudly  

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip watching Kellen 

Master_joe:    

Kelleen: getting up opens the door looking for my LAP robe finding it i cover myself, 

gathers up my dress walking trhough the room toucing chins going to the bar ordering a 

water 

FoolishHeart26: stands and applaudsss...  great dancing Kellen..!!! smiless 

D r a z: winks at kelleen............... on its way 

Master_joe: WOW 

daviddirects: great dance Kelleen  

Kelleen: smiles stand well thank yall i do try 



D r a z:  reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water...  pours into a shaker 

with with some ground ice..shakes vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall glass over 

a twist of lemon ...slides it over to kelleen *winks 

daviddirects: night trisha..hugsssssssssssssss  

kelli-: hot dance .. applaudes  

 

 

 

kelli- 
 
kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

scarlett2angel: watch thsoe hands there td that robe is super short  

D r a z: its going to be hellova show  

touchdown366: checks out the lab robe and smiles looks great on you 

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: flares the robe  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: wild dance  

kelli-: lifting legs high  

Master_joe: yess 

touchdown366: steps back to get the full effect 

kelli-: clapping my hands over my head  

kelli-: robe rising high on my thighs 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: leans forward..  

FoolishHeart26: mmmm... nice thighs Kelli.....  

scarlett2angel: whistles ,,,,winks at kelli and blows into hearts ear  

touchdown366: claps along 

kelli-: shakes ma bootay  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm nice booty it is 

kelli-: spins  

FoolishHeart26: shivers from Scarlett's breath and bites my lip watching Kelli 

kelli-: robe flies up flaring  

touchdown366: gets a great view 

touchdown366: big smile 

kelli-: strutts down the bar toward Draz 

kelli-: works my hips .. hair flying 

Master_joe: work it! 

D r a z:  watches keli approach  

kelli-: stops infront of Draz 

touchdown366: watches as she strutts down the bar 

kelli-: smiles as the song ends 

scarlett2angel: giggles an whispers see i wasnt joking td's head is always in the way  

scarlett2angel: no matter where i sit 



kelli-: rocking my hips  

D r a z: watches those hips rock   

touchdown366: sorry im not moving watching rocking hips 

kelli-: heel pounding the beat on the bar 

D r a z:     just a sexual thing 

kelli-: slowly ... unties the robe belt 

touchdown366: bites my nails 

kelli-: whirls the end of the belt in a circle 

kelli-: holds the robe closed with my other hand 

touchdown366: eyes spinning with the belt 

FoolishHeart26: lol Scarlett... stretches my legs up unto Td's shoulder and pushes him aside so he 

can't block our view as I lean to Scarlett 

D r a z:   smiles watching  the hand on the robe 

scarlett2angel: covers hearts eyes  

kelli-: spins and rocks my body to the music 

scarlett2angel: you cant see this 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhhh myyy......  

touchdown366: loving the body rocking 

FoolishHeart26: giggles.. why can't I Scarlett 

kelli-: turns so that only Draz can see 

scarlett2angel: its a sexual thing lol 

D r a z: looks up  

kelli-: opens the robe and flashes Draz  

trisha_29: (does hood have td in a headlock with her thighs???) 

vazziy: wouldnt want Heart to see that 

D r a z: woo hoo kelli  

scarlett2angel: lol Trish 

touchdown366: looks for Draz's reaction 

kelli-: only Draz knows what i have on  

D r a z: winks at  kelli ,,,,,,,,naughty little girl  

kelli-: laffs at the song  

Master_joe:    

kelli-: leans down and gives Draz a lonngggg wet kiss 

kelli-: the robe riding up high on the back of my thighs 

D r a z:  ruffles kellis hair as she kisses 

FoolishHeart26: lol Trish!!! giggles 

kelli-: huge grin as I strutt back down the bar 

touchdown366: watches her strutt down the bar 

Master_joe: she;s a naughty little girl 

D r a z:   watches  the strutting  kelli 

kelli-: gets to the middle and spins 

kelli-: flaring the robe 

touchdown366: so excited i cant spell 



FoolishHeart26: mmmmm...Kelli.... licks my lips watching her while my hands are behaving unto 

Scarlett's lap  

kelli-: lands with my back toward you 

kelli-: slips the shoulders of the robe off ..  

touchdown366: oh soooooooooooooo nice 

touchdown366:  as i lick my lips 

kelli-: looks over my shoulders and winks  

scarlett2angel: whispers watch this..as i nibble on your ear with my teeth  

kelli-: grins 

kelli-: nothing shows giving you any clue what I'm wearing under the robe 

D r a z: watches the robe slip off the shoulders abd winks back 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssss for Kelli as i rock my head and winks at Draz 

kelli-: body swaying to the blues  

kelli-: slowly dancing to the stage 

touchdown366: taps my foot to the music as i watch her sway 

kelli-: wraps my arms around the pole 

kelli-: reaching up high  

touchdown366: moves toward the stage 

kelli-: the robe high on my thighs 

touchdown366: not really caring if scarlett and heart can see 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole 

kelli-: slowly working up the pole 

touchdown366: ohhhh what sexy thighs they are 

vazziy: sipping my drink as i watch the show 

kelli-: moves so that my back is toward you 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hair hanging down  

kelli-: looking at everyone .. upside down as I hang horizontal  

touchdown366: loving the hair hanging down 

kelli-: arms move out letting the robe open and drop  

touchdown366: eyes wide open 

D r a z: http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-esp2186wht.html  

<<<<kellis outfit 

kelli-: rocks back and forth to the new song 

kelli-: spins on the pole .. legs holding 

touchdown366: watches her move back and forth 

touchdown366: loving the outfit 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmm look heart 

kelli-: arms wrap the pole below me legs release ... spinning out wide  

kelli-: pull my legs in  

kelli-: stops the spin facing you 

scarlett2angel: wiggles in the chair .....so i can see  

kelli-: peeks out from behind the pole 

kelli-: licks my lips 



touchdown366: loving the view of her sexy smooth legs 

kelli-: hips pushing my body against the pole 

touchdown366: wishing i was licking her lips 

kelli-: reaching up high  

kelli-: stretched out against the pole 

touchdown366: reach for it baby 

kelli-: grinding against the pole to the new rhythm 

kelli-: legs wrapped tightly  

kelli-: grinddddd 

touchdown366: wishing i were the pole  

kelli-: leans back .. hands holding the pole  

kelli-: head laid back ... hair falling  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: slips to the floor 

kelli-: crouches low  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm yesssssssssssss 

kelli-: sexy little dance back up to the bar 

scarlett2angel: not sure yet vazziy 

touchdown366: hoping she comes my way 

scarlett2angel: ty for the welcome backs 

kelli-: down on all fours infront of everyone 

Master_joe: mmm  

kelli-: cat crawl to the edge of the bar 

touchdown366: sits lower 

kelli-: up on my knees 

scarlett2angel: winks at Kelli 

kelli-: swaying in the tiny dance outfit 

touchdown366: oh yessssssssssss sway 

kelli-: hands high over my head 

kelli-: tiny outfit clinging to my body 

kelli-: hands move down  

touchdown366: bumps scarlett back so i dont lose my view 

kelli-: to my hips 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Kelli bumps hips with td thank god you did draz 

kelli-: around my upper tights 

touchdown366:  watches as hands go to hips 

kelli-: tracing the camel toe  

kelli-: leans back  

touchdown366: shakes my head 

scarlett2angel: giggles as me and td try to jocky for our spot  

kelli-: hands move slowly up my body 

kelli-: leans back farther 

scarlett2angel: bummping hips and shoulders  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 



touchdown366: yessssssssssssss ohhhhhhhhhhh yesssssssssss 

FoolishHeart26: tries once more...  

kelli-: stretching the tiny bottoms 

kelli-: head touching bar  

FoolishHeart26: yayyy I'm finally back again..  

D r a z:  claps loundly great dance kelli ,,passes her the LAB robe ,,,,, and ties the belt  

..............bravo  

kelli-: collapse 

scarlett2angel: wb heart 

D r a z:  ok folks time for me to get going ,,,,,,,, see  you all soon ,,,,,,,,, timne to start my 

day >>>>>>>>>>>> be about 90 mins >>>>>>>>>    

kelli-: slips it on  

touchdown366: lovely dance kelli 

kelli-: thanx draz.. kisssssssssss 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh gezzzz I was wayyyy late... sighss 

scarlett2angel: claps and whistles for the sweet dancer 

kelli-: may I sit right there .. pointing to an empty chair 

kelli-: sorry for the short dance but draz had to leave  

touchdown366: its ok not sure how much more i could take 

kelli-: sits with everyone 

kelli-: pokes TD and laffs  

touchdown366: laffs back but its true 

kelli-: crosses my legs as I lean back and relax 

FoolishHeart26: it was good as what I witnessed from the beginning.. I'm sure it even great till it 

was finished Kelli 

kelli-: letting the robe open around my thighs 

touchdown366: awesome dance kelli can i get you anything 

kelli-: I would love to dance some more 

kelli-: I'm all wound up 

scarlett2angel: why dont you? 

kelli-: would anyone mind? 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: dancing .. swirling the robe back and forth  

kelli-: down the bar infront of the girls 

kelli-: body moving to the beat 

FoolishHeart26: that part of the crotch that hugs tightly to her mmmmmm...  

Kelleen: smiles howdy everyone 

touchdown366: watches as it does 

FoolishHeart26: winks to Kelli as she approaches to our way 

kelli-: it's not that far Joe LOL 

kelli-: spins letting the robe flare 

kelli-: shaking my bootay to the beat 

touchdown366: mmmmm more skin exposure 

kelli-: arching my back .. hands high 



kelli-: smiles at td  

scarlett2angel: smiles up at kelli nibbles on hearts neck as my hands grip her hips to keep 

her from moving  

touchdown366: looks like a touchdown symbol to me 

kelli-: hips swivel to the beat as I slowly turn toward you 

touchdown366: watches the hips closely 

touchdown366: as you turn 

kelli-: head swivels as my body moves in the opposite direction 

touchdown366: ohhhhhhh nice move 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm..squirms some and settles my head to Scarlett's shoulder.. as we devour 

Kelli's body with our gaze 

kelli-: noticing the robe slowly opening as the belt relaxes  

touchdown366: yesssssssssss watching 

kelli-: lets it losen  

kelli-: as the song winds down 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmm hoping i get to hold the belt 

Kelleen: smiels taking a seat at the bar watching kelli 

kelli-: I have my custom made LAB robe on Kel .. mid thigh length  

touchdown366: it is hot  

touchdown366: yes dance for me kelli you move sooooooooooo sexy 

kelli-: hips swivel as I slowly turn  

vazziy: moves up closer to the bar for a better view 

Kelleen: smiles she is sexy 

kelli-: leaning forward .. back arching  

touchdown366: loving all views im seeing 

kelli-: robe rising up the back of my thighs 

kelli-: working my ass to the beat 

touchdown366: hmmmm yesssssssss such a sexy ass 

touchdown366: and the beat is good too 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Kelli ... aroused by her dancing... .. tilting my head to whisper at 

Scarlett.... I would sell my soul to the devil for your time..... .. 

kelli-: slips the robe off my shoulders and one arm .. tossing it aside  

touchdown366: love the look 

kelli-: spins .. hands high .. working my body to the beat 

kelli-: http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-esp2186wht.html 

Kelleen: my eyes folling the robe down then off smiles 

touchdown366: oh my yessssssssss work it 

kelli-: for Kel  

kelli-: hands high over my head .. body swaying  

kelli-: hips swivel  

touchdown366: eyes move as she sways 

kelli-: smiles at all the eyes on me 

Kelleen: waving my hand infront of my face to cool off 

touchdown366: mmmmmmi know mine are 



kelli-: arms out infront and down by my hips .. snapping my fingers as I dance to the new 

tune 

scarlett2angel: squeezes hearts tummy...rocks my hips to the new beat and kisses your 

neck while the room heats up from the dancer working the robe up and down her sweet 

thighs 

touchdown366: hears the snapping 

kelli-: slowly working my hips to the rhythm 

kelli-: turns my back .. hands high .. hips moving  

touchdown366: slowing working my eyes back and forth 

kelli-: sways and dancing .. head back  

kelli-: hair hanging down 

touchdown366: loving the look 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Kelli seduce the room... feeling the heat burning me inside  as her 

dance captivate us.. and Scarlett's provocative touch 

kelli-: working my ass cheeks to the beat 

Kelleen: looking at how the shorts and top form to her body the moves her skin her 

curves 

touchdown366: as the outfit clings to her body 

kelli-: the bottoms exposed as my ass works  

kelli-: slowly turns as the blues takes over my body 

touchdown366: trying not to touch  

kelli-: does a slow strutt to the edge of the bar  

touchdown366: oh yeah rock me  

kelli-: watching TD, vazz and Joe as my feet toe the line  

kelli-: legs apart .. legs straight ... slowly working the beat 

touchdown366: looks up as she does 

touchdown366: oh yesssssssssss nice 

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right to the slow bluesy rhythm 

vazziy: Looking up.. to watch her legs as she moves 

kelli-: body swaying slightly  

touchdown366: thrust and sway kelli im loving it 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. drools on Kelli's slow thrusting and hips swaying 

Master_joe: mmmmm 

kelli-: the tight thin little bottoms clinging tightly to every curve, crease and camel toe  

Kelleen: sipping a water watching the skil of kelli in her moves 

Master_joe: i hadn't noticed...  

scarlett2angel: winks at the stage..wiggles under heart and tugs on her ear  

Master_joe:    

kelli-: hands slowly move down my nearly fully exposed torso  

touchdown366: looks intently as she daces slowly exposing her torso 

vazziy: continues towatch kellis hands  

kelli-: finger tips trace the waist band  

kelli-: from the center line .. out to my hips 



touchdown366: watches as i trace them with my eyes 

kelli-: slip down to the cut outs and trace toward the center again 

touchdown366: yesssssssssssssss 

kelli-: the blues continues as do my fingers 

kelli-: down to the legs bands 

touchdown366: moves closer as she does 

kelli-: watching the eyes watch my fingertips  

FoolishHeart26: grips on Scarlett's hands tighter as watch Kelli enchanting the room with her slick 

moves 

kelli-: as they slip down to the leg bands 

touchdown366: watching them slide down 

vazziy: remaining back to be able to see over everyone and have a good view 

kelli-: staring at the front center of my thighs .. one hand on my hip 

scarlett2angel: squirms more she sure knows how get them where she wants them.... 

kelli-: the other hand ..  

kelli-: ever sooo slowly 

touchdown366: sends scarlett at text to get me ice water im burning up 

kelli-: tracing the leg band 

kelli-: toward the center 

touchdown366: ohhhhhh ever so slow 

scarlett2angel: giggles i cant get up td your own your own  

touchdown366: not moving from this vision 

vazziy: eyes remaining locked ...  

kelli-: hand . .. flattens against my tight .. finger tips pointing inward  

kelli-: thigh 

touchdown366: eyes move inward 

kelli-: moves around .. to the inside of my thigh 

touchdown366: nearly faints 

kelli-: everrrr sooo slowly up the center cupping my body 

touchdown366: oh myyyyyyyyy 

kelli-: moves up the center line of my body as the music changes  

vazziy: lets out a deep breath *  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hands fly out and up 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

touchdown366: so sexy moves she has 

kelli-: swivel  

kelli-: looks down at TD  

touchdown366: looks up at kelli 

kelli-: licks my lips as my hips thrust 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh godddd that slowwww teasing keeps flaming me with fire....... presses my 

back more to Scarlett as our eyes at Kelli 

touchdown366: licks my lips back at her 

kelli-: carefully steps to the arms rests of TDs chair  



kelli-: one foot on each  

touchdown366: looks with delight 

kelli-: TD looking straight up at me 

touchdown366: yessssssssss  

scarlett2angel: squeezes my fingers around hearts..smiles and moans god Kelli so sexy 

up there  

kelli-: hips moving hard to the beat 

touchdown366: eyes moves with your hips 

kelli-: buried alive .. mmmm  

Kelleen: getting my little fan blowing air on my face to cool off from teh dance 

kelli-: and working it 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm loving it 

vazziy: looks for a closer place to get a better biew  

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: steps back to the bar  

touchdown366: watches as she does 

kelli-: feels the beat 

kelli-: works my body 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: turns as I dance 

touchdown366: shakes to the beat as i watch kelli 

kelli-: nearly exposed ass shaking at you 

kelli-: begins to hump the air to the beat 

touchdown366: loving the great view  

touchdown366: slowly thrust back at you in my chair 

Kelleen: leaning into joe watching the dance 

kelli-: working down one chair infront of vazz, next to Joe  

Master_joe: holding up kelleen 

vazziy: raising my eyes up ... holding the chair  

kelli-: steps my left foot on vazz arm rest  

Master_joe: staring the other way 

touchdown366: watches as she does 

kelli-: my right foot on Joes arm rest 

Master_joe: mmm 

Master_joe: sitting on hands 

kelli-: body rocking to the music  

kelli-: hair flying 

FoolishHeart26: looks up to Kelli dreamily watching her.. grinding my bum to Scarlett's crotch... 

mmmm  

kelli-: hips moving in circles 

touchdown366: watching that hot body move sooooo sexy 

kelli-: flips my hair back ..  

kelli-: hands on my hips 



vazziy: watching kellis rythmic movements intently 

Master_joe: mmmmm 

kelli-: thrusting my hips hard to the beat 

vazziy: Ohh My 

Master_joe: hipssss 

kelli-: leans forward .. legs straight 

touchdown366: imagining other things thrusting 

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders  

kelli-: boobs working in the bandeau  

kelli-: hand move down my bar torso  

kelli-: bare 

vazziy: mmmm go Kelli 

kelli-: down the center  

touchdown366: looks as they move to her torso 

kelli-: cupping my body 

kelli-: holds as the music stops 

kelli-: giggles 

touchdown366: winks at kelli 

kelli-: moving from my thighs.. hips working slowly back and forth to the new song 

vazziy: ohh...eyes unsure what to do now..  

kelli-: watching vazz watching my hand 

FoolishHeart26: smiles as I adore Kelli's giggling as she enjoys her dance 

vazziy: bites my lip 

touchdown366: still watching her hot moves 

kelli-: pressing my middle finger against the camel toe and slowly tracing it up  

kelli-: eyes close.. mouth opens .. quiet moan  

kelli-: eyes slowly open  

vazziy: imagination runs.. watching kelli 

kelli-: hands move up my body slowly as my hips rotate to the rhythm 

touchdown366: watches as they rotate 

kelli-: cupping my small perky boobs as my hips change direction  

touchdown366: mmmmmmloving the change 

kelli-: wonders if Joe passed out 

Kelleen: no he is awake giggles 

Master_joe: what?  mmm in a daze 

kelli-: giggles at Kel .. sorry 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: jumps back to the bar 

Kelleen: giggles  

touchdown366: watches her jump on the bar 

kelli-: lifting legs high .. dancing to the faster rhythm 

kelli-: slowly turning  

touchdown366: eyes trying to keep up 



kelli-: shaking my finger as I turn  

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh.. feels the heat surge in me as Kelli cups the cameltoe... grips on Scarlett 

harder 

kelli-: dancing infront of tD 

touchdown366: watches as she grooves infront of me 

kelli-: leans down infront of you and shimmies my shoulders and boobs to the beat 

Kelleen: good night joe 

touchdown366: oh yessssssssssss shimmey for me kelli 

scarlett2angel: smiles slides my hands up hearts tummy kisses her neck and lets my 

hands cup her breasts as the fabric of her top tickels my fingers  

vazziy: taking a sip of my water 

kelli-: hands on hips as the music stops 

kelli-: heel pounds the bar with the new beat 

vazziy: ohhh my 

kelli-: holds up 1 finger .. then 2 

kelli-: then 3 

touchdown366: counts with kelli 

kelli-: fingers work down my body .. swaying to the beat  

touchdown366: eyes follow your eyes mouths that i want you 

kelli-: fingertips work under the waist band  

FoolishHeart26: moans uncontrollably as Scarlett's hands tease my senses... my eyes transfixed to 

Kellis seductive dance 

touchdown366: wishing it were my finger tips 

kelli-: slips the top band down .. folding it over  

touchdown366: looks as she does 

vazziy: hearing a sound my eyes divert for a moment then quickly return to the dancer 

kelli-: watching td watch me 

touchdown366: watches you intently 

scarlett2angel: shhhh heart ...smiles and nibbles on your ear as we both watch Kelli  

kelli-: tracing the newly exposed skin  

touchdown366: tracing it with my tongue in the air 

kelli-: slips my fingertips into the back of the same band and flips it down one fold .. 

working the fold around to the front ... as my hips pick up the new beat 

kelli-: hands move up  

kelli-: hips thrust to the hotter rhythm 

touchdown366: wanting to lick her finger tips 

touchdown366: hoping she will jump in my lap 

kelli-: smiles a sly smile with my mouth partly open  

kelli-: hips working hard to the beat 

touchdown366: smiles back as she knows what im thinking 

kelli-: looks down at the tight tiny bottoms and carefully matches the upper band on top 

of the lower band  

ukjake39: looks around for my favourite "kelli watching Seat" 

kelli-: http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-esp2186wht.html 



kelli-: so Jake knows what I'm talking about 

ukjake39: whispers a thank you to kelli and goes to take a look 

scarlett2angel: licks my lips everytime i look at what Kelli is wearing 

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar infront of td .. left heel pounding the beat  

kelli-: legs straight and apart  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

touchdown366: watches as she speads her legs apert 

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right to the slow bluesy beat 

ukjake39: oh my @ kelli's outfit 

vazziy: under my breath as i watch ohhh Gosshh 

touchdown366: eyes move slowly with her 

kelli-: working my hips in circles and thrusting  

ukjake39: slides on to my stool gaze not leaving kelli 

kelli-: facing up .. hair handing down my back  

kelli-: eyes close  

kelli-: as my hands explore the bare skin  

touchdown366: mmmmmm yes love the look 

vazziy: eyes locked on the  center of her movements 

kelli-: hand move down my sides 

ukjake39: adjust myself in my seat and eyes explore kelli's body 

touchdown366:  points to the body parts i want to explore 

kelli-: slowly turning as my body moves to the slow rhythm 

touchdown366: slowly watches her turn 

kelli-: my nearly fully exposed ass working the slow beat 

touchdown366: yessssssssssss 

kelli-: legs straight .. back to you 

kelli-: left heel pounding the new beat 

kelli-: leaning forward  

touchdown366: leans closer 

kelli-: bounding my ass cheeks to the beat 

kelli-: wiggles my ass  

ukjake39: mouth opens watching kellis firm ass 

kelli-: my hand appears between my legs as my back arches up 

touchdown366: eyes try to follow 

touchdown366: mmmm oh myyyyyyyy 

kelli-: follows the band that runs up and down between my legs 

ukjake39: wishes i could swap hands with kelli 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head to one side.....smiles at kelli and wiggles my nose as i tickle 

hearts tummy again 

kelli-: center finger tracing it as my ass shimmies 

touchdown366: leans on the bar 

kelli-: back of my thighs tighten as I lean more forward 

touchdown366: loving the great view 

kelli-: straightens up and looks over my shoulder 



kelli-: winks 

touchdown366: looks at her and winks 

scarlett2angel: hates to leave would like to see how this dance ends 

kelli-: with my bottoms nearly a band .. I step across to the arms of TDs chair  

kelli-: smiles at scarlett 

scarlett2angel: but its late an i have to get up in 3 hours 

kelli-: ouch 

touchdown366: looks up and smiles 

FoolishHeart26: kisses Scarlett and smiles... have a good rest sweetness... sweet dreamss.. 

hugssssss 

kelli-: I think you know how it ends 

kelli-: giggles  

kelli-: hands on my hips as I look straight down at TD 

scarlett2angel: moves over to Kelli winks squeezes her hinny and gives her a kiss  

FoolishHeart26: winks to Kelli.. uhuhhh..  

vazziy: nite Scarlett 

kelli-: hips rocking  

touchdown366: watches her moves my eyes follow along 

scarlett2angel: good night dont break anything  

kelli-: jiggles my ass at scarlett 

kelli-: giggles 

ukjake39: wishes scarlett goodnight but notices she is looking elsewhere 

kelli-: holds on .. to my hiney 

kelli-: giggles 

vazziy: seeing an opening up near the bar vacated by scarlett i move closer for a better view 

touchdown366: watches as she does 

kelli-: smiles ...  

kelli-: bending my knees  

kelli-: feet on your chair arms  

touchdown366: smiles back as she bends 

red-leprachaun: hello all  

kelli-: squatting down infront of you 

kelli-: fans TD  

kelli-: omg .. your so hot 

touchdown366: salavating as she squats 

kelli-: hands moving on my torso  

kelli-: licks my lips 

touchdown366: you are so hot i tell you 

kelli-: what cha know about sex? 

touchdown366:  mmmmmmmmmm  

red-leprachaun: *watches kelli smiling  

kelli-: soakin wet  

kelli-: omg 

touchdown366: feels the heat from your body 



kelli-: leans toward you .. hands on your shoulders for balance 

touchdown366: looks as you get your balance 

touchdown366: as you get closer 

kelli-: moves my bare tummie inches from your nose 

kelli-: the bottoms rolled down  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmm yesssssssssssss 

kelli-: sex 

kelli-: LOL  

kelli-: sits on your lap as the music changes  

kelli-: locks my legs around you 

kelli-: hands on your shoulders 

touchdown366: grinds alittle as you settle in 

kelli-: grinds the beat with my hips 

kelli-: arms straight as I lean back  

kelli-: legs pull me tight 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: hands release your shoulder 

touchdown366: looks as you pull your legs tight feels your thrusting 

touchdown366: watches as they release 

kelli-: smiles as my hips grind to the beat  

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Kelli .. resting my chin to my palm as my elbow settles on the 

bar...  

kelli-: seems everything is lined up pretty well  

touchdown366: feels the grind 

red-leprachaun: hello Heart  

kelli-: leans back farther .. legs locking me in place 

red-leprachaun: *watches kelli dance  

touchdown366: feels the legs as the lock 

kelli-: head back .. hair falling down as I move to the beat  

red-leprachaun: she is hot isnt she Heart  

touchdown366: feels you as you move to the beat as i smile at you 

FoolishHeart26: totally sets us all in hypnotic pleasure 

red-leprachaun: mmmmmm kelli, that is hot  

red-leprachaun: sits next to Heart watching closely  

kelli-: hips swivel .. grind and thrust 

touchdown366: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh loving the grind 

Kelleen: howdy red  

red-leprachaun: hi kelleen  

touchdown366: feeling the thrust 

kelli-: working the beat  

red-leprachaun: watching kelli's moves closely, admiring her sexy body  

touchdown366: feels her working it 

FoolishHeart26: smiles to Red as we both watch Kelli 

kelli-: leans in and whispers to TD  



touchdown366: smiles as she does 

kelli-: moves off TDs lap  

touchdown366: smiles as she does 

kelli-: holds out my hand 

touchdown366: takes her hand 

kelli-: moves toward the stairs 

touchdown366: follows kelli 

kelli-: turns right at the top .. peeks down at the room and winks 

Kelleen: waves up at Kelli 

FoolishHeart26: have fun you two..! winks to Kelli 

red-leprachaun: blows kelli a kiss smiling enjoy!  

kelli-: smiles and waves 

touchdown366: walks with kelli 

kelli-: disappears down the hall 

 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: heel pounds the beat  

GuitarslingerMike: watches kelli jump up...  

kelli-: hips move in circles  

kelli-: hands move up slowly  

kelli-: does a slow dance infront of my guys 

GuitarslingerMike: smiling as I watch her hips work...  

kelli-: incase you were wondering what I have on >>>   

https://www.victoriassecret.com/clothing/shop-all-mobile/flouncy-embroidered-

tunic?ProductID=235270&CatalogueType=OLS&origin=pRecommend 

kelli-: spins flaring the cover up 

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: leaning way back  

vazziy: *moving up to  seat closer to the bar *  

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up 

kelli-: pulls back up on my knees  

GuitarslingerMike: watching as she works her hips and sways...  

GuitarslingerMike: smiles...  

kelli-: turns my back and bouncing my butt to the beat 

kelli-: left left right right  

kelli-: straightens up .. hands high  

GuitarslingerMike: taps my foot to the beat.. watching her butt.. her hips...  

kelli-: spinning back and forth .. the cover up moving the opposite way 

kelli-: spins in a circle .. making it flare  

kelli-: smiles .. wonders if Joe is still breathing 

GuitarslingerMike: peeks underneath as it flares out... smiling as it drops...  



kelli-: works my legs high to the new song 

vazziy: *watching ... getting a couple more shots ... sitting up at the bar 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar  

kelli-: heel tapping the beat 

kelli-: swaying  

GuitarslingerMike: raising an eyebrow in anticipation...  

kelli-: leaning down  

vazziy: *looking up* 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as I see her start to sway...  

kelli-: shimmies  

kelli-: shoulders 

vazziy: *stands up to get a better view *  

kelli-: a black bra type showing 

Master_joe: draz somethig cold please! 

kelli-: the drapey covering me loosely  

kelli-: Draz left .. where were you Joe? 

kelli-: straightens up .. hands high  

kelli-: waits for it 

vazziy: Kelli <--- the boss lady 

kelli-: if he was here, he would have known that 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as she pauses just for a second.. then sways again with the 

beat...  

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar  

kelli-: one foot on vazz leg 

kelli-: the other on Mikes leg 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: hi cpt 

vazziy: *looks up at kelli* 

GuitarslingerMike: grins up at her and keeps my leg real steady...  

cptfire35: hi kel..ty 

GuitarslingerMike: hi cpt.  

vazziy: *reaching for a drink* 

cptfire35: mike hi and hi to all the roooomies 

kelli-: stand up on the seats of your chairs  

kelli-: then up on the arms rest  

kelli-: dancing .. swaying on the arm rests 

vazziy: *lwatching intently .. as Kelli dances *  

GuitarslingerMike: looking up.. concentrating on not shaking the chair...  

kelli-: hips launch left then right  

GuitarslingerMike: grins as I see her swaying...  

vazziy: oh Gawd 

kelli-: hands move high as I dance  

kelli-: pulling the cover up high on my thighs 

kelli-: hips swivel  



Master_joe: watches closely 

kelli-: knees bend  

kelli-: smiles down at the boys 

vazziy: *looking up * 

kelli-: bends forward at the waist  

kelli-: shoulders shimmy 

GuitarslingerMike: grins up at her as she smiles and wiggles...  

touchdown366: hey mike 

touchdown366: hello cpt 

kelli-: picks up the new beat  

cptfire35: hi td 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar 

touchdown366: sits at the bar to see whats going on 

kelli-: winks  at TD as I dance with my back to you 

kelli-: upper body working one direction .. lower body the opposite way 

touchdown366: winks back as kelli turns her back to me 

kelli-: spins .. flares the cover up  

kelli-: https://www.victoriassecret.com/clothing/shop-all-mobile/flouncy-embroidered-

tunic?ProductID=235270&CatalogueType=OLS&origin=pRecommend 

touchdown366: loving watching her hot moves and body 

kelli-: wild lil dance  

kelli-: cover up flying  

touchdown366: wild little outfit as well 

kelli-: working everything 

GuitarslingerMike: that is a nice one isn't it?  

GuitarslingerMike: watching as her hips rock and her legs move...  

GuitarslingerMike: smiling...  

touchdown366: waves to joe nods to mike very nice 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar as the music changes 

kelli-: feet apart.. body swaying 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: cover up moving up my thighs 

touchdown366: watching as the body sways and hands high 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as more leg shows...  

touchdown366: those are sexy legs 

kelli-: swaying .. flowing with the beat 

kelli-: leaning back  

touchdown366: mmmmmmm she flows nice 

kelli-: hips move left left right right 

GuitarslingerMike: nods in time with her hips...  

GuitarslingerMike: uhhuh!  

touchdown366: eyes follow left and right 

kelli-: then thrust to the beat .. as I lean back more 

touchdown366: watches her lean back hoping if she falls its towards me 



kelli-: all you can see through the material is the outline of black and skin 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm liking the outline 

kelli-: stepping across to the arms rests of TDs chair  

GuitarslingerMike: liking the skin.  

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

kelli-: hips circle to the slow beat 

touchdown366: looking as she is on my chair 

kelli-: winks down at TD 

touchdown366: hands follow her hips 

touchdown366:  winks back up at kelli 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: swaying  

touchdown366: follows the hands going down her body  

GuitarslingerMike: watching her hands slide over her gorgeous curves...  

touchdown366:  loving the swaying 

kelli-: leans forward 

touchdown366: leans closer 

kelli-: smiles  

touchdown366: smiles back at the hot dancer 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as I watch...  

kelli-: jumps back to the bar 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm nice jump 

kelli-: strutts to the beat down to the stage 

touchdown366: follows her to the stage and watches 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as her hips move to the beat...  

kelli-: grabs the pole  

touchdown366: lucky pole 

kelli-: "hides" behind it  

kelli-: peeking out 

kelli-: hands high on the pole.. one leg wrapped  

touchdown366: sees her peeking out 

touchdown366: oh yesssss as i see the leg wrapped around the pole 

kelli-: leans back as my hands slide down  

GuitarslingerMike: mmhmm. gorgeous.  

Jude 888: gtg thanks for the tunes   

touchdown366: ohhh she knows how to work it 

kelli-: tugs the cover up over my head  

kelli-: http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-em2186blk.html 

kelli-: slowly pulls myself back upright  

kelli-: climbs the pole 

touchdown366: sees the out fit clinging to her hot little body 

kelli-: spins .. leans back  

GuitarslingerMike: smh at how tight that little short clings to her butt...  

touchdown366: beautiful spin 



kelli-: lets go with my hands .. flys around the pole 

kelli-: arms wrap below me  

vazziy: hmmmmm nice...  

touchdown366: ohhhhhhhh watches her go around the pole 

kelli-: legs let go .. flys around twice  

touchdown366: counts 1 2 

GuitarslingerMike: wow. nice!  

kelli-: legs wraps back around the pole 

touchdown366: sees the legs wrap that luck pole 

kelli-: stretching out my body against the pole 

kelli-: hands high over my head 

kelli-: hips thrust against the pole  

touchdown366: oh soooooooo good moves she has 

kelli-: climbs high  

touchdown366: looks up to see her climb 

kelli-: waits for it 

GuitarslingerMike: watches closely as she climbs...  

kelli-: slowly spins around the pole .. tightly wrapped  

kelli-: hands push my upper body out slowly 

touchdown366: watching the slow spin studying her body as she does 

kelli-: slowly lays out horizontal 

kelli-: legs wrapped tightly 

touchdown366: nice position  

kelli-: keeps moving down to upside down  

kelli-: loops one arm around the pole .. push out with my legs and spins 

GuitarslingerMike: raising eyebrows...  

touchdown366: sees her moving down the pole 

GuitarslingerMike: wow. nice move kelli.  

RustyNail_ca: hi kelli 

kelli-: brings my legs back in  

kelli-: spinning slowly down to the pole  

touchdown366: watches those sexy legs 

kelli-: wraps tightly again  

kelli-: slowly humps the pole  

kelli-: grinds as the music ends 

touchdown366: now i wish i was the pole 

GuitarslingerMike: grins.. you're not the only one td.  

kelli-: leans out .. legs wrapped  

kelli-: upside down  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: hands on the floor  

kelli-: body stretched  

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

touchdown366: sees the body strechted out 



GuitarslingerMike: watching her stretch and shimmy...  

kelli-: hand stands .. legs high .. ass against the pole 

kelli-: hips thrusting .. tilting .. ass grinding 

touchdown366: sees the tight little ass againist pole and smiles 

GuitarslingerMike: watching her butt wiggle.. the hips grinding..  

GuitarslingerMike: mmm. gorgeous.  

touchdown366: agrees with mike 

kelli-: rocks over to my feet .. breaks into a dance 

touchdown366: such a sexy dance 

kelli-: working my way back to the bar in a sexy little step  

touchdown366: follows her back to the bar 

kelli-: hopes everyone likes the new outfit 

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles as I see her do a sexy little skip...  

GuitarslingerMike: nods...  

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous kelli.  

GuitarslingerMike: the outfit is nice too.  

vazziy: oh yes it is amazing Kelli 

touchdown366: oh really love it kelli very sexy on you 

kelli-: stops infront of my boys 

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: hips rock to the beat  

touchdown366: watches her hands go high the back to those rocking hips 

GuitarslingerMike: watching her sexy hips sway...  

kelli-: hips move in circles 

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: nearly exposed as shimmies to the beat 

vazziy: *watching .... leaning on the bar...... * 

kelli-: leans forward  

touchdown366: eyes move slowly with her turn 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles at vazz 

kelli-: smiles as the song ends 

vazziy: *watches in amazement* 

kelli-: waits for it 

GuitarslingerMike: smh as I watch her nearly pop out of the tiny shorts...  

touchdown366:  does a double take 

kelli-: hands move down my body as I turn to profile 

touchdown366: lovely profile 

kelli-: over my hips  

GuitarslingerMike: mmmmms as I watch her butt in profile...  

kelli-: slowly around my thighs 

touchdown366: sees those sexy hips and smiles 

GuitarslingerMike: watches her hands slipping slowly...  

GuitarslingerMike: smiles...  

touchdown366: lower and lower 



kelli-: stops with the song 

kelli-: grins wide as I pick up the stripper beat 

touchdown366: loving the beat 

GuitarslingerMike: nodding and chuckling...  

kelli-: slips to the edge of the bar 

GuitarslingerMike: she's definitely got that.  

kelli-: feet apart 

touchdown366: oh yessssssssssss 

kelli-: watching you all watching me 

vazziy: looks up 

kelli-: hands on my thighs 

touchdown366: loving the hot view 

vazziy: watching 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: gyrates to the steady beat  

touchdown366: leans towards her 

kelli-: wiggles and jiggles 

vazziy: mmmm  watching...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins and chuckles at the wiggling...  

kelli-: licks my lips as I stare into TDs eyes 

touchdown366: mouth get dry as i see her look at me 

kelli-: hands move slowly up the insides of my thighs 

kelli-: trace the legs  

vazziy: watches Kellis hands on here thighs 

touchdown366: looking at those thight 

kelli-: around the center 

touchdown366: eyes follow 

kelli-: out to my hips  

justjim_9: wow your hot kelli 

kelli-: picks up the sexy beat 

kelli-: still toes the edge of the bar 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and chuckles....  

kelli-: feet apart 

touchdown366: watches intently 

GuitarslingerMike: you've got no idea what you've missed jim.  

kelli-: finger tips of my right hand slowly trace the camel toe 

kelli-: http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-em2186blk.html 

GuitarslingerMike: watcing her hips and fingers tracing that naughty slit...  

kelli-: that might help you Jim 

justjim_9: i can imagine  

kelli-: finger tips trace the center of the bottoms 

kelli-: to the top band 

justjim_9: that is some outfit kelli  

kelli-: hips sway back and forth  



vazziy: mmmm  watching kellis fingers  

vazziy: and her hips 

kelli-: fingers slip under the band 

justjim_9: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm im so horny  

kelli-: pulling out to my hips and down .. straightening it out 

kelli-: behave Jim  

GuitarslingerMike: grins as she straightens it...  

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles...  

kelli-: slowly turns .. letting you watch the band move down  

justjim_9: you are so good  

kelli-: until the two become one 

vazziy: *standing up at the bar *  

kelli-: you have no idea Jim LOL 

kelli-: winks at Mike 

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins wide and winks back to kelli...  

kelli-: shakes my nearly explosed ass at the boys as I complete my turn 

kelli-: my right hand shows between my legs as I bend forward  

kelli-: trace the center of the material between my legs 

GuitarslingerMike: ooooossss. gorgeous.  

kelli-: rhythm changes  

kelli-: dances to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: turns and shakes my ass in rhythm  

kelli-: hips sway and thrust  

GuitarslingerMike: watching her perfect butt sway and slide side to side...  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks at Vazz  .. standing near me 

vazziy: smiles back..  

kelli-: motions you close 

vazziy: comes closer to kelli 

kelli-: whispers in your ear 

vazziy: pullling kelli closer 

kelli-: carefully hold the tie in the back of my bra  

kelli-: just hold it 

vazziy: reaches around... holding the tie 

kelli-: I'm facing the back  

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: body sways  

kelli-: hips dance in circles 

justjim_9: such a lovely body  

kelli-: slowly tugs as vazz holds the tie string 

vazziy: holdng the tie ...watching kelli sway 

kelli-: body sways and tugs the tie 

vazziy: holding tight 

kelli-: steps forward jerking it out of his hand  



kelli-: ties fall down my sides 

kelli-: hands move over my head 

vazziy: watching the ties fall 

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

GuitarslingerMike: watching the ties fall away...  

kelli-: body grinds  

justjim_9: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm  awesome  

kelli-: hips thrust facing the back of the bar 

GuitarslingerMike: mmmmm. such a gorgeous woman.  

justjim_9: she sure is  

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: up the front of my body out of your sight 

vazziy: *standing ...watching * 

kelli-: turns toward you .. hands cupping my breasts 

vazziy: *steps closer.. *... 

kelli-: strutts to the edge of the bar  

justjim_9: oh man thats nice  

kelli-: you can't vazz  

kelli-: I'm ON the bar 

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles...  

GuitarslingerMike: watching every inch of her skin as the lights play off it..  

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar.. legs apart .. body moving to the music 

justjim_9: as   her body twists and turns  

kelli-: leans foward .. hands covering my chest  

kelli-: shimmies my body  

justjim_9: mm i love it  

kelli-: smiles as the song ends 

vazziy: *phew* 

kelli-: spins and asks Mike to tie me back up please 

GuitarslingerMike: smiling as I stand and gently slip the ties to the center of her back...  

justjim_9: oh yes  

GuitarslingerMike: tying them firmly.. in a nice bow...  

kelli-: adjusts them in front 

kelli-: thank you .. turns and kisssssssssss 

justjim_9: beautiful  

kelli-: thank you jim 

justjim_9: yw love  

kelli-: turns to profile and dances a slinky S move 

kelli-: bends at the knees and dips .. slowly comes back up  

GuitarslingerMike: smiles as I get a soft kiss...  

GuitarslingerMike: watches as she slinks a sexy S...  

kelli-: turns and shakes my ass as the song winds down 

vazziy: watches Jekki as she dances 

justjim_9: mmmmmmmmmmmm shes a lovely mover xx 



kelli-: jekki? lol 

GuitarslingerMike: nods...  

vazziy: lol 

GuitarslingerMike: so hot as she wiggles those hips isn't she?  

kelli-: moves to the edge  

kelli-: facing you all 

kelli-: feet apart  

justjim_9: love you kelli you are so wonderful x 

justjim_9: made an old man very happy  xxxx 

vazziy: looks up watching kelli 

kelli-: hips keeping time with a slight thrust  

kelli-: hands moving up  

kelli-: sways to the kewl beat 

vazziy: watching as if hypnotized 

kelli-: body moves left left right right 

kelli-: hips follow two beat behind 

vazziy: smiles 

justjim_9: am i dreaming  

kelli-: hands slowly move high  

GuitarslingerMike: watching her hips and butt shake... shimmying...  

kelli-: hips move in a circle 

kelli-: eyes close  

kelli-: head facing up  

kelli-: hands move down the front of my body 

vazziy: watching ..wanting t  be up ther with her 

GuitarslingerMike: grinning... watcing her hands and hips move in time...  

kelli-: hips move .. slow .. thrusting .. in time to the song 

GuitarslingerMike: smh... so gorgeous.  

vazziy: mmm amazing 

kelli-: body changes gears  

kelli-: head comes back to level  

kelli-: eyes narrow  

kelli-: body slowly circling to the beat 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: hands move down my sides  

kelli-: over my hips 

kelli-: slowly leaning forward  

vazziy: *watching... eyes focused on kellis hands *  

kelli-: hands holding my ass 

kelli-: working it 

GuitarslingerMike: mmmssss.  

GuitarslingerMike: leaning just bit with her.. .watching her hands holding her ass 

gently...  

kelli-: slowly turning 



kelli-: slinky moves  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: thrusting 

GuitarslingerMike: watching her hips swivel and her hands sway...  

GuitarslingerMike: smiling...  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

Poppy England: *waits by the doorway watching kelli*  

kelli-: knees apart  

kelli-: hands on my thighs 

kelli-: slowly leaning back  

kelli-: hands move to the middle of my body 

vazziy: looking up from in front of the bar 

kelli-: leaning farther back 

D r a z: stands and applauds ,,,,,,,,, great dance  kelli   

kelli-: head touching the bar 

kelli-: collapse 

GuitarslingerMike: clapping...  

vazziy: *applause* 

GuitarslingerMike: nodding...  

kelli-: smiles at Draz.. thanx 

Poppy England: *smiles and applauds*  

GuitarslingerMike: great dance kelli.  

vazziy: amazing Kelli 

kelli-: pops up to my feet  

kelli-: gives a little bow and laffs 

vazziy: do you need a drink kelli ?  

kelli-: I'll get some water .. thank you vazz 

Poppy England: *comes in wearing a green silk full slip and a matching kimono  

kelli-: hi poppy 

GuitarslingerMike: hi poppy.  

GuitarslingerMike: hi draz.  

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water...  pours into a shaker 

with with some ground ice..shakes vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall glass over 

a twist of lemon ...slides it over to kelli  *winks 

Poppy England: hiya kelli your dancing is amazing, wish I had seen more  

kelli-: leans down for once to kiss Draz... long wet kissssssss 

Poppy England: I saw the last bits it looked very naughty *grins*  

kelli-: holds my arms out to Mike and Vazz to help me down from the bar 

kelli-: worked pretty well  

Poppy England: *slips up onto a bar stool with a swish of silk  

vazziy: i have you.. 

GuitarslingerMike: reaching up and helping kelli down from the bar...  

kelli-: you wish vazz.. giggles .. and lets both of you help me down 



GuitarslingerMike: vazz on her right.. me on her left...  

D r a z:  did you see the august highlights  

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles...  

vazziy: helping kelli down 

GuitarslingerMike: lowers kelli to her barstool...  

kelli-: adjusts the bottoms of my outfit to how it is supposed to be and sits down 

kelli-: between the guys 

vazziy: anything else you would like Kelli ?  

kelli-: nothing I can say in the room vazz LOL 

 

 

 

kelli-: in case you wondered what I changed into ... >>>   

http://www.yandy.com/Fishnet-Torso-Seamless-Mini-Dress.php 

Master_joe: very nice  kelli 

kelli-: thank you joe 

touchdown366: smiles at the sexy kelli 

kelli-: shoulders start to sway to the disco type music 

scarlett2angel: forget the maid outfit  

kelli-: I did .. smiles  

touchdown366: still want to take her up stairs 

kelli-: disco makes me want to dance when I hear it 

D r a z: very nice kelli   ,,,,,,,,,,,, 

kelli-: really good beat 

kelli-: thank you draz 

kelli-: I like black  

touchdown366: watches her move 

kelli-: goes with the rest of me 

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: slowly licks my lips as my body moves  

kelli-: hi sara 

touchdown366: god you are torturing kelli 

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett  as she licks upthe drink  

kelli-: mouth opens slightly .. hands slowly move over my head as I dance in my chair to 

the new tune  

kelli-: left left right right 

touchdown366: sits next to kelli watches with eagerly 

kelli-: moves to the floor .. slinky moves as I dance to the song 

touchdown366: spins my stool and watches 

kelli-: thrusts my hips to the drum down beat 

touchdown366: thinks speaking of thursting 

kelli-: slowly turns .. hands high .. hips swiveling 

kelli-: I love this dress.. it moves with me 



touchdown366: eyes swiveling 

sara a9: lays down the twenty and has a sip 

kelli-: hops up onto the bar 

touchdown366: watches her hop on the bar 

kelli-: a flash of hiney as I move up there 

kelli-: pulls the dress flat against me as my hands smooth the material 

touchdown366: mouth falls open as she does 

kelli-: strutts down the bar to Draz... smiles 

D r a z:  looks up at kelli as she moves sensualy down the bar  

kelli-: hands on my hips.. leaning forward over him  

kelli-: hair flies to the beat 

touchdown366: gets a nice view 

D r a z:  smiles as the hair swishes  

kelli-: ass moves in rhythm 

touchdown366: eyes move with her ass 

kelli-: arching my back .. ass moving .. hands on my hips  

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

D r a z: grins watching the wiggling hips  

kelli-: short skirt riding up the back of my tight thighs 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: even my lil boobs almost fall out of this dress LOL 

Master_joe: mmmm yes 

kelli-: straightens up  

touchdown366: loves the moves as i sit and watch 

D r a z:  smiles looking up at the wriggling black dress 

kelli-: leans back 

scarlett2angel: this is the perfect song for Kelli  

kelli-: rocks back and forth to the slower beat 

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: then thrust  

kelli-: left left right right 

touchdown366: sees her slowly move the hips 

kelli-: slowly turning 

ukjake39: Morning all 

scarlett2angel: hello jake 

kelli-: hips roll is circles 

sara a9: morning Jake 

ukjake39: Good timing as usual 

touchdown366: sips my drink watching 

sara a9: walks to one of the cages and sits upon the floor of it and watches 

kelli-: moves sideways.. steps and drags my other foot .. step and slide 

kelli-: step slide 

kelli-: plants my feet at the edge of the bar 

touchdown366: omg loving her hot little moves 



kelli-: looking down at the boys as my arms rise  

D r a z: smiles looking  up 

kelli-: dress rising with them 

ukjake39: Takes up a stool as close to the action as possible 

touchdown366:  driving nuts 

kelli-: hips  move side to side to the new beat 

kelli-: the rest of my body visible through the fish net dress  

kelli-: feet apart as I lean forward  

touchdown366: watches 

kelli-: shimmy my shoulders 

touchdown366: shake it kelli 

kelli-: sooo close to falling out of the dress  

Master_joe: hate that ... 

D r a z: smiles as    we get a good glimpse  

ukjake39: Squints a little to see if the fishnet disappears 

kelli-: stands up straight 

kelli-: left arm across my body .. right arm verticle .. fingers holding my chin 

touchdown366: looks 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat  

kelli-: breaks into a crazy dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: body gyrates 

D r a z:  grins at the cute   dancer brakin to the crazy one  

touchdown366: watches the hair go every direction 

kelli-: stops 

kelli-: does a strutt down the bar 

kelli-: steppin high  

kelli-: flashing lots of high thigh 

ukjake39: Studies Kellis body as she pauses 

kelli-: stops infront of jake 

touchdown366: loving the smooth thighs 

kelli-: slowly turns as my hips move to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward.. back to you 

kelli-: dress rides high up the back of my thighs 

ukjake39: Smiles as Kelli moves so close I smell her perfume 

kelli-: smiles.. it's not perfume LMAO 

D r a z: more like an essence 

kelli-: shimmys my ass  

ukjake39: Sits on my hands 

kelli-: hands move up my inner thighs  

touchdown366: watches 

ukjake39: Mixing with my essence of lust 

kelli-: up over my hips  

touchdown366: sees the bounce 



kelli-: up my body as I lean back  

kelli-: over my head.. my legs apart ..  

ukjake39: Watches closely studying every move as Kelli strokes 

kelli-: flies into a wild dance 

kelli-: dress keeps creeping up 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: heel pounds the bar 

kelli-: moves to the edge 

D r a z:  watches   kelli pound down the  bar 

touchdown366: sees her move to the edge of the bar 

ukjake39: Thinks  how telepathy does work as  I watch Kellie creeping dress 

kelli-: body sways left and right  

kelli-: feet apart  

D r a z: hugs hi jill 

touchdown366: waves to jill 

kelli-: hands move to my hips 

kelli-: fingers grasp the fish net body 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar as my hand slowly pull the dress high  

kelli-: higher on my thighs 

tigerzjill: smiles looks like the lovely kelli is dancing :)  

puckhound3000: i think i got her at the perfect time 

kelli-: the bottom of the dress at the top of my thighs 

ukjake39: Gulps and mops my brow like they do in the movies 

puckhound3000 

kelli-: pulls up exposing the tiny G string Ving down the front of my lower tummie  

touchdown366: puts my eyes back in 

kelli-: rolls my hips as the song winds down 

kelli-: working my body to the beat 

touchdown366: work it kelli 

kelli-: rolls my hips .. slowly turns ..  

kelli-: almost fully exposed ass working the beat  

kelli-: turns to profile 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm nice 

kelli-: thrusting hips hard to the driving beat 

ukjake39: Takes a few snaps with my mental camera 

touchdown366: hears the driving beat 

kelli-: swishing the dress around my waist as I dance hard  

touchdown366: such a sexy dancer 

kelli-: holds up the dress with my left hand.. right hand on my tummie.. fingers wide 

kelli-: hips revolve in circles 

scarlett2angel: moves away from the bar so as not to drop my drink from all the pushing 

an shoveing going on  

touchdown366: waves to time as im watching kelli 

kelli-: moves toward the edge 



kelli-: hips thrusting left right left right 

kelli-: the roll  

ukjake39: Sits transfixed by kellis hot smooth shining body 

kelli-: then 

touchdown366: eyes go left right 

kelli-: right hand moves down  

kelli-: over my hip 

kelli-: down  

touchdown366: eyes move down 

kelli-: working my hips as my hand cups the tiny g string front 

kelli-: fingers trace the camel toe  

touchdown366: looks at the hands 

kelli-: thrust  

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: pivot hips 

touchdown366: eyes move with her thrust 

kelli-: hand continues up my body slowly 

kelli-: drops the dress  

kelli-: hands move up the fish net 

TimeTraveller_1: watches quietly  

touchdown366: looks at the dress then up at kelli 

kelli-: body showing through the material  

D r a z:   grins watching    kellis hands  

kelli-: both hands moving up 

kelli-: cuping both boobs as I lean forward 

touchdown366: sips my drink and watches 

kelli-: ass moving to the rhythm 

D r a z:  looks at  the little devil on my shoulder ..........yes i know ........Iam such a bad 

man  

kelli-: shimmys my shoulders 

touchdown366: eyes moving to the rhythm 

kelli-: head flips my hair 

kelli-: thumbs move under the shoulder straps as they move up 

touchdown366: lucky thumb 

ukjake39: Eyes scan kellis whole body as it moves in perfect time 

kelli-: slipping both off my shoulders as the music slows down .. smiles at Draz 

touchdown366: looks as she does 

kelli-: does a sexy little dance down the bar 

D r a z:  smiles at   kelli  

kelli-: flips the shoulder straps down my arms 

kelli-: moves to the pole  

touchdown366: sees it come down 



kelli-: holds it with both hands 

kelli-: rocks my ass to the beat 

touchdown366: nice ass i think to myself 

kelli-: locks my legs around the pole .. hand move up high over my head .. humping the 

pole to the beat 

kelli-: twists around the pole 

touchdown366: oh to be the pole 

kelli-: peeks out from behind 

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: grasping the hem of the skirt of the dress  

kelli-: peeling it off over my head 

kelli-: tossing it down the bar 

touchdown366: watches as she works the pole 

puckhound3000: if kelli keeps this up, she won't have any clothes on soon 

D r a z: catches  the dressand slips it in the back pack  

kelli-: smiles at puch  

kelli-: the tiny g string .. tight on my body 

TimeTraveller_1: nods approvingly  

touchdown366: very tight 

ukjake39: Watches kellis dress slide by and imagining my bedroom floor for some reason 

kelli-: shimmies up the pole.. leaning back  

kelli-: legs wrapped as I swing around the pole 

kelli-: dipping backward as I swing hard 

touchdown366: sees her lean back and leggs wrapped around the pole 

kelli-: back up .. wrapping my arms and swinging hard around and around 

kelli-: legs out 

touchdown366: eyes out 

kelli-: driving my legs over my head ..wrapping my legs around the pole .. letting go with 

my arms 

kelli-: hanging upside down .. moving to the song 

touchdown366: she knows how to use a pole 

kelli-: practice 

kelli-: smiles 

touchdown366: smiles back 

kelli-: hands moving down my upside down body 

touchdown366: turns my head 

kelli-: sways back and forth 

kelli-: locks my arms around the pole and flies around releasing my legs 

touchdown366: loves the moves as i clap 

kelli-: lands on my feet .. dancing almost nude to the new song 

touchdown366: to the beat 

kelli-: backs up to the pole 

touchdown366: sees her back on the pole 

kelli-: hands on the pole over my head 



kelli-: stretching my body high  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

touchdown366: sees the body strech 

kelli-: body explodes in a crazy dance.. hair flying 

kelli-: swings my hand over my head as I turn 

kelli-: moves to the cage 

kelli-: climbs in 

scarlett2angel: whistles and claps as Kelli moves to the cage 

kelli-: hips and body move in a sexy lil swivel  

kelli-: hands grab the top bar  

touchdown366: nice swivel 

D r a z: looks overat the cage ......as the door ckangs shut 

scarlett2angel: grabs the key from draz giggles and skips around  

kelli-: slowly does slinky moves 

kelli-: pressing my ass against the bars  

sara a9: rises from the the nearby cage and goes to sit at the bar 

kelli-: hands move down my hips 

scarlett2angel: winks an twrills it around on my finger as i wink at the caged dancer 

touchdown366: listens and watches 

kelli-: fingers slip under the band on my hips 

kelli-: slowly skin it off 

kelli-: step out as I dance  

Master_joe:    

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: leaning back  

touchdown366: awesome claps 

kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: leans waayyy back  

TimeTraveller_1: nice  

kelli-: head touching the floor of the cage behind me 

touchdown366: watches her lean back 

kelli-: hips thrust to the hard beat 

kelli-: push  

kelli-: push 

kelli-: push 

kelli-: push 

scarlett2angel: sneaks up behind td..smiles and slips the key into his shirt pocket  

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z:  stands to applaud  kelli ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. great dance   kelli ,,,,,,,,, BRAVO   .... 

holds out a LAB robe to her  by the cage   

touchdown366: lol scarlett 

kelli-: grabs my G string and moves to the cage door 

touchdown366: hi redtail 



redtail777: hey td 

TimeTraveller_1: claps hands  

sara a9: hello Red 

kelli-: flips the lock lever popping open the door 

kelli-: giggles 

D r a z: holds the robe open  forkelli    

scarlett2angel: gezzzzzzzzz td 

kelli-: backs into the robe 

kelli-: against Draz behind me 

kelli-: hands slip into the sleeves 

touchdown366: asks draz for a water for kelli 

D r a z: slides  the belt round the robe  ,,,,,,,, well done  kelli ,......ties it  

kelli-: thank you Draz .. looks up at you over my shoulder 

Master_joe: wow 

kelli-: it's nice to be able to get here early 

D r a z: walks over  with kelli to  the bar ,,,,,,,,,hops over it ..... reaches in the back of the 

cooler and pulls out a cool water...   

touchdown366: looks at kelli and smiles for the dance 

kelli-: sits back down in the robe with my water .. thanks guys 

kelli-: glad you liked it 

 

 

 

kelli-: strutts around the floor to the MJ tune 

paveduck: nice strut  

kelli-: shakes my hiney in my tight blue terry shorts  

FoolishHeart26: yayyyy Kelli..! 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as I watch a hiney shake...  

FoolishHeart26: gooo girl...!! 

kelli-: hips move to the beat 

kelli-: does a slow strutt over to Mike 

paveduck: eyes bounce watching the shake  

kelli-: sways infront of him .. feet apart  

Master_joe: sitting on hands already 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

ukjake39: slips out wishing the room goodnight 

kelli-: over my hips 

GuitarslingerMike: grins up at kelli... watching hips and hands move in time to the beat...  

kelli-: finger tips lightly trace the leg bands of my skin tight shorts 

kelli-: thrusting hips to the beat  

paveduck: she's that good .. she can dot and dance at the same time!  

GuitarslingerMike: eyes wandering up and down hips.. following fingers as they move...  



kelli-: fingertips of my right hand lights trace up the very center 

FoolishHeart26: more MJ for our lovely dancer... smiless 

kelli-: left heel pounds the floor to the new rhythm 

GuitarslingerMike: mmmhmm. gorgeous and talented.  

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: runs to the bar, climbs a stool and lands on the bar 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: body gyrating  

kelli-: hair flying 

Master_joe: hands up  for Kelli! 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar infront of the guys 

GuitarslingerMike: eyes watching as her hands and hair fly... grins...  

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: leaning back  

GuitarslingerMike: looking up along slender legs...  

kelli-: shorts stretching tight 

kelli-: hips thrusting  

paveduck: nice and tight  

paveduck: hard for the eyes to wander far from those hips  

kelli-: breaks into a wild MJ dance 

kelli-: does the moon walk down the bar 

kelli-: leans back... air guitar 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and chuckles at air guitar...  

kelli-: heel pounding the beat on the bar 

GuitarslingerMike: nice!  

Master_joe: love when MJ plays 

kelli-: does the moon walk back up the bar 

FoolishHeart26: wipes the bar .. looking at Kelli.... whistles..... need some drink there 

Steff..? smiles 

kelli-: stops at the edge ..  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: bouncing my ass muscles to the beat 

kelli-: hair flying 

GuitarslingerMike: tappnig my foot to the beat...  

kelli-: stops with the music 

Master_joe: mmm applause 

GuitarslingerMike: watcing a lovely ass wiggles...  

kelli-: thank you joe 

paveduck: outstanding kelli!  

kelli-: and Trance.. THAT's how we dance in LAB 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and claps....  

GuitarslingerMike: very nice.  



FoolishHeart26: applauds...! wohooooo Kelli..!!!!  

Master_joe: who's bad? 

kelli-: points to myself.. I'm bad ... I'm bad 

kelli-: rocks my body to MJ 

paveduck: you're good at being bad  

GuitarslingerMike: not me! I'm goooooooooood!!!  

kelli-: jumps down off the bar 

FoolishHeart26: winks to Kelli..... i know you do..  

kelli-: climbs on Mikes lap 

kelli-: facing him 

kelli-: finger run through his hair 

kelli-: fingers 

kelli-: legs around his hips 

GuitarslingerMike: smiling and leaning my head into her hands...  

GuitarslingerMike: hands resting on her legs...  

kelli-: hips rock to the beat 

kelli-: eyes lock on his 

kelli-: mouthing the words 

kelli-: messing up his hair 

kelli-: hands slowly move up over my head 

kelli-: back straight  

GuitarslingerMike: grins and shakes my head to let my hair fall back down...  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

GuitarslingerMike: looking right in her eyes...  

kelli-: licks my lips  

kelli-: rocking my body back and forth 

FoolishHeart26: now let's see how good you are at holding back Mike........  

kelli-: slinky S moves in his lap 

GuitarslingerMike: watches the tip of her tongue and shakes my head...  

GuitarslingerMike: it's killing me heart!  

kelli-: smiles  

GuitarslingerMike: lol  

kelli-: hands moving down my body  

FoolishHeart26: just breathhhh buddie..! winks 

FoolishHeart26: giggles 

Trance001: we need you  

GuitarslingerMike: watches her hands slide up and down... her hips move in a sexy S...  

kelli-: brushing over my hard nipples poking through the thin tank top material  

Master_joe: mmmm hotttt 

kelli-: slipping my hands to my hips 

kelli-: breathing like the song 

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: insatiable 



paveduck: is mike being rewarded or punished?  

kelli-: leans in and kiss you deep 

GuitarslingerMike: resisting... resisting...  

Master_joe: rewarded... 

GuitarslingerMike: kissing her back deep....  

kelli-: sucking his tongue 

Master_joe: sneaks out...be back after food 

kelli-: stands up .. smiling 

kelli-: you need to cum more often .. giggles 

FoolishHeart26: both Duckie...!! being punished in an achingly pleasurable way.........  

kelli-: to LAB.. that is 

FoolishHeart26: lol Kelli 

kelli-: winks at Heart.. thanks  

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles and nods...  

paveduck: i was thinking the same thing heart  

GuitarslingerMike: I do need to cum more often.  

FoolishHeart26: winks back to Kelli... my pleasure to watch you as well.. smiles 

kelli-: leans forward and sways my ass at you 

kelli-: slowly rocking back and forth  

GuitarslingerMike: grins and watches that gorgeous ass wiggling...  

kelli-: leans forward.. hand appears between my legs  

kelli-: fingers trace the center seam of my tight terry shorts 

kelli-: I bet I could help you with that 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and nods...  

GuitarslingerMike: I'm sure you can.  

GuitarslingerMike: positive of that as a matter of fact.  

kelli-: smiles.. turns to mike.. bends down and gives him a long tender kiss on his lips 

 

 

kelli-: I think I would like to dress up tonight.. something sexy.. so I'll get out of these 

skin tight short shorts and tank top and be right back  

Kelleen: smiles ok kel 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh yeah sounds nice kelli 

D r a z: watches the dressing room door 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: wait patientaly and eager to see  

kelli-: the door pops open and I dance out toward the bar 

Al_dente_: yeah!! 

D r a z: watches as keli  reappears  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: eagerly watches 

kelli-: pops my back pack under the bar and dances up the back steps 

kelli-: prancing down the bar .. dressed to kill 

Al_dente_: rubs my eyes as i look at kelli on the bar 

RocketManFL: WOW 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: smiles at kelli 



Bearstormwhisperingwoods: Woot! 

kelli-: swishes the mid thigh length dress back and forth to the beat 

kelli-: exposes more thigh 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh my 

D r a z: http://www.jollychic.com/p/western-solid-beads-gauze-v-neck-sexy-dresses-

g48974.html 

Kelleen: smiels watchng kel 

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar 

kelli-: heel pounding the bar to the beat 

D r a z: gonna be hellova show  

kelli-: twirls flare the dress 

Al_dente_: hmmm Great outfit kelli.. you look great! 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches ... you look amazing  

kelli-: flash of ass under the skirt  

kelli-: leans forward at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: gulps 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: nipples showing plainly through the thin navy blue materail  

kelli-: hands high .. clapping the beat  

kelli-: hips swivel  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps 

kelli-: working the beat  

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: flare 

kelli-: working my hips back and forth  

kelli-: skirt following  

D r a z:  welcome all  to the house of sin  

Al_dente_: lol  we noticed the thin pane... nice.... 

kelli-: higher 

kelli-: higher 

RocketManFL: c;lapping for kelli, woo hoo 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps also Woot woot 

kelli-: slowly turns to profile 

kelli-: leans forward 

RocketManFL: brb 

kelli-: body working the rhythm 

kelli-: should have just asked for a towel  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: i am afraid to blink i might miss something 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: hands move high .. turning my back to you 

kelli-: hips moving left left right right 

kelli-: shimmies my ass .. leaning forward 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: rocks my head to the beat of kelli's hips 



kelli-: skirt rides high up the back of my thighs 

kelli-: ass.. left left right right 

D r a z: smies watching as  the dress slides up  the thighs  

kelli-: straightens up  

Al_dente_: watches the sexy legs come into view.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: smiles  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh my 

D r a z: naughty little girl  

kelli-: slowly turns .. hips swiveling 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: follows with my eyes 

kelli-: walks a slow .. sexy walk down the bar to Draz 

Al_dente_: follows the curves 

kelli-: eyes locked on his as I approach 

kelli-: stands infront of him 

D r a z: watches as kelli approaches  

kelli-: hips and upper body moving opposite 

D r a z:  looks up at thwriggling lithe body 

kelli-: leans down inches from Draz face 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the rhythm 

Al_dente_: hmm nice view as you lean down.... 

D r a z: winks at kelli ,,,,,,,,,,,  

kelli-: skirt riding up the backs of my thighs 

kelli-: eskimo kisses and smiles 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: hey DG 

D r a z: rubs noses with kelli  

kelli-: spins as I straighten up .. flaring the skirt  

kelli-: licks my lips as I peek over my shoulder at Draz 

kelli-: wink 

D r a z: looks up  thelegs  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: wb 

kelli-: no harm 

RocketManFL: dirty!!! hugs  

kelli-: grabs the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to rocket 

D r a z: pals latest stupiod trick 

kelli-: wraps my legs  

kelli-: moves up  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches in amazment 

kelli-: holding tight with my legs 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hands free 



Al_dente_: hmmmm  eyes follow those curves 

kelli-: hips thrusting against the pole 

kelli-: in time to the music 

kelli-: slow grind 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: ponders how soft that moothe skin is  

kelli-: facing up  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: smoothe 

kelli-: hair hanging down  

kelli-: thrusting harder 

kelli-: ggrrriinnnnddddddd 

kelli-: leans waaayyy back  

kelli-: upside down as the skirt of the dress hides my upper body 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: about falls out of the chair 

kelli-: only thing visible on my lower body is a thin waist band 

kelli-: matching the dress 

Al_dente_: and thin it is! 

RocketManFL: ohhh myyyyyyyyyyyyy  

RocketManFL: hootin n hollerin  

kelli-: pulls the dress off over my head .. or under.. as the case may be 

kelli-: tosses it on the floor 

kelli-: wraps my arms around the pole below me .. lets go with my legs and spins 

D r a z: gathers up the dress and slides it in the aback pack  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: loosens my collar on my shirt 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: whew 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmm 

kelli-: the tiny navy blue G string covering only the vital parts  

kelli-: legs wrap below me and spins  

kelli-: stops behind the pole .. peeking out as the music stops 

Al_dente_: and barely covering I might add 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: and looks dang sexy 

kelli-: one boob on either side of the pole as my hips begin to thrust to the beat 

kelli-: thrust thrust griinnndddd 

kelli-: eyes close as I grind harder 

kelli-: arms reach up the pole 

kelli-: hips continue 

kelli-: thrust thrust griinnndddd 

kelli-: stretching my body out behind the pole 

D r a z: watches  the  body grind  the pole  

kelli-: arms let go.. leans back and spind  

kelli-: spins 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches as she goes around 

kelli-: round and around 

Al_dente_: breasts swinging 

kelli-: hair flying 



kelli-: stops upside down  

kelli-: hands stretch down to the floor  

kelli-: handstand .. ass against the pole .. legs straighten straight up 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: mmmmhmmm 

kelli-: nearly nude body upside down  

Al_dente_: and the thong revealing.. well.... 

kelli-: flips to my feet .. dancing around the stage in a sexy little wiggle 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: well i guess he missed it LOL 

kelli-: drops to all fours  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: drops my jaw at the nice view 

Al_dente_: shifts in seat... 

kelli-: head low.. crawling toward the cage cat like 

kelli-: reaching the cage .. my hands hold one of the bars  

D r a z: smiles watching kelli  crawl  to  the cage  

kelli-: looks over at the guys 

Al_dente_: ohhhh the cage!!! 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: winks 

kelli-: ssslllooowwwwlllyyy moves to my feet 

Al_dente_: one lives in hope of kelli in the cage! 

kelli-: slowly, sensually .. climbs the outside of the cage 

Al_dente_: the thin material not hiding much 

kelli-: wiggling my ass toward the guys  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: not sure how much more i can take whew  

Al_dente_: draz....  I think bear might need the hat! 

kelli-: works to the top of the stage 

kelli-: cage 

Al_dente_: heh 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: shew 

D r a z:  passes bear the hat  

Al_dente_: trying to confuse us huh? 

kelli-: standing with my legs apart .. sexy dance 

kelli-: hands moving up my skin 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looks at draz  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: thanks 

Al_dente_: eyes take in Kellis curves as she dances 

kelli-: hands cup my boobs 

Al_dente_: hmm follws the hands.. imagining... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yep now there is some nice thoughts 

kelli-: works my body to the beat 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: hey delight 

kelli-: slowly turning 

Al_dente_: loves Kellis topless body... and her hands caressing it 

kelli-: hands moving down my body 

kelli-: leaning down .. bending at the waist 



Al_dente_: shifts in my chair.... 

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders  

kelli-: cups my boobs 

kelli-: flips my hairs back  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: fans myself 

kelli-: hips swivel and thrust 

kelli-: mouthing... shut up and kiss me 

Al_dente_: notices the small triangl of fabric moving with the hip swivels 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: to the thin waist band 

kelli-: tracing the band toward the center  

Al_dente_: eyes on Kelli's fingers 

kelli-: fingers lightly move down the center line between my legs 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: eyes here every move 

Al_dente_: as I said..... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: her 

kelli-: tracing the camel toe 

kelli-: leans down and grabs the horizonal bar over the cage door and flips inside 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: wipes my chin to make sure  iam not drooling lol 

kelli-: turns my back .. rolling my hips 

kelli-: slips my fingers under the waist band at my hips 

kelli-: slowly working it down  

kelli-: until it's straight across 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: winks back 

kelli-: hips begin to roll with the beat as I slowly turn toward you 

Al_dente_: gulps... 

Al_dente_: reaches for the water... 

Al_dente_: still feeling a little dry... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: reaches for the ice and a towel 

kelli-: moving to the bars  

Al_dente_: nods to Trish.. but eyes on the stage 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: hey trish 

Al_dente_: watches as kelli slowly turns 

D r a z: stands by the cage and  opens the door 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: gives draz a 50 for a drink for kelli and a tip for the show  

D r a z:   holds out a LAB robe  

kelli-: hops down  

kelli-: slips my arms in the robe 

Al_dente_: raises hands above head and applauds.... 

kelli-: thank you al 

D r a z:  and wraps kellin the robe ,,,,,,tieing the belt  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, great little dance 

Al_dente_: "yay"... "well done Kelli." 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps loudly woot woot  



kelli-: leans back while Draz ties the belt 

Al_dente_: decides not to stand at this point 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: lol al 

kelli-: that's something you can hang your hat on Al 

kelli-: smiles 

Al_dente_: maybeee.. sometimes.... 

Al_dente_: blows Kelli a kiss 

kelli-: looks up at Draz over my shoulder.. thanx for the tunes .. smiles 

D r a z:  winks  ......my pleasure kelli   

 

 

Poppy England 
 
Poppy England: *returns to the room wearing tiny black shorts.....hold up black stockings with 

bows on the top......her shimmering golden midriff totally bare......hands tying up a lace shirt under 

her breasts....the lycra material stretches over the lush curves....  

dgk7412: YIKES!!!!  

xx-bobo-xx: eyes pop out at poppy 

Poppy England: *climbs up onto the bar using a stool and does a catwalk....  

D r a z: looks up at poppy as she struttts 

dgk7412: holy smoke,,, those shorts are TIGHT,, in all the right places!!  

xx-bobo-xx: sittin at end of bar watchin poppy walk my way mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

Master_joe:    

Poppy England: *walks down to the bar to the dancing pole at the end and grabs the pole with 

both hands.....  

GuitarslingerMike: eyes shining as I watch poppy strut and showoff her new outfit...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins wide...  

dgk7412: really putting that lycra to the test, arent you, Poppy!!?  

D r a z:  smiles watching poppy as she swings on the pole  

Poppy England: *pressing her hips up against the hardness of the pole and kisses it as she opens 

her legs widely...dragging the kiss down the side of the pole, flicking up a glance to Mike....  

touchdown366: nice moves  

touchdown366: poppy 

Poppy England: *lowers down until her ass comes close to the floor.....  

Master_joe: mmmm 

xx-bobo-xx: pulls a stoll close up to watch poppy 

GuitarslingerMike: grinning as I meet poppys eyes with the glance...  

dgk7412: hahaha,, 2 points to td!!  

GuitarslingerMike: watching her hips and belly as she slides down the pole...  

dgk7412: looks pretty inviting from this vewpoint too, mike ... tight shorts on that mmmbutt  

Poppy England: *thrusts her hips up, holding the pole with one hand....arching her back and letting 

her head drop back, tawny hair tumbling, other arm dropping back  

Poppy England: *grinds her hips against the pole....  



touchdown366: oh yesssssss nice tune for such the occasion 

dgk7412: hehe,, Twin Peaks  

touchdown366: watches Poppy work the pole 

Poppy England: *glances at her tie top to make sure there are no malfunctions....  

GuitarslingerMike: smiling as I see the hair tumble and her hips grind the pole...  

GuitarslingerMike: roots for gravity...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

touchdown366: yeah gravity 

dgk7412: oh sure,, like we believe you were thinking about gravity!!  

GuitarslingerMike: sure. in case of a malfunction!  

GuitarslingerMike: lol  

Poppy England: *lifts a leg and hooks it around the pole, leaning back harder, breasts thrust up she 

moves sideways to swing around the pole....  

dgk7412: ahhhh,, my mistake then  

touchdown366: never know when clothing might fall 

Poppy England: *closes eyes and pouts as she swings.....  

dgk7412: whoa!!  now i see what you were smiling about, mike!!  

GuitarslingerMike: oooo. roots against gravity as poppy spins..  

Master_joe: Go Newton! 

D r a z:  smiles as poppy    swings  to the beat  

touchdown366: never saw a leg in that position mmmmmmm 

touchdown366: just dont tip her in apples 

Poppy England: *pushes hips towards the bar and does the splits....  

dgk7412: praying for that knot in her lycra top to loosen up just a little bit  

Poppy England: *reaches up and swings round once more before walking away from the pole back 

to the other end of the bar  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm a thing of bueaty 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as I watch poppys long legs slide wide... then her hips as she 

struts by me at the bar...  

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous!  

GuitarslingerMike: smiles...  

D r a z:  grins watching poppy strutt  to the beat   

dgk7412: on a scale of 0 to 10,,, about a 15!!  

GuitarslingerMike: nods to dgk...  

Poppy England: *grins, parts her legs, puts her hands on her knees and wiggles her ass....  

xx-bobo-xx: leaves a 20 on the bar refresh poppy when she is done plz draz 

GuitarslingerMike: watches all the sexy bits as poppy wiggles...  

touchdown366: holds up my score card and gives her a 19.9 

Poppy England: *smiles and climbs down, heading down to the changing room...  

GuitarslingerMike: claps...  

dgk7412: i was right to start with.... MERCY!!!!  

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous.  

Master_joe:    



touchdown366: standing O 

Master_joe: very nice 

dgk7412: huge round of applause  

xx-bobo-xx: excellent proformence poppy 

D r a z:  woo hoo poppy  ,,,,,,,,,,,nice one  

Poppy England: *calls from the changing room*  

Poppy England: thanks!!  

Poppy England: don't clap, just throw money  

xx-bobo-xx: sticks 2 100 bills under poppys drink for when she returns 

touchdown366: throws my american wxpress 

Poppy England: *appears out of the changing room after stashing her stuff in her locker  

D r a z:  watchs poppy appear  

GuitarslingerMike: grins and nods to poppy...  

touchdown366: great dance Poppy  

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous dance. thank you.  

D r a z:  we loved it poppy  ,,,,,,,,  

Poppy England: *smiles* thanks guys, the clothes seemed to hold up well didn't I.  so that is what I 

am going to wear when I do bodyshots  

 

 

 

 

Poppy England: *grasps the bar rail with both hands.....thrusting her hips forward in rhythm with 

the music  

Poppy England: *arches her back and drops back her head....hair swinging with each move....  

touchdown366: calls a chiropractor for Poppy just in case 

Poppy England: *climbs up on the bar and crawls to Draz....stopping in front of Draz....kneeling in 

front of him with knees parted wide....  

D r a z:  smiles and watches you arch your back and sings along ,,,,,,you should your bring 

your friends too   

D r a z: winks at poppy   

Poppy England: *slides a hand to the back of his neck....and pushes up her hips against 

him....looking away, eyes lowered....  

Poppy England: *the suede dress rippling as she moves her body naughtily against him......  

D r a z:   smiles  

Poppy England: *arches back....swinging her hair back, pushing up her breasts....carefully looking 

away....  

Poppy England: *moves to sit on the edge of the bar*  

Poppy England: *slips back onto her stool  

D r a z:   winks at  poppy  

Poppy England: there are some very bad men in here  

touchdown366: yes there are 

Poppy England: and some equally bad girls  

D r a z: whistles and wipes te bar and gags the littledevil on my shouders  



D r a z:      its a good  combination  

touchdown366: that goes without saying Poppy 

Poppy England: *moves her body with the music, glancing to touchdown....  

Poppy England: *legs wrapped around the stool legs....  

touchdown366: glances back at poppy looking as her wrap the stool 

Poppy England: *raises her arms above her head....muscles moving under her skin as she writhes 

in time to the music.....  

touchdown366: smiles as she moves to the music 

Poppy England: *slides back up onto the bar onto all fours so she doesnt get into trouble for 

hotness on a bar stool  

touchdown366: leans against the bar checking out her hot moves 

Poppy England: *sits back onto the heels....and crosses her wrists...raising them above her 

head......kneeling up....  

D r a z: smiles watching as poppy crawls,,,,,,,,,, wiping the bar in front of her 

Poppy England: *body arches and quivers to the music.....wrists remain crossed above her head.....  

Poppy England: *head falls back..eyes closed....pouting lips open as she writhes with the music.....  

Poppy England: *kneels down, crossed wrists on her lap....  

touchdown366: ohh loving the pouty lips i move with the music 

Poppy England: *drops head forward...closing eyes......  

D r a z: sings along.......... the way  you move is meant to haunt and taunt  

touchdown366: gets closer and closes my eyes as i think about her great moves to the 

music 

Poppy England: *slowly raises her head.....opening eyes.....raising crossed wrists above her 

head....parts her golden tights...body rippling to the rhythm.......  

Poppy England: *falls forward....moving hands to break her fall, landing flat on her face on the 

bar....  

touchdown366: smiles as i see her body rippling and wanting to dance with her 

D r a z: hypnotising moves from poppy   ,....  

touchdown366: yes very Draz 

Poppy England: *flattens hands against the bar and pushes up....pressing her hips against the hard 

wood.....straightens arms and arches back......  

Poppy England: *bends knees for her feet to touch the back of her head.....dress barely containing 

her golden breasts.....  

touchdown366: oh yesssssssssssss as im speechless as she grinds on the bar 

D r a z: grins to watch   the flexibility   

Poppy England: *stretches in the arch...dark pink of her areola peeking above the neckline of her 

dress....  

touchdown366:  admiring the dark pink circles as i cant help but look 

Poppy England: *lowers her legs and lowers down to lie on the bar again....., rolls onto her 

back....arms outstretched.....  

amber lynn -: watches the body move around, the open display of it 

touchdown366: leans on the bar looking down at her 

D r a z: grins as we get new views of poppy as she turns  



Poppy England: *presses shoulders into the bar and pushes up her chest, breasts straining against 

the brown suede of her mini dress....  

Poppy England: *pushes herself up to sit on the bar, bends then straightens legs......  

Poppy England: *parts her legs...and drags a hand down her inner thigh....  

amber lynn -: spreads my legs and mimics the action 

touchdown366: follows her hand with my eyes 

touchdown366: had to ask Draz lol 

Poppy England: *pulls her knees together, pushes forward and stands....  

touchdown366: looks up as she stands 

Poppy England: *locks her hands behind her neck and starts to walk along the bar in her high 

heels....  

Poppy England: *sways hips from side to side as she walks..  

touchdown366: oh my the way she walks like a runway model 

Poppy England: *reaches the dance pole at the end on the bar....  

Poppy England: *hooks her leg around it and spins slowly....  

Poppy England: *smiles and jumps down from the bar*  

touchdown366: follows her to the end of the bar watching her artistic form on the pole 

D r a z: loks up at poppy  as she strutts ......  

Poppy England: *smiles at Draz and TD as she gets down  

D r a z: woo hoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,well done  poppy   ...........nice dance 

touchdown366: smiles back as she gets down 

Poppy England: thanks Draz, glad you enjoyed  

 

 

 

Poppy England: this is a good song for a bit of bump and grind  

paveduck: yes, it is  

Poppy England: *grins*  

Poppy England: *moves from side to side in her chair, keeping time with the music....  

Poppy England: *shimmies her shoulders....the vibration moving down her body and shaking her 

ripe breasts under the red top...  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: goes and seats at the bar 

lilsami1998: *wiggles her foot to the tunes  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: bobs his head sidde to side to the beat  

Poppy England: *grins at sami and nodes towards the bear....climbs up....  

Poppy England: (the bar....and maybe even the bear)  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: LOL 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: eyes poppy 

Poppy England: time for a bit of twerking practice I think....  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins 

lilsami1998: *giggles and watches poppy  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches poppy 

lilsami1998: *shifts on the stool to face the bar  

paveduck: twerking practice .... reminds self: no touching the dancers  



Poppy England: *leans forward, bending her knees and grasping them.....arching her body, tossing 

back her hair and wiggles her butt.....the soft flesh jiggling with her movements.....  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: mmmhmmm whispers that softly 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches poppy's jiggling 

Poppy England: *swings her butt from side to side......and jiggles the soft flesh again.....  

paveduck: and enjoys it  

lilsami1998: *watches poppys sexy butt  

lilsami1998: *giggles  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: almost drops my beer 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looks to see if anyone saw that 

Poppy England: *reaches forward, touching the bar with her fingertips....keeping legs straight and 

thrusting her hips from side to side.....  

Poppy England: *raises up, bent over slaps a hand on one butt cheek and then on the other.....  

lilsami1998: *rocks side to side with the beat  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: follows every movement with my eyes 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh my 

lilsami1998: *oooosss and giggles  

paveduck: bear, no one saw nuttin ... we only saw poppy  

Poppy England: *holding her butt, swings her hips from one side to the other....  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: nods at ducky not taking my eyes off  poppy's nice sexy 

behind 

Steffanie: slips behind the spell bound guys and lifts their wallets 

lilsami1998: *grins up at poppy standing up  

lilsami1998: *holding up a bill for her  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: LOL steff mines empty 

Poppy England: *spins on the toes of one foot and raises arms slightly, the little top rising to show 

up the underside of her breasts...  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: LOL 

paveduck: that's ok, steff ... it's empty now ... i paid for the drinks!  

paveduck: mmmm loving that underside showing  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: almsot falls off the stool watching those breasts mmmm 

Poppy England: *pushes out a leg....tapping the garter on her stocking for the bill.....  

Steffanie: lol, its okay. I'm not after money, just keeping in practice of taking advantage 

of a good distraction 

lilsami1998: *giggles and winksup at poppy  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: LOL 

lilsami1998: *slides her fingers with the bill up from her ankle to her thigh  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: pushes a 20 in poppy's garter 

lilsami1998: *folds the bill over into her stocking  

Poppy England: *grins to lil sami and bear*  

lilsami1998: *giggles and blushes and grins back  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins back 

Poppy England: *walks down the bar and climbs down to sit on her seat again, sipping her drink  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps loudly 



lilsami1998: *claps  

lilsami1998: so sexy  

Poppy England: it starts getting expensive if you want to see any more  

 

Poppy England: *grins and parts her legs slightly....places her hands between her legs.....pressing 

down on the stool with her feet, she raises her butt up and down keeping rhythm with the music....  

xx-bobo-xx: a million bucks couldnt buy u a body like that look at joan rivers pave lol 

lilsami1998: *giggles and wiggles her butt on the stool the white boy shorts creeping up and 

hugging her cheeks tighter  

paveduck: poppy, you keep moving like that and i'm not gonna be able to think  

D r a z: smiles watching  the girls enjoy the music with their bodies  

Poppy England: well if Draz is agreeable i might dance?  

Poppy England: *crawls along the bar and whispers in Draz's ear*  

scarlett2angel: smiles at sami....rocks my head and lets my ass sway on the bar stool  

lilsami1998: *giggles as poppy crawls past me watching her boobs and butt  

lilsami1998: *smiles to scarlett and blushes  

xx-bobo-xx: takes my beer and sits in quiet corner 

Poppy England: *climbs up from her stool onto the bar.....steps along.....past the customers....  

D r a z:  looks over as poppy  starts her dance 

Poppy England: *starts to grind her hips round in a figure of 8 movement, butt moving sensually in 

the black shorts.....  

paveduck: <<loves the primal beat to this song ... it works well  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: takes a sip of beer 

Poppy England: *slides her hands down her thighs....past the tops of her stockings.....stopping to 

grip her knees.......tossing back her hair and wiggling her butt.....the soft flesh jiggling as she parts 

her legs and moves down....  

lilsami1998: *turns on the barstool and crosses her legs tapping a foot to the beat as she watche  

paveduck: <<eyes moving up and down the dancer, following her hands as they draw 

attention to different parts  

Poppy England: *circles her hips thrusting them up, keeping time with the music, raising her arms 

in front of her....leaning her head back....rippling her bare belly....whole body moving with the 

rhythm......  

D r a z: smiles and  watches  the wriggling  wiggle as poppy    moves to the beat 

scarlett2angel: stmps my feet and yells we will rock you...then sips my drink before i 

forget where i am 

Poppy England: *swinging her hips from side to side again......pressing down....crossing her arms 

behind her back........  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: takes another sip of beer and watches poppy dance 

Poppy England: *straightens up and spins on one foot to face the customers......  

xx-bobo-xx: sips his beer tappin his foot with eyes firmly set on poppy 

D r a z: winks at scarlett as she too get  in the music  

lilsami1998: *giggles as i rock my foot in time watching poppy gracefully turn  

paveduck: likes this form of rocking -- rather than being stoned  



Poppy England: *raises her arms...to shoulder level, revealing the undersides of her breasts as the 

little red top raises.......  

Poppy England: *ripples her belly and thrusts her hips forward......  

paveduck: wow poppy!  

Poppy England: *grins and raises her arms by an inch, showing more of the soft swell of her 

breasts.....  

D r a z: grins to watch  the primevil   spirit in poppy comes out  as she  moves  to the beat  

paveduck: hopes against hope for the arms to keep going higher  

lilsami1998: *giggles as i watch poppy  

Poppy England: *holds her arms where they were....pushing a bent leg forward showing her cash 

garter for those who want to see a little more....  

Poppy England: *holds her position.....  

lilsami1998: *gets up and goes over to the stage  

lilsami1998: *holds up a bill for poppy  

lilsami1998: *grins up at her  

D r a z: moves over to  poppy and slips in a 50 in her garter 

xx-bobo-xx: walks forward and pushes two 100s into top of poppy sockin 

xx-bobo-xx: can i get refill while im at bar plz draz 

Poppy England: *smiles down and takes the cash.....raising her arms further.....the red top barely 

covering her nipples.......hips thrusting in time with the music.......  

scarlett2angel: smiles as my eyes follow Poppy as she moves around the dance floor 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: cheers at poppy  

lilsami1998: *goes back and sits next to scarlett  

Poppy England: *bends her leg again, holds her position with the top barely covering her 

nipples......  

Poppy England: *pulses her body, the golden skin glistening......  

Poppy England: *arches her back....waiting for that last bill that will make sure the top comes 

off......  

lilsami1998: *giggles softly as i look into your eyes  

Harold_Rarius: hi cupcake hugs...ltns how are you 

D r a z:  watches  poppy as she dances  to  the   beat 

paveduck: heya harold  

xx-bobo-xx: pops another 100 in poppys sockin 

lilsami1998: *fingertips slipping to the rim of my glass and gently stroking it  

paveduck: <<holds up another 100 for poppy  

Poppy England: *moves her body on, with the movement starting to reveal her pink nipples......  

Poppy England: *holds out her leg for paveduck.....  

paveduck: <<folds it into the top of her stocking ... with a huge grin  

Poppy England: *grins and crosses her arms...pulling with both hands to remove the top over her 

head......  

paveduck: woohoo!  

D r a z:    winks at  poppy as she takes it off  

Harold_Rarius: notices poppy smiles... that's good moves... slides a $100 at the bar... in 

appreciation for the dancer 



Poppy England: *shakes out her head.....her bare golden breasts adorned with gold nipple rings 

with diamond drops.....  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: takes another sip of beer and enjoys the show 

Poppy England: *spins acrosss the stage, her hair whipping across her face and shoulders......the 

diamond drops on her nipples flickering with light......  

Poppy England: *arches back, shaking and jiggling her breasts........  

paveduck: <<completely mesmerized by the dancer  

D r a z: grins watching the breasts jiggle to the beat   .... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh my 

Poppy England: *slips her fingertips into the belt of her shorts.....pressing in with her elbows and 

shimmies......body pulsing, breasts shimmying with a rapid movement.....nipples growing with the 

cooler air of the room....  

Poppy England: *spins again....coming to stop by the dance pole, reaching up with her arms, 

throwing back her head and licking her lips...  

Poppy England: *slides down the pole, her legs splaying in her shorts.....knees wide...back 

arched.....  

xx-bobo-xx: oh my 

D r a z:  grins watching  poppy at the pole   

Poppy England: *pushing up golden breasts, body pulsing to the music.....the dancer totally 

possessed by the music....  

Poppy England: *holds still......  

Poppy England: *grabs a dressing robe nearby  

D r a z: smiles as  poppy  finishes her dnce ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. woo hoo  ,,,,,,,great dancing  

poppy   

D r a z:   slides  the belt round the robe and ties it   

Poppy England: *hops down off the stage and goes to find her red top*  

xx-bobo-xx: stands and cheers for poppy bravo bravo 

Harold_Rarius: claps for the wonderful dance... slides $$ in the dancer tip bucket... 

paveduck: <<hands poppy her red top  

paveduck: it seems to have fallen in my lap  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: cheers and claps for poppy good show  

Poppy England: *smiles and nods to bobo and Harold  

lilsami1998: *claps for poppy  

lilsami1998: so hot poppy  

D r a z:  stands up and applauds poppy ,,,, seeing her  garter full of notes  

Poppy England: *parts the dressing robe and shows Draz the notes*  

Poppy England: *takes the top from paveduck with a smile  

D r a z:  grins ,,,,,,thats not all thats on show  

xx-bobo-xx: leaves a 50 on the bar give poppy what she wants when she is ready plz draz 

paveduck: hiya bearsluv! hugs  

Poppy England: *gasps and carefully covers her breasts  

bearsluv: slinks over to duck and hugs him  

Poppy England: *heads off into the changing room to get decent again  

D r a z:   smiles and looks at all the cash flowing  



Poppy England: yes, that would be lovely Harold, thank you  

scarlett2angel: tugs a 50 out of my boot waves it at Poppy and gets comfy on the bar 

stool  

Poppy England: *grins and changes direction, going to Scarlet and holding up her leg  

lilsami1998: *giggles and slides poppy a $50  

Poppy England: *disappears into the changing room to get decent and count the loot*  

scarlett2angel: smiles slips it into her garter belt and tickles her thigh before letting ehr 

slip away 

 

 

 

Poppy England: OMG TANGO!!!  

FoolishHeart26: this might indulge Poppy to sway her hips more.. smiles 

FoolishHeart26: winks to Poppy..  

Poppy England: *stands behind her chair and swings one leg over the seat......leans forward, 

pressing her body against her raised leg.......  

Harold_Rarius: looks at poppy dance...smiles at her 

Poppy England: *swings her raised leg down and walks sensually across the dance floor in her 

tango walk....throwing back her head....tawny hair tumbling down her back......  

D r a z: now everything stretches....... winks 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and turns the spot light on towards Poppy's direction..  

Poppy England: *pushes her arms back....the lace of the little top stretching across the swell of her 

breasts......steps, clicking her fingers....back towards the bar.....  

Poppy England: *eyes lowered.....  

D r a z: smiles hearing the click of the heels  

Harold_Rarius: watches poppy as she walks back... 

Poppy England: *takes a large step forward and lunges onto her front leg, bringing forward her 

arms.....dipping her head, hair brushing the floor......  

D r a z: the light catching the hair shimmers 

Poppy England: *swings her arms back....arching her back......tilting her head back......starts to 

raise on her front leg.....  

Harold_Rarius: watches her moves ....so perfectly timed....executed with such elegance... 

Poppy England: *spins on both feet, raising to her toes.....eyes flashing up to catch those of 

memories of the audience......  

Poppy England: *hair lashes over her face and shoulders......  

D r a z: watches the shimmering veil of hair  shake to the tango beat  

Harold_Rarius: good and you ? 

Poppy England: *stepping forward to the bar she leans forward, stretching out her arms....pressing 

her forehead to the counter........  

Harold_Rarius: eyes following her not missing a step 

Poppy England: *arches back.....eyes closed.....lips pouted....breathing slowly.....  

Poppy England: *gigles and grabs Heart  

D r a z: smiles watchnig the tango dancer,,,,,,,  

FoolishHeart26: smiles as the spotlight captures Poppy's graceful dancing...  



Poppy England: *walks her across the floor in the tango walk....  

FoolishHeart26: giggles and quite amazed as she took my hand... follows her around the 

dance floor..  

Poppy England: *smiles, grateful for every ince of her 5ft 8 as she bends heart over one of her 

knees.......  

Poppy England: *smiles down at her.....  

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches the tango duo 

Poppy England: *swings her back up and spins her under her arm, striding lightly across the 

floor....  

Poppy England: *returns heart to her seat, smiles and moves back to her bar stool*  

Harold_Rarius: claps.....well done poppy 

Poppy England: *smiles* thank you Harold  

D r a z: stands and applauds poppy and heart ......well done  

Harold_Rarius: waves and claps for heart as well... 

Poppy England: *holds out her arm to her lovely partner* 

Poppy England: *leans over the bar and grasps the edges and pulls herself up....slipping 

on her front she slides onto the bar.....bending her knees, crossing her ankles in the 'fuck 

me shoes'  

D r a z:  smiles as poppy gets up to dance on the bar  

scottishguy_8:    

pvclucygirl: mmm, nice timing to come down, and a front row seat too i smile 

garrett523: *his eyes wander up and down the legs and then up to poppy's face... 

smiling* 

scottishguy_8: looks at poppy up on the bar 

andycali_19: she is going to poppy something 

pvclucygirl: hehe 

Poppy England: *presses the bar with her hands, straightening her arms....arching her 

back...bringing her feet up to brush her tawny hair.....ripe breasts pressing against the 

little crop top....  

scottishguy_8: sits back and admires poppys stunning figure 

D r a z:  smiles to see  the nubile body    taket o the blues beat  

garrett523: *leans back and to the side as he watches poppy* 

pvclucygirl: sips my champagne as i watch 

Poppy England: *sits back on her heels....her knees spreading....her hands wandering to 

lift her hair.....starting to pulse her body with the blues rhythm.....kneeling up...her 

golden midriff rippling......  

garrett523: *breathes a little heavier to the sight before him* 

Poppy England: *drops her head back and her little top lifts to bare the swell of the 

underside of her breasts...closes her eyes...... and parts her lips.....body still rippling to 

the insistent rhythm.......  

D r a z: that body wants  to dance 

scottishguy_8: that body should dance 

D r a z: the beat  ,.,.,.,.,. throbbing in her ears and through her veigns  



garrett523: *groans softly* I am not sure if I could handle seeing that body dance after 

the time I just had... 

Poppy England: *lifts her arms slightly.....the top raising to uncover more of her golden 

breasts....nipples just remaining covered......thrusts her hips upward and moves them in 

time with the music......  

scottishguy_8: i  am sure you could struggle through it garrett 

garrett523: *bites his lips* very nice poppy 

pvclucygirl: not sure where to look, that gorgeous smile, those perky breasts barely contained in 

the lil crop top, those sexy velvet shorts, amazing legs in sheer nylon or those to die for glossy heels 

.... decides to just stare and take it all in hehe 

scottishguy_8: i am going nowhere 

D r a z:   taps  the beat on the bar watching as poppy  thrusts  to the beat 

pvclucygirl: isnt she perfect scottish 

Poppy England: *moves to put her hands on the bar.....pressing her breasts down 

stretching out her arms....and pushing up her butt in the little black velvet 

shorts....parting legs so the golden skin of her inner thighs is temptingly on view......  

scottishguy_8: she is better than that 

scottishguy_8: mmmmmmm looks at poppys stunning firm ass 

garrett523: *smiles as he takes in the beauty* 

Poppy England: *starts to crawl along the bar....her ripe rump moving from side to side, 

stops in front of Scottish.....  

pvclucygirl: mmm lucky scott 

scottishguy_8: very lucky indeed 

D r a z: grins at  poppya asshe moves to the beat  

Poppy England: *sits on her heels and parts her knees wide......smiles down at 

him...leaning forward her pinky pouty lips brushing his ear......  

scottishguy_8: has to sit on his hands so he behaves 

Poppy England: do you want to see more....  

Poppy England: ?  

scottishguy_8: feels the warm of poppys breath and the sweet smell of her perfume 

scottishguy_8: love to see more poppy 

Poppy England: *kneels up and thrusts forward her hips in time with the music.....patting 

the top of her stocking.....  

D r a z: ooh lalalalalala  

Poppy England: tip goes in there.....  

Poppy England: *smiles around to the other guys* its very expensive, I think you should 

help Scottish out.....  

D r a z: winks and slips in a 100   

scottishguy_8: eyes wide open takes his wallet out and gently runs his hand up poppys 

stunning thigh and slips in 100 

pvclucygirl: holds up a $100 

Poppy England: *arches her back and ripples her body, dropping her arms back...and 

closing her eyes.....feeling the guys' fingers brush against the tender flesh of her thigh.....  



Poppy England: *lightly lifts the 100 from lucy's fingers and tucks it into her stocking 

top....  

garrett523: *slips out a hundred to add to the pot* 

pvclucygirl: damn, i wanted to slip it in i giggle 

Poppy England: *winks at lucy*  

garrett523: *hands it to lucy* slip mine in for me then 

garrett523: *pulls out another hundred* 

Poppy England: *moves to lucy, grinning, pushes out her leg....  

pvclucygirl: smiles 

garrett523: it's hard to hold back... believe me, I know 

pvclucygirl: taking garrett's 100, trailing it up those sexy legs, against the sheer stockings, my 

fingers brushing against her soft skin as i go to slip it under the top of her pullups, then changing my 

mind, i smile, as i tuck it in under the strap on one of her amazing patent shoes 

Poppy England: *sits on her heels and starts to lean back.....arching her back until her 

head touches the bar, body pulsing to the beat of the music....grins....closing her 

eyes....parting her legs....slides her arms above her head......  

garrett523: *smiles as he holds his other 100... watching poppy* 

pvclucygirl: wow, poppy will make more than me at this rate, i am doing it all wrong i giggle 

D r a z: grins watching   poppy as she teases the bejusus  in us  

Poppy England: *keeping up the insistent ripple of muscles across her golden midriff, she 

grasps her hands together and the top lifts.....giving a little glimpse of her hardened 

nipples with their rings with diamond drops......  

garrett523: very nice 

Poppy England: *quickly sits up before Draz gets cross.....top covering her breasts 

carefully.....  

pvclucygirl: awwwwwww 

Poppy England: *sits on the edge of the bar with her legs parted.....  

Poppy England: who wants the top to come off?  

D r a z:  winks at  poppy ..........  

Poppy England: *pats the stocking top.....  

garrett523: *holds out his hundred* 

pvclucygirl: tries to act cool 

Poppy England: *crosses her wrists behind her back dropping back her head......  

D r a z:  slips a 100 in the stocking  

Poppy England: *glances to garrett and pushes her leg towards him......  

garrett523: *pinches the fabric being careful not to touch any skin... then pulls it out 

araw from her leg... slips the bill inside and then lets the fabric snap back in place* 

Poppy England: *grins and slips down off the bar......moves towards the stage.....  

garrett523: *spins in his seat to watch the show* 

Poppy England: *climbs the steps and stands with her back to the audience, tosses back 

her hair and crosses her arms....grasping the hem of the top.....pulses her body harder to 

the music.....  

D r a z: smiles watching the hips  swing side to side  



Poppy England: *pulling the top over her head.....her naked narrow back to the 

audience.......breasts starting to swing gently with the movement of her body, the 

fullness of the sides appearing teasingly.....  

pvclucygirl: sips my bubbles as i watch 

tigerzjill: smiles and turns to watch the show  

D r a z: smiles getting a glimpse of firm young breasst   

Poppy England: *turns to one side....body pulsing hard...head thrown back..... lips 

parted...  

garrett523: *smiles as he watches poppy* very nice 

Poppy England: *turns to face the audience, naked from the waist up....the diamonds 

shimmering with her movement....  

pvclucygirl: oh wow 

garrett523: *claps* stunning! 

Master_joe:    

tigerzjill: staring impossible to take my eyes off her beautiful body  

Poppy England: *presses her elbows in to her sides........and shimmies, her breasts 

jigging hard...the diamonds reflecting the light......  

D r a z:  smiles watching the  breasts   sway  in the beat  

Poppy England: *rolls her hips.....still shimmying.....the firm flesh of her breasts jiggling, 

her stockings stuffed with cash....  

Poppy England: *throws back her head and laughs at Draz's choice of music....  

garrett523: *places his wallet on the bar infront of him... thinking he will be using it 

again soon* 

tigerzjill: waves kelleen to the seat next to mine  

Kelleen: Yes poppy is stunning  

D r a z: whistles and throws my stetson over  to poppy    

Kelleen: Smiles walking over to jill 

tigerzjill: hugs kelleen and tells her poppy is just starting  

Poppy England: *slides her hands across her belly and in between her legs...parting her 

thighs.....raises a hand to catch Draz's stetson.....puts it on, her ears keeping it above her 

eyes...thinks that Draz must have a very big head.....  

D r a z: laffs ,,,,, watching popy trying to keep the hat on 

Poppy England: *writhes her hips from side to side, one hand on her  head holding the 

hat...the other drifting across her breasts......  

Kelleen: He needs all 10 gallons if the hat 

Poppy England: *spins on one foot turning her back on the audience....  

Poppy England: *bends forward and pushes up her ass as the stage lights die.....  

tigerzjill: wraps my arms around kelleen watching poppy  

Kelleen: Standing clapping for poppy 

D r a z: watches the little firm but  bump up adn down provocatively  

Poppy England: *reaches out and grabs her little top....taking off Draz's hat, pulling on 

the top and struts, grinning off the stage.....  

pvclucygirl: wow, amazing poppy 



D r a z:   phewwwwwwwwwwww  ...... stands by the stage with a LAB robe  

D r a z:  bravo bravo poppy ,,,,,,,,,,,, great show 

Poppy England: *removes the cash from her stockings and her shoe counts it and stashes 

it in her shorts pocket and slips into the robe kindly held by Draz  

D r a z:  ties  the belt round the robe .,,,,,,,    

Kelleen: walking up giving a twenty to poppy 

Poppy England: ooh thank you Kelleen  

Kelleen: Very welcome poppy 

Poppy England: *watches Draz tying the belt*  

Poppy England: *heads back to the bar and slips onto her seat*  

D r a z:  smiles  that was great 

 

 

 

Poppy England: *grins and leans over her chair....her mini dress riding up showing the 

soft flesh of the back of her thighs and starts to roll her hips  

Poppy England: *slides her hands down the legs of the stool....parting her legs as she 

moves down.....  

hotcajunmale: watching poppy  them sexy hips 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and settles to my lil corner.. watching Poppy dancing gorgoeusly 

and Scarlette spinning sexily 

FoolishHeart26: lol Scarlett 

hotcajunmale: damn poppy want to take that onto the dance foor 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Poppy..turns the lights down and sways my head  

Poppy England: *pushes herself up and turns.....resting her back on the seat of the stoool  

Poppy England: *drops her head back...her hair swinging...  

D r a z: smiles watching poppy   move to the beat  

Poppy England: *pushes up her breasts in the tight red dress and bends one of her 

legs....running her foot up her inner thigh....  

FoolishHeart26: resting my chin on my palm as I rest my  elbow over the table... enjoying 

the sight of my friends 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Poppy and heart..rocks my head to this and wiggles my nose at 

Draz 

Poppy England: *drops an arm back and brings the other to the ring of her zip.......hips 

still gently rolling....  

Poppy England: *closes her eyes and pouts her lips......slowly pulling the zip 

down.....showing a little cleavage....  

D r a z: smiles seeing the mounds of breasts appearing  

FoolishHeart26: winks at Scarlette loving her every moves in the dj's booth... and 

admires Poppy's seductive dancing as well.. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm wishs that was my finger 

Poppy England: *pulls down the zip a little further...swell of golden breasts starting to 

show.....  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh my.... blinks my eyes... and bites my bottom lip watching 



Poppy England: *moves carefully to keep the tight dress containing her breasts and 

covering her nipples.....  

Poppy England: *stretches her bent leg in its pvc boot upwards.......  

D r a z: grisn watchiing poppy  

scarlett2angel: drops my headphones....spins around seeing in behid a closed door..winks 

tugs my top up and off ..twrills around in my baby blue bra and black skirt letting my 

breasts barely stay in the bra as i dance around in the booth 

Poppy England: *gently pulls the zip further down....starting to expose her flat golden 

belly, slowly rippling the muscles....as her zip moves further down....  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm... ohh woowww... Scarlett.....  

scarlett2angel: winks at Poppy an plays with the straps of my bra letting eachone slip 

down my arms an hook my elbows as my hips sway  

Poppy England: *pulls the zip down past her navel....body still pulsing to the rhythm of 

the music....  

D r a z: growlsss  seeing the slow reveal  

FoolishHeart26: fanning myself and smiles at DRaz... fanning myself... aren't  we just 

soooooo lucky tonight? giggles.... and I even promised myself to behave more... how can 

I do thatnow...... giggles 

Poppy England: *ripples her belly with the music...crossing her hands above her 

head......opens eyes and smiles lazily at Draz....  

scarlett2angel: winks at Draz as my firm breasts push my bra up showing off more of my 

tanned body but his eyes are on Poppy..... 

D r a z: winks at  poppy and scarlett  

Poppy England: *brings down her stretched leg and places her feet on the floor, 

straightens and sits up.....tossing back her tawny hair.....  

scarlett2angel: turns the lights off in the booth giggles an lets my bra slip from my arms 

dances around topless now as the music slowly rocks my hips  

Poppy England: *sits on the seat , grabbing the edge....letting the red dress slip from her 

shoulders.....  

FoolishHeart26: plops and rests my back on the chair... my crossed legs swinging to the 

tune... enjoying the desirable  ways of Poppy and Scarlett as the tease Draz with 

sensuality...  

Poppy England: *pushes her elbows together to ensure she stays covered.....  

Poppy England: *smiles* if I move much more, my breasts will escape lol  

D r a z: smils watching the girls  ....  they are nearly there  

FoolishHeart26: ummmm.. I won't really mind if they would... giggles...  

Poppy England: *sits on the seat playing with her zip..watching scarletts beautiful figures 

as she dances....  

scarlett2angel: whispers to Heart you and Draz are in the same boat  

FoolishHeart26: giggles.....  

D r a z: laffs  watching    poppy  ... 

scarlett2angel: pops my bubble gum winks and rocks my hips  

Poppy England: *pulls up the zip, holding Draz's gaze...  

Poppy England: *thrusting her hips to the music...  



scarlett2angel: winks at Poppy Draz is gonna fall out of his chair 

Poppy England: *moves and sits on the edge of the bar.....  

scarlett2angel: let your fingers do the walking draz 

D r a z: smilesand wipes the  bar  

Poppy England: *reaches up with her arms and clasps her hands.....throwing back her 

head, pressing forward her ripe breasts in the dress....  

scarlett2angel: doesn't look  

Poppy England: *takes up the rhythm of the music again with her gently rippling body.....  

Poppy England: *winks at Draz and glances down at the ring of her dress  

FoolishHeart26: doesn't ............... discreetly looking... lol  

FoolishHeart26: tickles Scarlett .... is that your way of not looking..??  

scarlett2angel: giggles  

D r a z: laffssssssssss 

Poppy England: *puts her hands on the bar and hops down*  

D r a z:  smiles as poppy hops down  

Poppy England: *pulls up her zip and looks for her drink 

 

 

 

Poppy England: *slips onto one of her favourite bar stools wearing her black velvet 

shorts, black stockings with bows, killer heels and her lacy shirt tied under her breasts  

D r a z: laffs and sees an opportunity ......... walks around whistling and  blows airon the 

girls  

Poppy England: *slips her nylon-clad foot back into her shoe and crosses her legs again  

Poppy England: *slips off her stool and leans her elbows on it.....  

Poppy England: *pushes up her backside....straightening her legs showing off the seams 

at the back of her stockings....the golden flesh at the stop of her stockings and her trim 

backside in the shorts.....  

websterace3: mmmmmmm lovelyyyyyyyyyy 

Kelleen: bittitng my lip watching poppy 

D r a z: smiles watching poppy  

Poppy England: *bends her knees and moves her rounded rump from side to side, 

meeting the rhythm of the music.....  

websterace3: getting warm in  here 

D r a z: sexy seams  

websterace3: woooooooo hoooooooooo 

websterace3: nice  

Poppy England: *leans her chin on one of her hands and continues to roll and push up her 

ass.....smiling seductively at the men....  

websterace3: nice rhythm Poppy 

websterace3: smiles back  

D r a z: smiles watching poppy as her butt slides side  to side  



Poppy England: *moves her arms and grasps either side of the stool..pushing it away 

from her...her cleavage now exposed.....moving hips from side to side...  

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

websterace3: catches my breath 

websterace3: heart beats a little faster 

websterace3: looks down her cleavage lovely 

Poppy England: *tosses back her head, her tawny hair whipping at her narrow 

back....hips still rolling from side to side.....pushing up her butt to straighten her 

seams.....  

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

websterace3: checks her seams very straight 

Poppy England: *grins and flips over onto her back on the stool resting the small of her 

back on the seat......  

websterace3: wow what moves 

Poppy England: *arches back and reaches back with her arms...pushing up her breasts in 

the little shirt......  

D r a z: smiles  at the sexy show  

websterace3: almost falls out of my booth  

hotcajunmale: wow poppy.. wow 

Kelleen: watching poppy being a women that loves stockings can totaly understand how 

sexy they are making her feel 

Poppy England: *the waves of her hair swinging with her movements...  

websterace3: she sure is looking very sexy 

Kelleen: yes they are sexy webster 

hotcajunmale: love watching poppy dancin 

websterace3: yes stocking look so sexyand feels so good 

D r a z: smiles at poppy as she entertains  

Poppy England: *pulls up one of her legs....bending it....pulling her foot in the shiny shoe 

up to touch her knee....  

websterace3: love rubbing my hands on a women wearing stocking 

Poppy England: *smiles and extends her leg totally straight......  

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

Poppy England: are my seams straight?  

websterace3: yes they are Poppy 

D r a z:  they look right  

lauraparty: wow amazing moves poppy  

Poppy England: *grins and puts her foot back down again...pushes at the stool and 

stands up  

websterace3: lovely 

Poppy England: thank you websterace  

Poppy England: *leans against the bar in hope of a drink  

websterace3: yvw Poppy you look so sexy 

Poppy England: *winks over her shoulder at websterace and rolls her hips as she stands 

at the bar.....  



Poppy England: *struts along the bar to the dancing pole at the end  

FoolishHeart26: discreetly peers on Poppy's direction 

Poppy England: *grasps the pole with one hand and hooks her leg around it....swinging 

round, back arched, hair sweeping as she spins round the pole.....  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm... not looking with discreet now... yayy... 

Poppy England: *stops and stands against the pole...feet planted firmly apart......  

Poppy England: *presses her hips against the pole and starts to roll them from one side 

to the other....belly pressed to the pole and its steel hardness pressing between her 

breasts in the tight blue dress.....  

D r a z: looks over  to poppy at the pole  ...... 

Master_joe: mmm 

FoolishHeart26: rests my back on the chair and crosses my  right leg over the right.. 

watching Poppy..  

Poppy England: *flutters her eyelashes at Draz, tips her head to one side and runs the tip 

of her tongue along the pole, holding his gaze......  

D r a z:  smile as i  watch her provocative pose  

Poppy England: *kisses the hard pole and drops one arm back....arching her back, turning 

her head to look at Joe.......  

Poppy England: *thrusts her hips up against the pole while grinning at him 

suggestively......  

D r a z: smiles as we watch   those big breasts   as she bend s back 

Master_joe: looking back   

Master_joe: love the arch 

Poppy England: *reaches to the ring on the zip of her dress.......  

FoolishHeart26: ohh myyy...  

Master_joe: watching the ring 

Poppy England: *hips pressed up, back arched hard....she starts to pull at the zip....  

D r a z:  watching mounds of breasts fighting to be released as th zipslides down 

Poppy England: *the zip slides smoothly down as she exposes her deep cleavage......  

Master_joe: yess so nice 

Poppy England: *rippling her body.....pulling herself up with her pole arm....pressing the 

bare flesh against the hard pole....bending over......legs straight......  

FoolishHeart26: admires Poppy's smooth skin.. smiles 

D r a z: smiling to see the pole slide between the big breasts 

Master_joe: love the moves... 

Poppy England: *brings her spare hand down with a loud crack as she spanks one of her 

butt cheeks in the tight dress.....  

Master_joe: bad girl...lol 

D r a z: hears the smack above the music  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmmms to the sound of the smackins..!!  

Poppy England: *gasps...mouth open, eyes closed...pushing hips up against the 

pole....arching back again and dropping back away from the pole.....hand clasped tight to 

the hard metal to support her weight.....  



Poppy England: *zip slipping slightly of its own accord.....down to show the fullness of 

the bottom of her breasts.....dress still within the rules.....  

D r a z: smiles  to see  the fullness of the breasts 

FoolishHeart26: fanning myself as I watch Poppy's seductive dancing.. it's getting hot in 

here...  

Poppy England: *straightens and backs against the pole, raising her arms above her 

head...holding the pole.....  

Master_joe: very hot 

D r a z: catches glimpse of the  swell of breast  

Poppy England: *raises one of her legs and pushes the foot against the pole....short skirt 

riding up to show her garter tight against the golden flesh of her thigh above her boot......  

Master_joe: flexible too 

Poppy England: *starts to ripple her body, dropping her head forward....tawny hair 

slipping forward to cover her face........  

FoolishHeart26: can't take my eyes off Poppy's body 

FoolishHeart26: hello Kenny 

Poppy England: *slides arms down the pole......until they are behind the small of her 

back...wrists crossed.....  

D r a z:  watches the rippling sexy dnacer  

Master_joe: love that pose 

Poppy England: *wriggles her shoulders....the dress sliding off each narrow joint, 

exposing smooth golden flesh.....  

Master_joe: oh yes 

Poppy England: *pushes her back against the pole...straigtening up....bending 

knees...splaying them outwards as she slides down the pole.....  

D r a z: grins to see  the knees part 

Poppy England: *rolling hips, head forward, hair covering her face and breasts......she 

rocks her hips from side to side as she moves down....knees opening wider....  

Master_joe: open seseme 

Poppy England: *rounded butt pressing against the pole....body rippling gently with the 

music......  

Poppy England: *pushes up....sliding up the pole.....legs straightening.......  

RocketManFL: mm poppy!! woo hoo 

Poppy England: *pushes back against the pole...wrists crossed behind her back...hair 

hanging forward, dress dragged off her shoulders.......stops dancing, body covered in a 

fine sheen of sweat.....  

RocketManFL: takes seat near stage 

D r a z: smiles as poppy slide hre back up the pole    and the  glisten of her skin 

Poppy England: *raises her head showing off the near naked breasts and the glistening 

flat belly.....  

RocketManFL: broad smile, winks at poppy 

Poppy England: *pulls up her zip.....slowly covering her body....pushing her breasts 

together and sculpting their ripeness.....  

Master_joe: mmm 



RocketManFL: (other things are being sculpted) 

Poppy England: *tosses her head, turns and struts along the bar back to her seat....  

Master_joe:    

RocketManFL: stands and claps 

RocketManFL: woo hoo poppy 

D r a z: stands and applauds  poppy ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, great show ........ well done poppy   

Poppy England: *settles on her stool and sips her rapidly cooling tea*  

RocketManFL: draz, poppy's refreshment on me 

D r a z: wipes  the bar ,,,,,what would  you like to drink poppy ? 

Poppy England: I think I deserve a vodka and tonic now  
D r a z:  pours a good measure of grey goose vodka in a glass of ice cubes , tops with 

tonic waterand adds two lime wedges  and slides the V and T  accross to poppy on a LAB 

coaster 

 

 

Poppy England: *kicks off her shoes and climbs up onto the bar....moving down onto all fours....  

D r a z: she gotta wild streak  

GuitarslingerMike: watches poppy climb up..  

paveduck: <<eyes, the cat-like motion of poppy  

Poppy England: *starts to crawl along the bar, lynx-like  

shane92770: eyes pop open when i see poppy on all 4's,,,,, OMG 

D r a z:  leans back as the music invades poppy 

Poppy England: *pushes up her ass in the little velvet shorts....  

shane92770: wishing poppy was facing the otherway from me 

GuitarslingerMike: grins at poppy grinding away in the shorts...  

paveduck: enjoys an angle view of poppy  

Poppy England: *crawls slowly down the bar and stops in front of Draz....  

D r a z: those shorts cant contain her for long 

Poppy England: *sits back on her heels and watches him sitting back enjoying the show.....  

D r a z: looks up at  poppy  

bluebear_1: What a great view from this side 

D r a z: my eyes shine  to see the sensualdancer  

Poppy England: *grins at him and runs hands up her sides....cupping her breasts briefly and 

bringing them up to lock behind her neck.......  

D r a z: looks upand down  the   sexaul  body  and winks  

Poppy England: *breathes deeply and starts to kneel up and pulse her body with the rhythm of the 

music  

D r a z:   grins to watch   poppy  move in time to the beat of the tune  

Poppy England: *golden thighs shimmering above the stockings.....as she parts her thighs.....crooks 

her finger at Draz  

Poppy England: *holds out one of the ties of her little lace shirt....  

D r a z:  laffs and shakes my head ,, and winks  



D r a z:     moves over and pulls the ties 

paveduck: nice to be the proprieter of the place  

Poppy England: *holds the ties and moves with the music, giving him a glimpse of the ripe golden 

breasts....  

D r a z:  smiles seeing the curves of the breasts as the shirt opens up 

Poppy England: *leans forward and breathes under his ear.....  

Poppy England: *reties the shirt and moves back onto all fours....  

D r a z: feels the warm breathe  and smiles  

paveduck: draz seems to be looking just a lil hot under the collar  

Poppy England: starts to crawl along the bar again towards mike.....  

GuitarslingerMike: smiles and looks into poppy's eyes...  

D r a z: smiles as i watch  poppy crawl away m,m,m,m,m, with a didtinct wiggle in the tail  

Poppy England: *sits on her heels in front of him, body keeping up the pulsing movement....  

paveduck: lucky guy there mike  

GuitarslingerMike: looking her up and down...  

Poppy England: *starts to untie the shirt......holding the ends of the ties....  

GuitarslingerMike: grins and nods to duck...  

Poppy England: *shrugs the shirt off her shoulders....and lets it slip, keeping just her nipples 

covered with her hands and the black lace  

GuitarslingerMike: licking bottom lip as I watch the shirt slip free...  

Poppy England: *tosses her tawny hair over her naked shoulders....skin glistening golden in the 

light.....  

Poppy England: *body pulsing, smooth midriff rippling from muscles under the skin....  

GuitarslingerMike: looking up over smooth skin to her eyes... then down along curves and 

belly.. and along gorgeous thighs...  

Poppy England: *leans forward and licks gently up the side of his neck.......  

GuitarslingerMike: mmms... shivers... and grins... all at once...  

Poppy England: *sways from side to side...hair moving with her body...holding her hands over her 

nipples....the fullness of her breasts visible for anyone who cares to see....  

GuitarslingerMike: grins and watches hips wigging and breasts swaying...  

GuitarslingerMike: licks a lip...  

paveduck: oh, we definitely care to see  

D r a z: rock s to the beat looking over at poppy getting a great profile view  

Poppy England: *moves backwards....knees planted firmly to the bar....back arching, hands holding 

her breasts.....moving down as her hair brushes the bar, body pulsing to the music.....  

GuitarslingerMike: eyes roaming down her back and over her ass... loving the long hair as 

it brushes the bar...  

Poppy England: *quickly ties the shirt...covering herself.....and kneels up.....  

paveduck: i always hate the covering back up part  

Poppy England: *stands and walks along the bar....and dismounts at the end....  

GuitarslingerMike: looks up into poppy's eyes... clapping...  

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous! as always poppy.  

Poppy England: *grins  

paveduck: outstanding!  



D r a z:   smiles as poppy  slips off the bar ,,,,,,,,, claps my hands slowly mmmmm very 

well done 

D r a z: winks at poppy and passes her V an T   to her 

Poppy England: *takes the drink and leaves her tip jar on the bar...hopefully  

GuitarslingerMike: thanks for the lovely dance.  

D r a z:        see  you later 

 

 


